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lNTRODUCTION 
1. ~pose 
The purpose of this thesis is to compile review 
activities, questions, and test items to accompany 
typical textbook topics that are found in a high 
school economics course. Economics courses may be 
found in grades ten, eleven, or twelve, but these 
exercises are assuming an eleventh grade reading and 
comprehension level. Although the exercises are con-
tracted on the basis of specific chapters prepared for 
a high school economics textbook, they are also general 
enough to be applicable and useful in accompaniment with 
any such textbook. 
2. Kinds of Economic Topics 
No one has yet compiled a universally agreed upon 
list of topics that ought to be included in a high school 
economics course. An examination of recent textbooks 
in the area, however, gives some clues as to trends and 
most frequently covered topics. On the basis of such 
an informal examination of recent texts, the following 
topics were derived. They represent areas that are 
most frequently stressed in more recent texts and course 
offerings: 
1. The American Economic System 
2. Tools for Building Economic Understandings 
3. National Product and Income 
4. Business Cycles 
ll 
5. Consumers in Our Economy 
6. Consumer ~roblems 
7. Money Management 
8. Labor's ~art in ~roduction 
9. The Use of Natural Resources 
10. The Use of Capital 
11. Businesw Firms 
12. Corporation Securities; Stocks and Bonds 
13. Money in Our Economy 
14. Money and Banking 
15. The Federal Reserve System 
16. Unionism and Collective Bargaining 
17. International Trade 
18. The Framework of Government Regulation 
1~. Government; Revenues and Expenditures 
3. Types of Student Activities and other Exercises 
One basic approach was followed in deciding upon 
the types of activities, questions, and other exercises 
to be included in this thesis. It was simply to ask, 
"What is the kind and extent of teaching aids that the 
economics teacher would most like to have to accompany 
the various topics that he deals with in his course?" 
The practical result of answering this question was to 
compile a series of exercises and references that can be 
construed to be "end of chapter" materials for a typical 
economics textbook. In this thesis the various materials 
are classified under the following headings• 
Il! 
1. Summary \Of the topic or chapterJ 
II. Review questions and activities 
A. Vocabulary 
B. Factual questions 
C. Discussion questions 
D. Student activities 
E. Exercise in applying what has been learned 
III. Test Items 
A. Multiple choice 
B. Matching 
c. Completion 
IV. Bibliography 
A. Written material 
B. Audio-visual material 
The above outline is followed for each of the 
nineteen topics in the economics course ,or in the 
typical textbook). 
Title 
Review Activities, Questions, and Test Items 
to Accompany Textbook Topics in a 
High School Economics Course 
Chapter ~ 
THE AMERICAN ECONOMY 
All people throughout the world are part of an 
economic system. Any economic system consists of three 
processes, namely: production, distribution and consump-
tion. 
The American economic system is often considered as 
the most productive economy in history. This is because 
of the fact that the United States containing only about 
6% of the world's population, produces more than 50% of 
the world's manufactured goods and also consumes about 
50% of some of the world's raw materials such as steel, 
crude oil, coffee and rubber. 
The outstanding characteristics of the American 
economic system are best represented by the following 
four examples: \lJ an ever-changing economy, \2) a 
progressive economy, (3J a mixed economy, and \4J a 
monetary economy. 
The above examples show the particular features 
of the American economic system; however, there are 
certain functions that any and all economic systems 
must perform. An economic system is a necessity in all 
societies because it is simply the set of arrangements 
that people work out for supplying themselves with goods 
and services. This set varies in different societies. 
, 
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The three key questions involved in production are; 
what to produce? how to produce? and for whom to produc~ 
There are two main goods that an economic system may pro-
duce: consumer goods and capital goods. 
2. Review Questions and Activities 
Vocabulary 
Explain in your own words what the following words or terms 
mean: 
Producer 
Distributer 
Consumer 
Economic System 
A Dynamic Economy 
A ~regressive Economy 
A Mixed Economy 
Free-Enterprise Economy 
A Monetary Economy 
A Barter Economy 
Review Questions 
A Socialistic Economy 
Specialization 
Deflation 
Inflation 
Commercial Bank 
Money 
Consumer Goods 
Capital Goods 
Social Security 
Tariffs 
1. Why is the United States called a pecuniary society? 
2. To what does a monetary system lead? 
3. What is an economic system? 
4. why is the United States said to have a dynamic economy? 
5, How does government contribute to making our's a dynamic 
economy? 
6. ~fuy can one say that the United States has a progressive 
economy? 
7. wlhy can one say that the United States has a mixed economy? 
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s. About what percent of our 1abor force is ore;anized 
into unions? 
9. How does labor affect our economy? 
10. Does a progressive economy have any harmful effects? 
11. What are the characteristics of the American economic 
system? 
12. What are the functions that all economic systems must 
perform? Discuss. 
13. Why is the American economic system considered 
progressive? 
14. Explain what is meant by a "mixed economy". 
15. In what ways does government regulate or restrain the 
activities of private enterprise? 
16. what do we mean when we say that the American society 
is a pecuniary society? How is this generally seen 
in our economy? 
17. What is meant by the term "standard of livine;"? now 
does our standard of living compare with those of 
the other nations of the world? 
Discussion Questions 
1. \/hat is money? 
2. 1/hat is the relation of man to economics? 
3. Can one say that while a primitive society can exist 
with a barter economy, a complex society requires a 
monetary economy? 
4. Could one say that economics influence and touch all 
phases of man's life? 
5. v/hat has economics to do with the strue;gle for power 
among nations? 
- " . 
6. If all phases of man's life are influenced by economics, 
could one say that an individual's outcome is determined 
by his economic environment? 
7. Will consumers enjoy more and better goods and services 
in a free enterprise economy or in a planned economy? 
s. Do you agree with the statement that a "mixed economy" 
is the most suitable form of economic system in a 
democratic society? 
9. what reasons can you give to explain the fact the 
United States has .;the most productive economy the 
world has ever seen"? 
10. Generally speaking, how do the basic principles of the 
American economy differ from those under which the 
Russian economy is run? 
Student Activities 
1. Chart the process your latest purchase v1ent through 
be fore it reached you, the consumer. 
2. Certain materials or goods are necessary for a country 
to be a world power. Make a list of _:;oods which are 
necessary and show the resources that the United States 
has in each of these areas. 
3. Draw a series of cartoons depicting the changes between 
life today and in your grandf"ather's day due to our 
progressive economy. 
4. Because we have a dynamic economy new production methods 
are being sought. The assembly line is a modern method 
of production. Give an oral report on the advantages 
and disadvantages of the assembly line. 
5. Government plays an important role in our economy. 
Report on the role of government in one area that 
affects our economy. 
6. Write a paper on the depression of the 1930 1 s stressing 
peoples' opinions as to why this depression occurred. 
7. Make a list of all the important ideas contained in 
this chapter. 
s. Draw up a list of questions which you hope to find 
the answer to through this course in economics. 
9. Prepare a television show which would present the 
basic principles of the American economy. 
10. tlold a debate on the following topica: A Free Economy 
or A Planned Economy - Today's Decision. 
11. tiOld a panel discussion on one of the suggested dis-
cussion questions. 
12. Make a study of the philosophies of different leading 
economists. 
13. Make a study of different economies using the United 
States, Britain, and Russia as examples. 
14. Make a study of the effect of economics on world power 
using the United States, Russia, Britain, France, 
China, India, and Ghana as examples. 
15. Bring in some outside readings which would be of interest 
to the class. 
16. List important public problems, local and national, 
which seem mainly economic. Discuss possible solutions. 
17. Present a panel discussion on "The social system of 
the United States has favored economic development". 
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18. Evaluate recent actions or proposed actions by your 
state legislature on economic issues, 
19. Present a panel on the similarities and differences 
between English and American economic theory and policy. 
20. Find out what you can about the Russian economy, 
Compare the basic principles and functions upon 
which it operates with those of the American economy 
and record any conclusions you reach concerning the 
comparative advantages or disadvantages of each. 
This may be a written project or an oral class report 
21. Make a poster representing the vast productivity of 
the American economic system. Show in a pictorial 
fashion the major goods which the United States both 
produces and consumes, and the numerical or percentage 
extent to which they are produced and consumed in 
comparison with the rest of the world, 
22, Investigate the various types of economic systems 
which exist in the world today, such as mixed economy, 
laissez-faire, etc. List the fundamental principles 
upon which each operates, and name those nations of 
the vmrld which adheres to each type, .Present your 
findings to the class in the form of an oral report, 
23. Conduct a panel discussion on the topic "The Present 
Condition of the American Economy". Consider such 
items as the present nature of our economy, the merits 
or disadvantages of the "mixed economy" and how it is 
better developed, and the future outlook of American 
economic productivity under this system. 
Applying What You ~ Learned 
Reproduced below is a chart showinG private and 
public electric power production in various sections of 
the United States. You are to examine the chart carefully 
and then answer the questions that follow; 
AN EXAMPLE OF A MIXED ECONOMY 
rrivate & Public Electric rower rroduction, 1955 
79 
Billions of Kilowatt-Hours 
l:'rivate 
Public 
Road Maps of Industry 
~tl06\:l - June 22, 1956 
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1. ilhich is larger, public or private production, 
throughout the whole country? 
Ans: Private. Private power has 422 billion kilowatt-
hours, while public power has only 126 billion 
kilowatt-hours. 
2. In which region is private production the greatest? 
Ana: The Northeast and East North Central regions. 
3. In which region is public production the greatest? 
Ans: The ~acific and the East South Central regions. 
4. vfuat public projects are located in the areas where 
public production is greatest? 
Ans: Grand Coulee Dam project and the Tennessee Valley 
Authority among others. 
5. Vfuy do you think that public pro<iUction is located in 
the areas where they are, rather than in the areas where 
private production is greater? 
Ans: Because there is a small population, and little 
private funds available in these areas. Also 
the rewards wouldn't be immediate for private 
enterprise. The Northeastern area, where private 
power is largest, is strengthened by tradition 
and age. 
3. Test Items 
Multiple Choice 
1. The United States economy is the most productive in 
the world because 
A. It exchanges one good for another 
B. It has a greater population 
- ~ -
~;;-C • lt is the most progressive 
D. It has built so many railroads 
2. 'fue e conomic system of a country exists because 
i~A. People live there 
B. Of the people's productiveness 
c. Of the natural resources 
D. Of the transportation and communication facilities 
3. It is easier to provide oneself with life's necessities 
in the United States because of 
lilA. The high standard of living 
B • The availability of luxury items 
c. The amount of food we produce 
D. The goods we manufacture 
4. The advantages of a monetary economy is 
A. We can often obtain what we want 
B. We can sometimes obtain what we want 
C. lie can never obtain what we want 
*D. It leads to specialization 
5. The government of the United States affects the economy by 
A. Its means of taxation 
B. Its spending in the economic system 
'.rC. Both taxes and spending 
D. The power it has over all business firms 
6. Economics is the study of 
A. Man and his surroundings 
'.rB. Man 1 s effort to exist 
c. Man and his human relationships 
D. Man and his society 
- lO .. 
7. The amount of money that a country possesses is considered 
A. Its wealth 
ifB. A measure of its wealth 
c. The power of the country 
D. Its position in the world 
8. The American economy is the [';reatest in the world because 
i<A. No one agency runs it 
B. The government has the power to run it 
C. Free private enterprise controls it completely 
D. It has all the natural resources it needs 
9. Vfuich of the following is true concerning our American 
economy 
A. It is a more or less stable economy 
B. It is a weak, conservative economy 
*c. It is a dynamic, ever-changing economy 
D. It is a tight, greatly-restricted economy 
10. A basic truth applying to any economic system is 
A. It is a luxury that only rich nations can afford 
B. It is a relatively simple thing to understand 
C. It is really not too significant or necessary in 
our modern age 
i;-D. It is a necessity if any society is to survive 
and maintain itself 
11. Which one of the following, though imyortant, is ~ 
a key question which every economic system must success-
fully answer? 
-:<A. How and where to obtain the raw materials and 
labor services necessary to produce goods 
B. The number of goods that must be decided on for 
production 
12. 
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c. The method by which the various goods are to be 
produced 
D. Among whom the finished products are to be most 
effectively distributed 
By a "mixed economy", we mean an economy in which 
A. The prices of the products of industry and business 
are fixed partly by the heads of those industries 
and businesses, and partly by the federal government 
B. '1'he federal government favol"S labor unions while 
private enterprise discourages the formation of 
such labor unions 
~~c. Private enterprise economy is blended with varying 
amounts of government regulations and activities 
D • .Problems of management and ownership of industry 
and labor are resolved partly by private enterprise 
and partly by the state and federal government 
13. The American economic system is a type which is 
A. Unchanging 
B. Feudalistic 
*c. Dynamic 
D. Satisfying 
14. Our economy is completely based on 
A. Free private enterprise 
~<B • .Private enterprise with varying amounts of govern-
ment regulations 
C. Strict government control 
D. Government control with varying amounts of private 
enterprise regulation 
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15. What fraction of our total labor force of 65 millions 
of people are orsanized in labor unions 
A. 1/3 
B. 1/8 
i<C. 1/4 
D. 1/2 
16. Today the American economic system is e'ffected least by 
A. Population shifts 
B. Consumer demands 
C. Tax legislation 
-:<D. Physical environment 
17. The most sisnificant sign of progress in an economic 
system is 
A. Employment fisures 
B. Amount of goods available 
C. Variety of services available 
i<D. Acceptance of new products 
18. In a mixed economy all of the following factors restBin 
free enterprise except 
A. Government spending program 
i<B. Distribution of natural resources 
c. Demands of organized labor 
D. Government tax program 
19. A noticeable disadvantage where money is used for buying 
and selling goods and services is seen in 
A. Producing for a market 
B. Considering consumer needs 
C. Superiority of products 
irD. Excessive saving or spending 
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20. A completely Socialistic economy dominates most by 
-l<A. Direct government production 
B. Evaluation of resources 
C. Examining labor supply 
D. Examining consumer markets 
21. All economic systems must give first attention to all 
of the following except 
c 
E 
B 
D 
B 
D 
E 
c 
A. Amount and kind of goods to produce 
*B• Possible world market 
c. Methods of production 
D. Sharing of the products 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
Matching \Match the letter of the item in the right 
hand column with the number of the appropriate 
item in the left hand column.) 
Consumer goods A. A high standard of living 
Capital goods B. Interaction of goods, services, 
Economic system and POiJUlation 
Free enterprise c. Produced by man to satisfy 
wants of those who own them 
B. System based on rights of 
people to property and business 
E. rroduced by man for use in 
further production 
Ever-changing economy A. A trading economy 
r~ogressive economy B. New methods of production are 
Mixed economy introduced 
Monetary economy c. A medium of exchange 
D. Advancement of production 
E. Uniting of forces to produce 
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D ~. Barter 
Q. 10. .l:'rivate enterprise 
! 11. Economic system 
E 12. Pecuniary society 
B 13. Mixed economy 
D 14. Production 
Q. 15. Specialization 
F 16. Key areas 
,!?. 17. Inflation 
! 18. Deflation 
A. Arrangements for supplying 
goods and services 
B. Some government regulation 
of business 
c. A nationalized economy 
D. Swapping goods and services 
E. .l:'olicy of tax~tion 
F. Money as medium of exchange 
G. Little government regulation 
of business 
A. Results from excessive saving 
B. Results from excessive spending 
C. Government production of goods 
D. Supplying goods or services 
E. Consumer markets for goods 
F. Guide posts for production 
G. Supplying particular goods 
or services 
Completion \Write in the appropriate word, phrase, or 
number for each underlined blank space.) 
1. BARTER is the equal exchange of one good for another. 
2. ~pproximately 1/4 of the total labor force in the United 
States is organized in labor unions. 
3. The labor force of the United States is comprised of 
approximately ~ million people. 
4. Our economic system has changed since the early days of 
trading since we now use MON~Y as a medium of exch~~ge. 
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5. CAPITAL GOODS are those goods produced by man to be used 
for the production of more goods~ 
6. CONSUMER GOODS are those finished soods produced by man 
in order to comply with the desires of the people who 
possess them. 
7. In the United States we enjoy a higher STAHDARD OF LIVING 
than any other country in the v1orld. 
8. Excessive saving may lead to the situation known as DEFLATION. 
9. Excessive spending may le~d to the opposite situation -
INFLATION, 
10. An economy which is based primarily on private enterprise 
with government and unions playing a sicnificant role is 
known as a MIXED economy. 
11. The United States produces about 50 percent of the world 1 s 
manufactured goods. 
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Chapter 2 
TOOLS FOR BUILDING ECONOMIC UNDERSTANDINGS 
1. Smnmary 
To derive the best use from tools it is most advisable 
first to identify them, then observe how they are used, 
and finally to personally practice using them. 
Some of the most helpful tools which can be used to 
build economic understanding are: 1ll economic laws, 121 
interpretation of graphs and tables, ~31 the problems approach. 
The three most important parts to look for on a graph 
are the title, the horizontal scale, and the vertical 
scale. The crucial items to be noticed on each graph are 
the kinds of data presented and also the size of the units 
used. It is well to remember that picture graphs can 
sometimes be misleading. 
A basic knowledge of arithmetic can facilitate the 
underst~ding of economics through the frequent use of 
percentages, ratios, index numbers and also in helping to 
understand the direction of change and the speed or rate 
of change involved on a graph. 
Economic models are often used to present a simplified 
picture. It is often used to depict the basic model of 
our economy. The key features of this model include a 
market for productive services and a market for consumer 
goods. The government also forms an interacting link to 
complete the model. 
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The final tool is one which involves a system of 
thinking. It is the use of the problems approach. This 
approach can be used in many life situations and in this 
case applies to "thinking through" economic issues. The 
steps involved are: 
1. stating the problem clearly 
2. gathering necessary information 
dealing with the problem 
3. reaching a conclusion concerning 
the problem 
4. if possible, taking action based on 
the conclusion reached. 
2. Review Questions and Activities 
Vocabulary 
Explain in your ovm words what the following words or terms 
mean: 
Economic Laws 
Law of Supply and Demand 
Graph 
.l:'icture Graph 
Bar Graph 
Horizontal 
Vertical 
Review Questions 
Ratio 
Index Number 
.l:'roductive Services 
Consumer Goods 
Problems Approach 
Inversely 
l. Vlhy must most economic laws be preceded by the phrase 
"all things being equal"? 
2. \Vhen stating an economic law why is the word ;•tends" 
rather than a part of the verb to be used? 
3. As the prices of various goods increase will producers 
supply more or less of these goods? Why? 
4. As prices rise will the demand for these goods increase 
or decrease? Why? 
5. What is the purpose of using graphs? 
6. lfnat are the differences between the pure and the 
social sciences? 
7. Vfuy is economics considered a social science? 
B. What three things must be carefully studied before a 
graph has any meaning? 
\:lo What are the two crucial things which must be noticed in 
a horizontal and in a vertical scale? 
10. What type of graph lends itself especially to distortio~? 
11. Vfuat is the big danger of the picture graph? 
12. Vfuat is a pie graph? 
13. Vfuich type of graph lends itself best for describing percents? 
14. What do you mean by ratio? Give three examples. 
15. lfuen are index numbers used? 
16. lfuat is probably the most carefully watched index number 
in the United States? why? 
17. ifuy are observations of the direction of change and the 
speed of change important in studying graphs? 
18. ifuat are the four steps of the problems approach. 
19. Vfuy are index numbers used in economics? 
20. What is the difference between a market for productive 
services and a market for cons1w1.er r:;oods? Give Examples. 
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21. Are pictorial presentations of facts always correct, or 
can they be misleading? Give examples for your opinion. 
Discussion Questions 
1. wfuat are the advantages of using the problems approach? 
2. Row could your class use the problems approach? 
3. What are some of the differences between socie.l and 
physical laws? 
4. Can economics be legitimately called a science? 
5. Why do you think the Consumer's l:'rice Index is so closely 
followed or studied by many consumers and businessmen? 
6. What unique advantages are obtained from the use of the 
"problems ayproach" which are not derived from the other 
economic "tools"? 
7. Which of the "tools" explained in this chapter do you 
consider to be the most valuable and practical in building 
a fundamental understanding of the various economic con-
cepts? Explain your opinion. 
Student Activities 
~. Refer to the indicated graphs in the text material and 
answer the following questions: 
1. State in one sentence the overall picture e~pressed 
by this graph. 
2. What does the horizontal scale express? 
3. Vfuat does the vertical scale express? 
4. ifuat is the difference in population in 1~50 from 1930? 
5. How many people were there in the United States in 1950? 
6. In which year was there the smallest percentage of increase 
in population? 
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7. In which year was there the largest percentage of incmase 
in population? 
B. J;,igure 2.2a 
8. Both of these graphs say the same thing, yet they 
are different? vi.hat is the advantage of each graph? 
9. Of these, which is the better graph for showing 
monetary profit? vfuy? 
10. Of these, which is the better graph for showing 
percent of increase? Why? 
C. Figure 2 - 6A and 2.5 
11. Make a pie graph showing how you spend your allowance. 
12. Make a pie graph showing a hypothetical family budget. 
D. Other exercises. 
13. Make a graph showine; the growth in the population of 
your tovm since 1930. 
14. Make a graph showing the growth of your high school 
enrollment since 1930. 
15. Make a graph showing your average school marks since 
junior high school. 
16. vi.ha t is the ratio of boys to girls in your class? 
17. What is the ratio of teachers to students in your school? 
18. \\'hat is the ratio of blondes to brunettes in your class? 
18. An exercise in the use of index numbers. Make a chart 
from the following information similar to that shown 
in Figure 2-8B 
Easter Outfit in 1947 
Shoes - ;w5.00 
Hat - :w2.00 
Gloves- ;wl.50 
Suit - 'l!i50 
Easter Outfit in 1857 
Shoes - ~8.00 
Hat - :p4.00 
Gloves- \1>2.10 
Suit - ,P60 
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20. Make a display of different graphs found in current 
magazines and explain the use of each graph used. 
21. tlold a panel discussion on one of the suggested discussion 
questions. 
22. Taking an economic problem that is presently facing 
your class, school, or community; as a class or group 
endeavor to solve it by using the problems approach. 
23. Explain briefly the origin of the system of free 
enterprise, and account for the increase of govern-
ment controls which has taken place in our free 
enterprise economy. 
24 • .Prepare a "pie" graph showine; how 1a1 your state's 
money is spent, 1bl your cownunity's money is spent. 
25. Have a panel discuss the manner with which economic 
issues are dealt with today, ie. on radio, t.v., in 
newspapers and in political context. As a conclusion, 
possible improvements. 
26. Make a large-size poster of the model of the American 
economy similar to that shovm in your teNtbook • 
.Present this poster to the class, explaining in 
detail the symbols of the model and their relation 
to some specific problem or topic now being studied 
in class. 
Applying ~ You Have Learned 
The following table is an average one, found in a 
typical magazine. Let's now discover how well you have 
learned to "read" tables. 
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COST OF LIVING: What 1 s Happening to It 
Total 
Cost of 
Living 
l\:147-411 ; 100 
Food Clothing Housing 
April, 1>~49 
April, 1>~50 
April, 11151 
April, 1952 
April, 1953 
April, 11154 
April, l\:155 
April, 1>~56 
May 
June 
July 
August 
September 
October 
November 
December 
January, 1957 
February 
March 
April, HJ57 
102.1 
100.8 
110.4 
112.11 
113.7 
114.6 
114.2 
114.\:1 
115.4 
116.2 
117.0 
116.8 
117.1 
117.7 
117.8 
118.0 
118.2 
118.7 
118.11 
119.3 
100.4 
97.7 
111.7 
113.\:1 
111.5 
112.4 
111.2 
109.6 
110.0 
113.2 
114.8 
113.1 
113.1 
113.1 
112.\:1 
112.9 
112.8 
113.6 
113.2 
113.8 
100.6 
\:16.7 
106.4 
106.0 
104.6 
104.1 
103.1 
104.8 
104.8 
104.8 
105.3 
105.5 
106.5 
106.8 
107.0 
107.0 
106.4 
106.1 
106.8 
106.5 
Total 
103.3 
104.7 
111.\:1 
114.0 
117.0 
118.5 
119.5 
120.8 
120.9 
121.4 
121.8 
122.2 
122.5 
122.8 
123.0 
120.5 
120.8 
124.5 
124.11 
125.2 
Rent Only 
104.2 
108.1 
112.2 
116.11 
122.1 
128.2 
12\:1.11 
131.7 
132.2 
132.5 
133.2 
133.2 
133.4 
133.4 
133.8 
134.2 
134.2 
164.2 
134.4 
134.5 
Data: Dept. of Labor, 
Bureau of Labor Statistics 
>< Business >veek Magazine 
!llay 20, 11157 
1. What has happened to the total cost of living, has it 
increased or decreased since April 1114\:1? 
Ans: It has increased from 102.1 to ll't1.3. 
2. By what percentage has the total cost of living increased 
or decreased since April 1949? 
Ans• 16~ increase. 
3. Answer the above questions concernine; food, clothing, 
and housing respectively. 
Ans: 13% increase for food, 5% increase in clothing, and 
housing increased by 21~. 
4. Has the cost of living in food, clothing, and housing 
adjusted equally, or is there a variation between them? 
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Ans; There is a variation as noted in question ff3. 
5. In what month and year was the total cost of living the 
highest? 
Ans: April, 1~57. 
6. In what month and year was the cost of living the highest 
for food, clothing, and housing? 
Ans: Food- July 1956; clothing- November and December,Il~56; 
housing - April, 1957. 
3. Test Items 
Multiple Choice 
1. Economic laws are different from legislative or natm"al 
science laws because 
A. ~ney are very exacting and precise 
B. They never change 
C. 'fhey hold true under all conditions 
i~D. They depend upon certain conditions 
2. Graphs and tables are very important in economics because 
3. 
-t~A. They simplify the material 
B. They are infrequently used 
c. They are frequently distorted 
D. They are difficult to interpret 
In order to read graphs correctly we must 
A. Make note of the heading 
B. Determine what the horizontal and vertical scales represent 
C. Note the kind of data and the size of the units 
i<D. All of the above 
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4. Most of the federal budget dollar is spent on 
A. International spending 
B. Interest on the national debt 
c. Social welfare and health security 
i<D. National defense 
5. We use approximations in economics because 
A. We never !mow the exact figures 
B. They represent pure guesses 
~. Things often change 
D. •~e need to be vague 
6. Index numbers are employed by economists to measure 
A. The rate of increase over the base rate 
B. The rate of decrease over the base rate 
>~. Increase and decrease over the base rate 
D. The cost of eating 
7. The government plays an important part in our model 
economy of the United States because it provides 
A. rrice supports 
B. Fair trade laws 
D. Taxation and spending policies 
*D. All of the above 
s. The most important step in the problems approach to 
economics is 
~i-A. To define the :::>roblem 
B. Gathering information about the problem 
c. To reach a conclusion 
D. To take action on the conclusion 
11. The most important fe!lture of graphs is that 
A. Graphs can be deliberately misleading or distorted 
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B. Graphs are convenient but not essential for an 
explanation of some economic data 
{<C. Graphs are a simplified and convenient method of 
expressing economic data 
D. Most graphs are sufficient and exact in their 
representation of economic data 
10. Which one of the following is not represented in the 
basic model of the American economy 
A. Business firms 
i<B. Banks 
c. Households 
D. Market for productive services 
11. Misinformation and unreliable findings can come most 
often from 
A. Circle graphs 
B. Line graphs 
*c. Picture graphs 
D. Bar graphs 
12. Circle graphs are particularly helpful when used to 
explain all the following except 
A. Distribution of national income 
B. Distribution of company earnings 
i<C. Growth of population 
D. Budget items 
13. Approximations are frequently noted in compiling economic 
material due to 
*A. Rapid data changes 
B. Indefinite find~mgs 
c. Insufficient statistics 
D. Confusing mixed elements 
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Matching 
D 1. Index numbers A. Amount ?UDChased in a year's time 
A 2. Consumers Price Index B. Amount available and purchased 
B 3. Supply and Demand C. Relation of one to another 
C 4. Ratio D. Comparison of price level to 
B 5. Graphs 
D 6. Vertical scale 
! 7. Horizontal scale 
E s. Households 
A ~. Market for productive 
services 
D 10. Business firms 
B 11. Market for Consumer 
Goods 
C 12. Government 
Completion 
base level 
E. Amount available 
A. Measure of the kind of data 
B. Visual interpretation 
c. Factual information 
D. Measure of the size of data 
A, Labor sold here for income 
B. Goods purchased here with 
income 
C, Regulating force and influence 
D. Buys services and sell goods 
for money 
E. Services first available here 
F. Serves as purchasing agent only 
1. Many economic LAiiS are not fixed and authoritative but 
are changed and discarded when necessaryj 
2. In studying economics, our work Chn be simplified by 
referring to and learning to interpret tables and GRAPHS. 
3, 'fhe relationship between one amount to another is called 
its RATIO. 
4. In studying graphs, we must notice three things before 
we make an assumption re~arding them: to notice the TITLE, 
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to see which units comprise the HORIZONTAL SCALE 
reading from left to right and to notice the units 
which comprise the VERTICAL SCALE reading from bottom to top. 
5. INDEX NmdBERS are those fiBures which represent the price 
level for a given period of time as compared with the 
price level of a given base year. 
6. The CONSmdERS 1 PRICE INDEX is composed of those goods 
and services which are purchased by an average family 
in the course of a year. 
7. In the figure which represents a model of the American 
economy, the flow of goods and services is CLOCKNISE 
while the flow of money payments proceeds in a COUNTER 
CLOCKWISE direction. 
8. The law of supply and demand states that both supply 
and demand tend to vary with PRICE. 
~. The simplified picture of the American economy is an 
example of an economic MODEL. 
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Chapter 3 
NATIONAL PRODUCT AND INC01lli 
1. Summary 
The U. s. Department of Commerce compiles the 
following 5 major totals for the whole nation: 
1. Gross National Product, 2. Net National Product, 
3. National Income, 4. Personal Income, B.nd 5. Dis-
posable Personal Income. 
1. Gross National Product - 1GN.1:') is the tote.l output 
of all goods and services. The value is determined 
by payment required to buy the goods and services. 
The total is, therefore, computed from the 3 buying 
groups: Households 1Consumer Expenditu~esJ, Firms 
1InvestmentJ, Government 1Government .l:'urchasesJ. 
2. Net National Product - 1NNP) is derived by sub-
tracting the total depreciation allowances of all 
firms in the country from the value of the GN.I:', 
The NN.I:' also includes indirect business taxes. 
3. National Income - is the total amount of money 
earned by all the people of the nation put toGether. 
4, .l:'ersonal Income - refers to all the money actually 
received by Households from Firms or the Government 
whether "earned" or not. The payments to people who 
are not currently earning that much income are called 
transfer payments. 
5. Disposable Personal Income - Personal Income minus the 
personal taxes paid by Households. 
• 
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2. Review Questions and Activities 
Vocabulary 
Explain in your own words what the following v:ords or terms 
mean: 
Gross National Product 
Services 
Households 
Consumer Expenditures 
Firms 
Government Purchase 
Investment 
Net National Product 
Review Questions 
Depreciation 
National Income 
Earnings 
Indirect Business Taxes 
Transfer Payments 
Disposable ~ersonal Income 
1. •fuy would your job prospects be better if the Gross 
National Product and National Income are hiGh? 
2. iihat effect would the National Income have on your 
community's plans to embark on a large school building 
campaign? 
3. vfuy would it be a good idea to know about the National 
Income before asking for a raise? 
4. Who compilesthe figures of National Product and Income? 
5. In what publications would figures of the National Product 
or Income appear? 
6. Of what is the Gross National Product composed? 
7. What do you mean by services? Give at leawt six examples. 
8. Can the Gross National Product be measured directly? vfuy? 
" 
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9. How are services measured? 
10. What three groups contribute to the Gross National Income? 
11. What are consumer expenditures? 
12. Would the Net National .l:'roduct be larger or smaller than 
the Gross National Product? wfuy? 
13. Gross National Product and Net National .l:'roduct are 
measured in terms of estimated values, but by what is 
the National Income measured? 
14. 1fuat is the distinction between «earnings" as generally 
used and "earning wages"? 
15. Of the three following sums which would be the smallest? 
Gross National Product? National Income? Net National 
Product? Why? 
16. Who receives the money from indirect business taxes? 
17. ifuen one states the sum of his personal income does he 
refer only to his actual earnings? 
18. lfuy would the personal income of firm mmers be less than 
their actual annual earnings? 
1~. Under what conditions might a household receive a higher 
personal income than its members actually earned? 
20. If certain households had a savings account of ~3,000 
would this be included or excluded in estimating this 
household's disposable income? 
21. If a certain household had ~5 1 000 invested in stock would 
this sum be included or excluded when estimating this 
household's disposable income? 
22. Of the following terms which sum would most likely be the 
smallest and which the largest: National rroduct? Net 
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National Product? National Income? Personal Income? 
Disposable Personal Income? wfuy? 
2;). l'fuat part do indirect taxes play in conputin::; the 
National Income? 
24. Are transfer payments necessary in an economy? 
25. As an individual, which type of income are you most 
directly concerned with? Why? 
26. •lould most economies have a proportionately equal amount 
with each other in the totals for GNP, NN.t', NI, l'I, 
and DPI? Give reasons for your answer. 
27. Vfuat are indirect taxes? Give several examples of 
goods or articles which carry this kind of tax. 
28. Vfuat is the fundamental difference between :Personal 
Income and Disposable Personal Income? 
2\:1. In the long run, who actually bears the burden of 
paying Indirect Business Taxes? 
Discussion Questions 
1. Are terms like Gross National Product only the concern 
of the economist? 
2. If you were given the figures of the Gross National 
Product of several countries what might you deduce about 
these countries' position in the family of nations? 
3. If Disposable Personal Income were a great deal lower than 
l'ersonal Income what might be the climate of public 
opinion towards government? 
4. If the sum which must be subtracted from the Gross 
National Product to get the Net National Product was 
very high would this indicate a sound or unsound economy? wwhy? 
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5. Let us suppose that the United States is now in the 
initial clutches of a depression. lfuat effect would 
this have upon the Gross National froduct? Upon 
.Personal Income? 
6. vmat relation do you think there is between an in-
creasing national income and a rising standard of living? 
7. The gasoline tax is an example of a hidden, indirect 
tax. It carries separate Federal and State government 
taxes. Do you think that a double tax upon the average 
consumer is fair and necessary? lfuy or why not? 
Student Activities 
1. Make a chart comparing the Gross National .l:'roduct of 
the following countriesf Russia, Japan, u.s., China, 
Britain, Fr2nce, India. 
2. Write a research paper on the history of taxation in 
this country. 
3. Make a chart showing the various ways in which Dis-
posable .Personal Income can be greater than ~ersonal 
Income and also showing the ways in which the Dis-
posable Income can be less than the actual Personal 
Income. 
4. Make a chart showing by what means households can 
receive income from firms and government using the 
model as a basis for your chart. Also draw in articles 
of purchase from which money would flow to business 
firms from households and government. 
5. Hold a panel discussion on one of the sugGested dis-
cussion questions. 
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6. Make a display of newspaper and mac;azine clipnings con-
taining information on the Gross National ~roduct and 
on the National Income. 
7. Divide the members of your group into different 
occupational positions such as doctors, lav~ers, store 
owners, barbers, etc. Have each estimate how much they 
would make a year and how much each would contribute 
to the Gross National Product. 
8. Divide your group into owners of different types of 
business firms such as dress shops, grocery stores, 
trucking firms, nightclubs, etc. Have each make a 
chart showinc; some of the things for which he would 
have to allow depreciation and estimate the contribution 
of each to the Net National Product. 
9. Make a study of government expenditures connected with 
your school and estimate how much thes~ contribute to 
the Gross National Product. 
10. Make a mural showing the difference between the Gross 
National ~roduct and Net National i'roduct, National 
Income, i'ersonal Income, and Disposable i'ersonal Income. 
11. Make a series of charts showing the difference in Gross 
National Product and National Income for five year 
intervals from 1~00 to the present. 
12. According to some economists, when did the United States 
reach a mature economic stage? riave a group give a report 
on the above. 
13. liave the class or a group conduct a survey asking what 
different people would use as a basis for judling a 
person's standard of living. Pres-ent the findings and 
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conclusions to the class. 
14. From examination of a recent issue of the u. S. 
government monthly publication which presents original 
national income data, find out the relative amounts 
being produced in a few specific major industries. 
15. Present a study done on the recent growth trends in 
the industries in your city and state. 
16. iVhat groups in .America today voice opinions that are 
favorable and unfavorable to enterprise and business? 
In connection with this, a discussion on the types of 
jobs that carry the most prestige or money today would 
be helpful. A panel discussion would be advisable. 
A comparison with another period 1e.g. the 1~30'sJ 
would be interesting. 
17. Let us suppose that you are an average adult consumer. 
ivri te a report showing the various ways in which you 
contribute to, and are affected by, the National 
Product and Income. Consider such possible areas as 
your annual income, property, consumer expenditures, 
and payment of taxes. 
18. Write a letter to the U. s. Department of Commerce in 
washington, D.C. requesting data on the Gross National 
Product, Net National Product, National Income, Personal 
Income, and Disposable Personal Income. On the basis 
of the information obtained, construct a graph showing 
the progress of these 5 elements over a period of not 
less than 5 years. 
- '?1'1 .. 
19. Make a quiz-game. Compile a list of all the essential 
terms and concepts found in this chapter. Organize this 
list in the form of a quiz to be administered orally 
to the class. 
Applying What You ~ Learned 
A. CONSUM.l''riON, INVESTI!!ENT, GOVL!:RNMENT S:t-J.ARES OF NET NA'l'IONAL PRODUCT 
11:12\1 - 52 
,Billions of DollarsJ 
1933 1941 1946 l\150 11:152 
Consumption . . . . . . . . . . 
Net private domestic investment. 7 
Foreign investment • • • • • • • 1 
Government purchases of goods • 7 
and services 
Net National .Product • • • • 95 
46 
-6 
~:-
8 
82 
9 
1 
25 
117 
147 
17 
5 
31 
194 
28 
-2 
43 
262 
216 
27 
78 
321 
1Total figures have been rounded} 
,;. Less than :a;500 million. 
u.s. Department of Commerce 
11:152 data 
1. Explain how it is possible to have 1-1 amounts in the 
above chart. 
Ans: More money was withdrawn from investments than was 
invested. 
2. In what above category are the amounts consistently 
increasing? llhy? 
Ana: Government purchases. Government is providing more 
services now than in 11:121:1. 
3. What is the general trend in the Net National l:'roduct 
since 1::~2::~? 
Ans: It has been increasing. 
B. 
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4. vfuat category accounts for the least percentage of the 
Net National Product? 1~e largest percentage? 
Ans: Least percentage - foreign investment; 
largest percentage - consumption. 
NA'riONAL INCOME BY TYPES, OR DISTRIBUTIVE SHARES,l~50 
BILLIONS OF 'fo oF' NAT 1 L 
TY .t'E OF INCOME DOLLARS INCOME 
Wages and other compensation of employees •• ~152.2 65 
15 lncome of unincorporated enterprises • • • • 36.2 
Corporate profits,inc.inventory-valuation adjust~4.8 15 
Rental income of persons • • • • • • • • • • • 7.4 3 
Net interest. . . . . . . . . . . . 5.0 2 
National lncome • • • • . . . .,p2;,5.6 100 
Federal Reserve BUlletin 
March, 11151 
1. Which type of income accounts for the largest proportion 
of the national income? the smallest? 
Ans• Largest - wages; smallest - net interest. 
2. What is the difference between net lhational product, and 
national income? 
Ans: All production is included in the net national product, 
whereas only income is tabulated in the national 
income. 
3. Since the 'fo of national income of catesories ff2 and ~3 
are equal, does that mean that the number of businesses 
involved is equal? 
Ans: No. There actually is larger numbers of unincorporated 
enterprises but their incomes are smaller combined than 
just a few of the larger corporated companies. 
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3. Test .l.tems 
Multiple Choice 
1. If the national income and product are high and rising, 
employment will be 
A, Harder to obtain 
,.-B. Easier to obtain 
C, The sam regardless of national income and product. 
D. Impossible to correlate 
2, 'fhe national income and product ought to be considered in 
many instances as they indicate 
A. Job availability 
B. Cost of materials 
c. General business conditions 
D. All of the above 
3, The Gross National .k'roduct is composed of three principal 
parts which correspond to the groups paying for it; they are 
A. Government, government purchases, and investments 
*B. Households, firms and governments 
C. Households, firms and investments 
D, Firms, investments and government purchases 
4. The Net National Product is found by subtracting the total 
depreciation allowance from 
A. The national income 
B. fersonal income 
~~. Gross national product 
D. Disposable personal income 
5, The National Income is found by subtracting indirect business 
taxes from 
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><A. Net national product 
B. Gross national product 
G. Personal income 
D. Disposable personal income 
6. Indirect business taxes are those taxes paid by, 
A. ~ne manufacturer 
B. The seller 
.;,G. The buyer 
D. The government 
7. Ovmers of firms receive less than they earn because of 
A. ~ayments they make on social security 
B. Corporate profits taxes they pay 
G. The money kept for reinvestment 
><D. All of the above 
8. The Net National Product is said to be the total output 
of goods and services 
A. Plus a depreciation allowance 
><B. Minus a depreciation allowance 
G. Plus the national income 
D. Minus the national income 
9. Understanding about national product and national income 
i.s most important because of its effect on all except 
A. Employment opportunities 
B. Community building plans 
c. Salary increases 
'{~D. Pension systems 
10. Most accurate figures on national product and income come 
from one of the following 
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A. u. s. Chamber of Commerce 
B. National Association of Manufacturers 
<>C. u. S. Department of Commerce 
D. U. S. Department of Labor 
11. Gross national product figures include all the following 
except one 
A. Individual purchases 
B. Gover~ment purchases 
>:·C. Individual savings 
D. Household purchases 
12. Our nation's economic growth advances in proportion to 
the yearly increase in 
A. Gross national product 
i:·B. Net private investment 
c. National income 
D. Net national product 
13. Personal income received may be less than actually earned 
in a year if the following are true except 
A. Taxes reduce stockholders profits 
B. Reinvestment in business is policy 
C. Social Security requirements are met 
"D• Government regulations set prices 
14. Actually most personal spending and saving comes out of 
i:·A. Disposable personal income 
B. National income 
C. Transfer payments 
D. Consumer needs 
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15. By the term ~ersonal Income we mean 
16. 
c 
F 
E 
A 
D 
A. The national income minus the transfer payments 
B. The gross national product minus all the taxes levied 
on business and government 
~~. All the money received by households from firms and 
government whether "earned" or not. 
D. All the money actually received by households from 
firms and government both "earned 11 and 11 unearned 11 • 
The figures for the Gross National Product are released by the 
A. Department of Interior 
B. Department of State 
..;~C • Department of Commerce 
D. Department of Labor 
Matching \Match the letter of the item in the right hand 
column with the number of the appropriate item 
in the left hand column1. 
1. Depreciation Allowance A. Amount due on income 
2. Transfer ,ayment B. Amount invested by business firms 
3. >Jithheld Payment c. Amount set aside to reinvest 
4. ~ersonal Taxes D. Amount due on sale of various 
5. Indirect Business Tax goods and services 
E. Amount set aside from income bei'orE 
you receive it 
F. Amount given to those presently 
not earning it 
D 6. Gross National Product A. Total amount of money spentby govt. 
F 7. Net National Product B. 'rotal monetary sum earned by all 
people in the nation 
~ 8. National Income 
C ~. ~ersonal Income 
- ~C) -
E 10. Disposable Personal 
Income 
B 11. Households 
D 12. Consumer Expenditures 
! 13. Firms 
F 14. Investments 
C 15. G overnment 
A 16. Government ~urchases 
Completion 
c. 'rotal money received from govt. 
and firms by households, whether 
or not earned 
D. Total output of all goods and 
services 
E. Total sum of money >;hich is 
available for spending or saving 
F. Total output of goods and services 
minus depreciation allowance 
A. Units of goods for maintaining 
the economy 
B. Units maintaining separate residen, 
c. Units with three levels of oper-
ation;local, etc. 
D. Units of medical service, clothing 
and food 
E. Units of establishments producing 
goods and services 
F. Units of goods purchased 
G. Units of materials used to 
produce goods 
1. The United States Department of COMMERCE compiles and pub-
lishes monthly the figures on national product and income. 
2. The value of the items that make up the GROSS NA'J:IONAL 
PRODUCT is the sum of money necessary to buy them. 
" 
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3. 1~ere are three principle part3 to the Gross National 
~roduct and they correspond to the three ::;roups which 
pay for it; they are households, firms and GOVERNMENT. 
4. A tax on the sale of and manufacture of certain goods and 
services is called an INDIRECT BUSINESS tax. 
5. vwhen a household is said to be receivins more than they 
earn in any given year they are receiving TRANSF'ER 
payments. 
6. Disposable personal income is yersonal income minus 
PERSONAL taxes. 
7. There are two categories of money income received by 
HOUSEHOLDS,those earned by productive services and those 
not earned such as compensation. 
B. The total amount of money earned by all people of the 
nation put tosether is the NATIONAL INCOME. 
~. In order to find the NET NATIONAL PRODUCT, it is necessary 
to subtract a depreciation allowance from all the goods 
and services produced. 
10. rurchases made by firms for materials and equipment are 
called INVES'rMENTS because they are used to produce goods.. 
11. Three methods by which government aids tnc household in 
times of economic depression are LOM!S, RELIEF', and 
PUBLIC WORKS. 
12. The V~LUE of a good or service is the ::;uantity of ot,er 
goods and services which may be obtained in exchange for it. 
13. PERSONAL INCOME includes all money actually received 
whether earned or not. 
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Series, <'art 2, 36 frames, black and white. New York, 19iD. 
4. McGraw-hill Book Company, National Income II, Economics 
Series, l:'art 3 1 36 frames, black and white. New York, lti50. 
5. McGraw-Hill Book Company, Saving and Investment, Economics 
Series, ~art 4, 37 frames, black and white. New York, l\!50. 
6. National Association of Manufacturers, Industry On l:'arade 
Series, Information on each film may be obtained from the 
distributor, 16 mm. sound films, black and wh:Lte, New York, 
l\!50 to date. 
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7. Pat Dowling Pictures, Our Productive Industry, 16 mm. 
sound film, color. Los Angeles 35, California, 1955. 
Chapter 4 
BUSINESS CYCLES 
1. Sunnnary 
The pattern of a business cycle is divided into 
four phaues: prosperity, recession, depression, and 
recovery. These are all plotted from a central point 
determined as the normal level. 
Business cycles can be either known as major or 
minor cycles depending on their duration. The average length 
of a major business cycle is ten years whereas a minor cycle 
usually takes only about three years to complete the four 
phases. Many minor cycles can be takinr; place simultaneously 
with one major cycle. The minor cycles are usually attributed 
to business inventories. 
The manner of controlling business cycles is very 
important. Business cycles seem to go hand-in-hand with 
a private enterprise system yet there arc some things that 
the Government can do to relieve depressions without in-
fringing upon private rights, 'l'he follonine; five examples 
are the main approaches open to the American Government. 
1. May expand its program of public works during 
the depression. 
2. May expand its agencies that employ households 
directly. 
3, Can reduce taxes. 
4. Can lend money to both J:o'irms and Households. 
5. Can make relief payments to rtouseholds directly. 
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2. Review Questions and Activities 
Vocabulary 
Explain in your own words what the followinc; words or terms 
mean: 
Business Cycle 
Boom .Period 
Speculation 
Depression 
Prosperity 
Recession 
Inventories 
Review Questions 
Recovery 
Major Cycle 
Minor Cycle 
Price Level 
Net Investment 
Normal Level 
1. In periods of prosperity are there more or fewer jobs? Why? 
2. Do prices rise or fall during times of prosperity? 
3. Do people tend to speculate in times of prosperity? iihy? 
4. In periods of recession why do securities and stocks fall? 
5.Is a depression defined by a specific point to which the 
economy falls? 
6. What are the four phases of a business cycle? 
7. For a business cycle to be called a major cycle about how 
long a period does it take to pass through the four phases 
of the cycle? 
8. How long does the average minor business cycle take to 
complete its four phases. 
9. Although our production has about doubled every 25 years 
has the increase in production been in one steady rise? 
10. By studying the graph shovm in Figure 4.1 answer the following: 
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How many business cycles took place from 1920-1955? 
Of these how many were major cycles and how many were 
minor cycles? Vihat years represent the worst fall in 
business? 
11. Are any two business cycles exactly identical? 
12. As Gross National Product and National Income rise would 
prices rise or fall? vl.b.y? 
13. If the production of one good increases, like television, 
would the price of this product increase or decrease? why? 
14. If you were presented with a graph showinG the total 
Net Investment for a period of years and during this 
period there was a steady decline, v1hat part of a business 
cycle would this period represent? iihy? 
15. If the Net Investment rises for a period of years what 
part of a business cycle would this rise represent? 11hy? 
16. As Net Investment rises do household incomes rise or fall? 
17. il.h.at effect does an overall rise in household income have 
on consumer goods? vvhy? 
18. What is the effect of the rise of consumer prices on 
employment? •Vhy? 
19. Why would firms desire to expand further as prices rise? 
20. Vfuat is the relation of Net Investment in plant equipment 
to Net Investment in inventories? 
21. ilhat are the chief causes of the minor cycles within a 
major cycle? 
22. Give some eliamples of how government can aid business 
firms during a depression? 
23. Give some examples of how government can aid households 
during a depression. 
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24. Are business cycles recurrent in exactly the same form 
and time? Of what use if the knowledge we have concern-
ing business cycles? 
25. How is a "normal level" in business decided upon? 
26. Do prices usually follow the same trend as does 
production? Why? 
27. What is the difference betv;een major and minor business 
cycles? State a particular year that each occured in 
the United Statew. 
28. Name methods by which business cycles can be controlled. 
Discussion Questions 
1. vvhat causes a depression. how can they be prevented? 
2. llill war cause a period prosperity? 
3. The United States has the highest stRndr,rd of living 
in the world. To what do we owe this high standard of living? 
4. Why would the general price level rise as production 
increased? 
5. ifuat is the role of government in regulatinc; business 
cycles? Is there an increased responsibility for covernment 
durins times of depression? Could individuals assume thiS'? 
6. Increase in Net Investment aids prospArity. Why would Net 
Investment decrease? vfuat could be done to stimulate Net 
Investment once it has decreased? 
7. What is the relation between business cycles and our 
free enterprise system? 
8. vfuy would oeople be apt to support a dictator during 
times of depression? 
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1:1. what are the various possible 'uays in which the federal 
or state governments aid the nation in a period of 
economic depression? 
10. Which period is the United States' economy undergoinG 
at the present time? Which period did it experience 
durins the 11:130 1 s? what do you thin~c of the future 
outlook of the United States' economy within the next 
10 years? 
11. Do you agree that the business cycle would be more stable 
if the federal government assumed more control of private 
enterprise? Can this be achieved without losins our demo-
cratic system of free private enterprise? 
Student Activities 
1. Make a display of magazine and newspaper articles 
printed during the depression of the l1:130 1 s. 
2. Write an editorial which might have appeared durins the 
serious denression of the l1:130's suggesting possible 
remedies for this situation. 
3. Bring in a group of outside books on business cycles for 
use by those who wish to increase their knowledge in this 
area. 
4. write a paper on the relation between the following; 
Net Investment, Household income, consumer goods, price 
level, employment. 
5. Make a study of the economic conditions which led to the 
rise of Hitler, and Mussolini. 
6. Study the addresses and letters of Franklln Roosevelt and 
make a report of the different measures he proposed to 
" 
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relieve the depression of the l930 1s. 
7. Hold a panel discussion on one of the SUGgested dis-
cussion questions. 
8. Make a study on the effect of war on the economy. 
Group A - the Civil ilar 
Group B - vvorld War I 
Group C - World War II 
Study production and employment for 10 years before 
the war, during the war, and after the war. 
\:1. Make an intensive study of the depression of the l\:130 1 s 
Group A - Bauses 
Group B Employment 1in the city, in the country, for 
different occupational groups) 
Group C - fublic Morale 
Group D - Recreation and Art During The feriod 
Group E - Government Action 
10. Prepare and present a skit of a high school economics 
class in which the causes and effects of a boom period 
are being studied. Be sure to cover the effect of in-
creased Net Investment on consumer goods, employment, and 
production. Have the teacher use visual aids, and have the 
students ask questions for clarification. 
11. Prepare and preeant a skit of a high school economics class 
in which the causes and effects of a ::;eriod of recession 
are being studied. 
12. ¥lit on a skit showing the economic and social problems of 
a family in a severe depression. 
13. flit on a skit of a cabinet meeting during a depression 
in which measures are being suggested to relieve the 
situation. 
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14. Imagine that you are a businessman whose business has 
colla-) sed during the depression of the 1930 1 s. Express 
your beliefs concerning the cause of this Qepression 
and describe the general economic and social picture 
during this period. Finally, describe the policy of 
the federal e;overnment undertaken to meet this crisis. 
15. Debate. Six students, three on either side to conduct 
a debate on the followine; topic: "Resolved: Greater 
Control of our economic system by government in order 
to further stabilize the business cycle Hould endanger 
the democratic concept of free private enterprise". 
Allow three minutes for each spehker, and one minute each 
for the rebuttal. 
16. After conducting pertinent research, make a graph 
showing the business cycle of the United States economy 
from 1~20 to 1955. Include data concerning employment 
estimates, gross national product, and total national 
income during this period. 
Applying jihat You Have Learned 
AME.qiCAN BUSINESS AC'l'IVITY SINCE 18110 
Source:'rhe Cleveland Trust Coffi"l8_ny 
Cleveland, Ohio. l\:!51 
J:'rice 
Scale 
160 
140 
120 
100 
80 
60 
40 
20 
0 
Events in various years 
18~0 - Railroad prosperity 
1893 - .t'anic 
1898 - Merger prosperity 
1906 - Corporate prosperity 
1~07 - Panic 
1Wl6 - War prosperity 
1920 - Post war depression 
lw22 - New era prosperity 
1W28 - Bull market boom 
1932 - Secondary post war depression 
1942 - liar prosperity 
1. Do the business cycles seem to follo•; a pattern? Illustrate. 
Ans; Not really, however, there usually are recessions 
after wars • 
. -
2. lfuat events seem to cause prosperity? depression? 
Ans: fost-war periods, business prosperity \ie. merger 
and corporate prosperity) and prosperity during Viars. 
3. Is there any difference in the size of the up and down 
swinzs in our economy before 1\!32 and since 1932? 
Ans: The depression and the present _:Jrosperity is much 
greoter in intensity and durcc:tion than exyerienced 
in previous periods. 
4. 'i'hrou13h extra reading, find out what part the B'ederal 
Government had in affecting the above prosperity periods 
and also the recession periods. 
5. Since the prosperity period in 1950 had reached such a 
high level, does it follow that there must necessarily 
be a correspondingly low level of depression? "hy? 
Ans: Not necessarily, since the Federal Government has 
installed many safeguards, ie. the Feder~l Reserve 
Systnm, the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation. 
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3. •rest ltems 
l. The difference between najor and minor business cycles is 
A. They occur separately 
B. They occur simultaneously 
c. They occur durinc particular phases of production 
i(-D. They are of unequal length 
2. ilhen the production of all kinds of GOOds considered 
toe;ether increases 
A. The prices fdl off 
~~-B • The prices rise 
c. 'file prices are a constant 
D. The prices have no direct correlation 
3. The irree;ular economic development and the hie;h s te.ndard 
of living in this country are related to 
A. A period of recession 
B. A period of prosperity 
~:-C. Major business cycles 
D. Minor business cycles 
4. The averat::e time length of increase in total production 
of goods and services takes place for ap:Jroxinately 
;;A. 'fhree to four years 
B. Six to eie;ht years 
C. Four to eight :rears 
D. Two to three years 
5. ·wlhen net investment increases, households spend nore 
money on consumer goods; this raises the price of goods because 
A. Of the amount available 
B. Of greater purchasing power 
<~. Of greater demand 
D. Of the extra income 
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6. Government agencies aid employment and provide oppor-
tunity to earn an income during depression by 
A. Enlarging public words and reducing taxes 
B. Increasing agencies for military training 
c. Making loans and relief pa~nents 
*D. All of the above 
7. wihen your income is risine; and prices are i.ncreasing, 
your purchasinc power 
-h·A. Remains fairl~r constant 
B. Is sm~ller 
c. Is greater 
D. Is not a constant 
s. In a recessive period, the production and employment 
A. Falls off rapidly 
*B. Starts a decline 
C. Increases steadily 
D. Increases the profits 
9. Althour;h our total national production has doubled 
ap?rolltimately every 25 years, recently the rate of 
increase he.s been 
10. 
A. Easier to determine 
B. Unrelated to historic events 
c. Lessening in trend 
;:-D • vvithout a set pattern 
The seriousness of a depression 
"A. Business inactivity 
B. Eroduction shrinkage 
c. Unemployment figures 
D. Inabili.ty to start recovery 
period is mostly ratedon 
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11. With one exception, all the follovrins move UIJ or dovm 
in unison 
A, Employment 
B. Production 
c. Prices 
i~D. Investments 
12. Label these characteristic conditions of business cycles 
to show whether they are most noticeable in prosperity 
or recession periods. Use upu or "r u 
a. full er.1ployment IP I 
b. shrinkinc production \rl 
c. small profits \rl 
d. rising prices \PI 
e. high consumer demand \PI 
f. rising incomes \PI 
g. small investments 1r I 
h. failing prices \r I 
i. new products \PI 
j. requests for loans \rl 
Matching \Match the letter of the item in the right hand 
column with the number of the appropriate item 
in the left hand column,) 
C 1. Prosperity 
D 2. Recession 
A 3. Depression 
B 4. Recovery 
C 5, Business Cycle 
A 6. Major Cycle 
B 7. Minor Cycle 
A. Production, income and employ-
ment shrink and prices fall 
B. An increase in business from 
the low point 
c. The total production level is high 
D. The totnl production level shrinks 
E. Production and income are constant 
and employment falls off 
A. About 10 years in duration from 
prosperity to recession 
B, For approximately three years 
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c. The ups a.nd doy;ns of business 
in the economy 
D. Alr;ays alike in their pattern 
B s. Normal Business Level A. Average of prices of all 
A 9. Price Level consur-:ter c;oods 
!2, 10. Inventory B. Fair conditions; nei thergood or ba, 
C 11. Business Fluctuations C. The movement of all goods and 
services both upward anddovmward 
D. The amount of soods on hand for 
sale 
E. The consistenc~' of the economy 
as a nhole 
Comnletion \ 'oiri te in the appropriate word, phrase, or 
number for each underlined blank space.) 
1. The fluctuations of business are called DUSilTESS CYCLES. 
2. There are FOu~ distinct phases to a business cvcle. 
---- " 
3. VVhen the production begins to shrine: and stops increasing, 
we are said to be in a RECESSTON phase. 
4. A revival of business activity is ':norm as t>e RECOVERY phase. 
5. When production is on the up-sviinc;, income, EJ,IPLOY!vi3ET, 
and prices are also rising. 
6. Durinc; a period of depression, GOVEinEciBNT ac;encies provide 
employment opportunities. 
7. If business conditions are considered I"~ir, we can say that 
the economy is functioning on a NORMAL level. 
8. The amount of money which is obtained in exch2.nge for one 
tmit of a good or service is its PRICE. 
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9. Over a ten year period that is measured from the start of 
a prosperity period to the end of a recovery period, we 
experience a MAJOR business cycle. 
10. A minor business cycle takes place for approximately a 
THREE year period. 
11. Three methods by which the e;overnment aids the household 
in times of economic depression are LOANS, RELIEF, and 
PUBLIC VJORKS. 
12, Inventories are proe;ressively largo dvrint: the business 
cycle phase of PROSPZRITY, 
13. Me.ss u."l.emplo;;rment of workers occurs creatine: (3roat intolerable 
conditions durine; periods of DE~HESSION. 
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Chapter 5 
COl!SUIIERS Ill OUR ECONOJ/[Y 
1. Summary 
All of us are consumers, althouch only half of us 
are :?roducers. The Household is tho consumer unit. The 
Household S?;Jends ;::toney income to sec:J.re ref'.l income (the 
goods and services that a Household can consume). The 
amolmt of real income in a year depenc',s on the quantity 
of real income available without spendinc; t:Joney and the 
number of goods and services that money income will buy. 
In economics the word consumption refers to the use 
of coods and services by Households for their own satis-
faction, not with the object of makins money. The consumer 
makes use of both durable flOOds anc: non-durable goods. 
The distinction betvreen the ty,o ter1112. is tlc0 [lVerasc len::;th 
of time that an item is useful. 
Diminishin;;; mare:inal utilitY is t2"1e principle that 
marginal utility diminishes when the number of units 
increases. Therefore, marr;inal ut:nities must be equalized 
for maximum satisfaction. 
One way of judcinc a country 1 s stand.~.rd of livinc is 
to take the total money income of all the people therein 
and divide this by the number of families. T.:1is represents 
the averace income. The next step is to discover the exact 
munber of families receivinG that a.t:Jount and ro2.lise what 
proportion they represent of the total. The median income 
is perhaps the most illustrative. Judc;ing by the median 
income, the United Sto.tr;s has the hichest standard of living 
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in the world. 
2. Review Questions and Activities 
Vocabulary 
Explain in your ovm Vlords v1hat the follo-•ling words, terms mean 
Consumer Durable Consumer Goods 
Producer 
Real Income 
Money Income 
Consumption 
Consumer §oods 
Review Questions 
Non-Durable Consuner Goods 
Productive Services 
Diminishin::; Marginal Utility 
Average Income 
Median Income 
1. About what percent of the population of the u.s. are 
producers? 
2. What percent of the population are consumers? 
3. If your money income increases does this necessarily mean 
that your real incon;e increases? ivhy? 
4. vfuat two things is your real incor.Je dependent on? 
5. What is the diffe:::>ence between money used for consumption 
and for production? 
6. \fuat is the difference bet\"1een durable and non-durable coeds? 
7. How could the idea of diminishing mar(';inal utility be 
expressed in other words? 
8. On what is the utility of one m1it deyendent? 
9. vfuat is the averar;e income in the United States? 
10. About how many families have an income hic;her than 'H'5,000 
per year? 
11. What is the median income per year in the United States? 
" 
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12. wiould lmov:ledge of the average income of the United States 
or of the median income give a clearer idee of the 
distribution of the country's money? How? 
13. i\lhat is the difference between a household am1 a family? 
14. Does real income differ from money income? ~<hy? 
15. ifuat is meant by 11 st2.nc1.ard of livinc;"? Can it be measured 
accurately? 
Discussion Questions 
1. The author states "Education end trainin::. increase our 
personal resources and give us more valuable skills to 
sell through the market for productive services". Is 
this true in all cases? Is this truer today than in 1900? 
2. In accordance with the principle of' diminishinc; marginal 
utility is it a sood idea for a family to have tv:o or 
three cars, or two or three television sets? 
3. "Our hic;h and rising standard of livin:~ neP.ns t'1ett ne 
have more thin::::s to enjoy than peo:ole of other countries 
and more than our parents and c;randYJarents used to have." 
Does this mean that we are better on· than others in 
every way? 
4. How is one's personal philosophy and v£,lues related to 
such questions as amount of earned income and purchase 
of consumer goods? 
5. How is maximum satisfaction from one's economic income 
achieved? 
6. Do you agree with this statement: "Consurctption is both a 
cause and an effect of production"? .1hy or why not? 
7. i·fuat effect do you thinl: each of the folloninc; has on our 
standard of livin:::;? 1al the present '::orld situation, 
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\bJ installment buyinc; \CJ keepir.c up .-:ith the Joneses? 
8. Let us suppos 8 you are an aver ace cor.suner ·c:i th an 
average-payi ng job. how would each of the four 
business cycles affect la) your persor.al income, 
,b) amount of consumer goods, \C) c;eneral standard of 
living? 
Student Activities 
1. Make a chart shoning various types of' real income obtained 
without mon@Y • 
2. Make a chart shovlinc the difference between durable and 
non-curable goods. 
3. Make a chart showing various goods used by your family in 
both consumption and production. Indicate what members 
of the family use what good. 
4. Write a paper on nare;inal utility and the consumer. 
5. Write a pa;>er comparing and contrastins the standard of 
living in this country in 1900 with the standard of living 
today. 
6. Make a study of "women and the world of v1ork". 
7. Make a series of graphs and charts shov:inc; the median and 
average income of the followinc countries: Russia, China, 
Japan, Britain, France, and India. 
8. Make a series of charts and c;raphs showinc Vlhat }1ercent 
of the population in Russia, China, Japan, India, 3ritain, 
and France ovm such goods as homes, washinc; machines, cars, 
dish washers, television sets, and radios. Contrast this 
with the United States. 
" 
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9. Make a series of charts and grnphs showinc· the average 
and median income in the United States from 1800 to the 
present at five year intervals, D;~mv conclusions from the 
changes represented, 
10. H old a panel discussion on one of the discussion questions. 
11. Rc')ort on scvc'ral arens not covered in this chapter that 
would be covered in a course in consuJner education. 
12. Rank the follovlin2 items from 1-10. The article in 
position 5 me::ms that you would 'lave a quantity of 5 of 
this item. Make your list in accordance with the principle 
of diminishing marginal utility an~ its relation to 
maximum satisfaction. Present the VcJ>ious lists to the 
class_ so th2.t the idea of individual taste in consumer 
goods becomes clear. State why you ranked the items as 
you did. 
washinc; machine 
car, radio 
white socks 
candels 
light bulbs 
rugs 
can of }eac~1es 
book 
chair 
13. \men you ren.ch home tonight, make '' list of abo11t ten 
items each of the durable e.nd the non-durable goods in 
your house. 
14. Thinkine: of your own recent experiences or of someone you 
lmow, what has been 2. matter of diminishing mar::;inal 
utility for you, 
15, Present a debate on the followinc; topic: "One man's gain 
must be someone else's loss". 
16. For group work: Using the figure ';P4,000 \the median income 
of American f2.milies), decide how this money could be 
nost wisely spent \real income) in one year. Group 
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should take at let:est two possible ff'Hilies; ie. 21arents 
~~done child lage 19), parents and three children 1a~es 
3, 5, and 8 J. 
Annlyinp, M>at You Have Learned 
PERSOC'Al INCOME 
By Regions 
80 Billions of dollars 
60 
40 
20 
0 
PER CAPITA PSRSOITAL Il'GO'.:E 
By Regions 
2,40~0 ____ ~D~o~l~l~a~r~s~£~B~,r~~c~~~r~i~t~a~-----------------------------
1 2 3 4 
Data: Dept. of Commerce 
Legend 
1. Nevr England 
2. Mideast 
3. Great Lakes 
4. Plains 
5. Southeast 
6. Southvw st 
7. Roccv.' l\lountain 
8. Far \iest 
5 6 7 8 
B;;.siness V~eek Maz;azine 
lh~ 11, 1957 
1929 
1941 
1955 
Answer the followinr; questions after stud:- inc: t''e above 2 char"ts. 
1. Why is there such a va~-t difference betweQn tho same regions 
on the two different charts? 
Ans: Per capita income is more ·;;ic1.ely distrj.buted and 
" 
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therefore it v:ould be lower. 
2. 'il'hich are.as have increo.sed the most on the first chart? 
the second chart? 
Ans: The Mideast and the Southwest in personal income, 
and New Eneland and the Gre<"t La!:es area in per 
capita personal income. 
3. According to the chart on personal income, whet is the 
average income for the whole cou.YJ.try? 
Ans: Approximately 37 Billions. 
4. Accord inc; to the chart on personal i"lcone, h0'-'1 rmch 
did income increrse throu:hout the country since 1941? 
Ans: Approximately 232 Billions. 
5, Are the rec;ions corres)ondinc;ly the sa;11e e.s they were in 
1929, ie. are the wealthiest then still the wealthiest? 
Ans: The Mideast and Great LabCJs aree still have the 
hicnest personal income. 
3. Test Items 
Multiple Choice 
1. .<'roducers in our economy are those in eli vidual s v1ho earn 
an income by 
A. Selling their services 
B. Sellinc; their services or property 
C. Virtue of the fact that they are housel~olds 
i:·D. Selling service and property to c::;overnment and business 
2. ·vue are not o.ll producers; however, e.ll of us are consumers as 
A, ile sell our services 
B. We tnke part in production 
i:·C. vie share the produce to live 
" 
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D. We are an indirect part of the economy 
3. W'nen we speak of households we mean 
A. Small groups keeping house 
B. Small groups and single people living alone 
c. Families and groups 
l<D. People who earn and use money toc;ether 
4. The average annual family income in the United States is 
i<A. Between :,P4,000-6,000 
B. Above 'Jji6,000 
c. Below :,P4,000 
D. At 'Jli4,000 
5. The United States enjoys the highest standard of living in 
the world because of 
A. The individual satisfaction attached to it 
~(B. The purchasing power 
c. T:'le amount of soods VIe produce 
D. The amount of coeds Y:e consume 
6. The eoods which ~ive 
'" 
us satisfaction for a short duration 
are known as 
A. Durable goods 
B. PerishablP goods 
ii-C. Non-durable coeds 
D. Non-perishable goods 
7. Marginal utility refers to the 
i<A. The usefulness of the product 
B. The size of the product 
c. The durability of the product 
D. The amount of the product 
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8. Your real income is dependent upon tv:o things - hov; much 
real income you receive without spendin;:: money and 
A, The amount of consunption you do 
B. How many services your monc:r purc:-u:.ses 
c. The amount of effort necessary to obt2.in it 
.:i-D. The amount of ~oods and services you can buy 
9, Households consist of all the folluwing combinations except 
A, Families 
B. Religious corxnunities 
c. Individuals 
>:·D. Cooperative housin::; units 
10. Real income increases when money income increnses tmless 
A. Sur>plies of zoods and services increase 
B. Consumpr needs fluctuate 
>:·C. Prices rise 
D, hlnployment drops 
11. Examples of consumer durable sooc',s ars Rll the followine; except 
A. Automobiles 
li. Furniture 
C, Lavm mowers 
"D· Gasoline 
12. Most households do not earn as much noncy income as they 
could because 
A. Jobs are scarce 
B. Incentive is lacking 
><C. Limit of sntisi'action has been reached 
D, Leisure time is needed for recreation 
13. The standard of living of a nation is measured most accurately by 
A, Noney income 
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B. Real income 
C. Amount of products and services o.vailable 
*D. Consumer intellie;ence in use of courc!<ases 
14. Suppose that you went into a clothins store for the purpose 
of obtaininc a complete new sumr'wr outfit. ••hich of the 
follov:ins combinations v;ould be a ty:·,ical exar.:~ple of 
mar::;inal utilities for ma::imum satisfe.ction? 
A. 3 S)orts jac~:ets, 1 pair of trous,:;rs, 2 pairs of shoes 
i:-B. 2 sports jackets, 2 ·')airs of trousers, 2 ~airs of' shoes 
C, no sports jac'cet, 3 pairs of trousers, 3 pairs of shoes 
D, 1 sports jacxet, 3 pai~:-s of trousers, no r>airs of shoes 
Matching \Match the letter of the itm:1 in the ri:=;ht hand 
column with the number of the ap:JrOIJriate item 
in the left hand column. J 
" D 1. Money Income A, Use of soo~s and services by 
c 0 Re-:,1 Income 1...-. Households for satisfaction 
A 3, Consumption B, Use of .:::oods and services to make 
B 4. Production mone;;'r 
C, Amount of ::;oo~s and services 
housRholds consume 
D, Amount l"eceived for pc>oductive 
services 
E. Amount of [;o0C~s and serv_:_ces 
bouc;ht and sold 
C 5, Consumer DurRble Goods A, Gooc1 s used quic1:ly to satisfy wants 
A 6, Consumer Non-Durable Goods B, Grr-,tifi_cc.tion e;'''erienced from 
B 7. Maximum Satisfaction income 
D 8, MarGinal Utility C. Goods yiAldins satisfaction for 
some time 
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C 9. Productive Services 
D 10. DiminishinG Marginal 
Utility 
B 11. Median Income 
A 12. Averace Income 
B 13. Producers 
C 14. Consumers 
A 1.5. Households 
G 16. Real Income 
F 17. Money Income 
Comnletion 
D. A soods 1 usefulness in relation 
to amount on ;lflnd 
E. Goods sue~ as television, food 
and autos. 
A. Totr-.1 ~:-lonotnr:v'" sun received 
divided by total receiving it 
B. Tot2.l monetary sum received most 
frequently by the total population 
C. Total 2.mount of ability to sell 
in market 
D. Total amount armed of a cood 
declines its usafulness or vc.lue 
E. Tota.l ··1onet2.2>:• sum recceived b;)' aJ!l 
A. Honschold earnings 
B. Service or ~roparty sellers 
C. Users of services or products 
D. Purc~wsers choices 
E. Total national income 
F. Amount earned 
G. Anount earned in terms of purchases 
possible 
1. The fraction of our total population t'l?.t is r~irectly en:::;aged 
in some sort of p:>oduction is approxL1ately 1/3. 
2. If we spen.k of the niclclle inco:ne f'i::;ure in the United St~etes 
w~·Ltch occurs most frequently from the loY:est to the hic;hest, 
we mean the iilEDIAH income. 
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3. The e;oods and services which ;~oney income ·,;ill buy is !mown 
as REAL income. 
4. The using of certain goods and services by honseholds for their 
personal satisfe.ction is CO:t\SUMPTION. 
5. When households use c;oods and services to make noney, v;e refer 
to this type of acti vitt as PRODUCTIOl!. 
6. The more we have of a certnin item, the less v2.lue it is to 
us therefore Vie say it has DHl:!:liiSHilTG ;.O:A:':GIJTAL utility. 
7. Every incividual 1"las a certain amount of traininr 2nd skill -~ 
v1hich he can sc,ll for income, these services are !mown as 
PRODUCTIVE services. 
s. Goods which have on1y a short satisfyins value are lmovm 
as cons11r.1er lTQN .. DBRABLE goods. 
9. By totaling and dividing the income of all the people in the 
United States we obtain the AVERAGE family income. 
10. Goods which have a lasting value and are useful for many 
years are known as consumer DURABLE goods. 
11. The size of a household's money income is determined by the 
amount of ABILITIES and PROPERTY it sells. 
12. The unlmo1m factor for consumers r:hen t':loy ;}urc':lase is 
the amount of SATISFACTION they will get. 
13. 'l'he most accurate oicture in evaluatinr incomes of a nation 
- J 
is gained from fic;urinc; the I:EDIAN income. 
14. The term r1hich refers to the us0 of gooc'cs and services by 
households for their ovm satisfaction is CONSUMPTION. 
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Chapter b 
CONSUMER PROBLEMS 
1. Summary 
There are so many products available to the American 
consumer, that his main problem is hon to choose among them 
intellicently. In choosing a particular brand or establishment 
the consumer affEJcts both his ovm and his neighbor's welfare. 
There are many aids available to help the consumer make 
a wise choice. These are both private concerns and sovernmental 
agencies. Most retailers, themselves, nill cive helpful advice 
to suit your own situation. In your own cL,y, there is probably 
a Better Business Bureau and also a Cha~1ber of Commerce v;hose 
duty it is to u:ohold the business stcnde.rds in the community. 
Among private concerns, perhaps the t'::o most nell lmov:n are 
the Consumer's Union and Consumer's Research. 
The government helps the consumer by protecting him 
ac;ainst frauds which an individual couldn't control effectively. 
The government also publishes informa~ive c.rticles vr'lich can 
be obtained at o. sc~all price. AMOnG the re::ulP,tory ac;encies 
are the Food anc', Druc; AdMinistration, The Fed8rcl Trede Com.~,iss­
ion, the Interstate CoMnerce Con;-,,ission, the F'ednral Cont"lunico,.tions 
Conmission, the Civil Aeronautics Board in 11ashinston and Public 
Utilities Commissions in the states. 
Consumer's cooperative societies a:'o a M8"'13 f':>Y' ';::o 
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2. Review Q.uestions and Aoti vi t~. es 
Vocabulary 
Explain in your ov:n words what the foJlovii~<:: v:orcls, terms mean 
Betaile r The Interstnte CoJCinerce Co1C!Biss: 
'il'holesaler Public UtEities Com?'litsion 
Maximum Satisfaction Su.::>:>rintcndent of Documents 
Cl-tamlYJr of Commerce Coopcl'ntives 
Better 3usjness Bure~u Public Utilities 
The Food (:; Drug Administre.tion 
Tl-te Federal Trade Commission 
Review Q.ucstions 
1. ilhat has been the effect of better systems of railroads, 
trucking, and ctirlines on the eonsumer? 
2. imat has been tl-te effect of increc 2.ecJ_ drcily contnct on tl1e 
consumer? 
3. Vmat is the effect of constuner buyinc on households and 
business firms? 
4. If you were buying a new dress or nev.- suit to insure your 
own satisfaction \7hat are some of the tllinc;s ~·o,_\ should 
tell the retailer? 
5. In what y;ay does production double every 25 ~"ee.rs? 
6. Name two privo.te asencies which Vlerc for:ned to help the consumer? 
7 o Name thr•ee govern:nent agencies •.vhich aid the consumer? 
8 o To whom would on interested consumer v:ri te to accluire government 
publications vrhieh would help him become ~n intelli.c;ent buyer? 
9o Name two private reseRrch croups desicr.ed to holp the consumer? 
lOo \'\hat is t'1e function of R cooperative? 
llo In what two countries !lave cooperativEJs been pnrticnlarly 
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successful? 
12. \mat trro reasons could be (jiven as to -:.·hy cooperatives have 
not been more populat in the United States? 
13. In v1hat area of the United States ho.ve coopero.tives had 
their gre~test success? 
14. What problems face the consumer in the United States? 
15. liO\v docs the government help the consumer buy intelli::;ently? 
16. Can a person be forced to buy intellicentl:'? v;hpt c;entle 
persuasion or help could be given? 
17. imat three rr.ediums of assistance are avo.ilo.ble to the con-
sumer in his purchase of gooc.s o.nd services? 
18. Give four re~sons r:hy intellic;ent conmmption has becone 
more difficult in recent years? 
19. What is the purCJose and function of private testing ac;encies? 
Discussion Questions 
1. What are some of the thincs one should consider before deciding 
on a certain brand of any c;iven product? 
2. Have any human values been lost non that householcis depend more 
on buying goods rather than upon makinG them themselves? 
Have any advantases been ::;ained? 
3. V>hat is the effect on the economy of intelli,:ent consumer 
buying as opposed to unintellizent CQnsumer buying? 
4. \mat are some of t:he areas in which ,_min toll i.c;ent buying 
has resulted in a demand for products -.-:hich h2.ve :·:md a 
poor effect on society? i•hat are some of these poor effects? 
5. W:'ly can it be sail' th2t the consumer has 2. responsibility to 
society as a whole? 
6. Discuss - "It is questionable if many Americ2.n consume:-s are 
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making the most of their opportunities. Intellicent buying 
is grov;ing more difficult for consume)'S in ::;eneral too. 11 
7. Suppose you have just purchased a :-mtionally lmown brand 
television set v:ith a one-year service c;uaP:ntee r",ttached. 
Six months latrr, the picture tube burns out. The local 
store from w·hich you bou;:ht the set }}fl.S been, ~:r-ou discover, 
re-located. ,-,hat v:ould be your course of action. 
8. Vi'h.at particular goods do you thinl: :1ecessitate es)ecially 
careful tholc:jlt and judcement v;itJ1 rcrerence to intellicent 
buying? 
9. It is stated in your readinr; that ''the continual devPlopment 
of new products makes it hard for the consumer to know what 
is best for him to buy". Do you ac;rrJe? 
St1tdent Activities 
1. Using home ay>pliances as an example collect advertisements 
whic':l are bnsed on mR!dnr; a psycholozical ·"-r\·enl and •;;rite 
a :Japer explaininc hov1 each adve::-otiser.1ent 1;1al·:es this appe~l. 
2. Write a paper on the history of advertising. 
3. MRke a scrapbook of clippinc c:mcernccl ·aith consumer 
education faken from your local paper, 
4. !.lake n list of some new products v;hich j::1vc entered the mar1<:et 
in the last year which have been r;iclely accepted and pur-
chased by the consu.r.1er. 
5, Make a report on what efforts and facilities different 
retailers in your comc1uni ty have mac'e r.nd provided to 
insure consumer satisfaction. 
6. Arrange to brine in a guest spealcer from the Better Business 
Bureau and have him tell about the Bur·?~,u' s functions. 
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7. Writ8 a research PG::>er on cooperatives in the Un:Cted States. 
8. Make a study of privrcte agencies connected with consumer 
education, Visit branches of these agencies if possible; and 
study the aims, the history, and the accomplishments of each, 
9. Make a study of government agencies connected with aiding the 
consumer. Study the aims, the history, the structure, and 
the accomplishments of each agency. 
10, lllake a display of publications and nov>'spapor articles con-
e erned vii th cons mer education, 
11. Producers spend a great deo_l of mone:r and time in trying to 
attract buyers for their c;oods. 11hat ::re some of the fallacies 
an intellit:;ent buyer s':lould watch for, nnd be avmre of 
concerning advertising? Usine; cignrettes as an example 
prepare a display shov;ing different advertisements in which 
these fallacies are present. 
12. Select certain proders in your com.'Ylunity. Pre:rarc a report 
on the volumn and structure of tlleir business and Make a 
chart showing the geoc;raphical are:s to which thci:::' products 
are sent. 
13, Select one rete.il store, in your COl'1cWni ty and n8lcc a series of 
charts showing the different br2cnds th8:" cn.rry o.nc' the 
geocr~phicc.l are[J.s from vrhich thes o products como. 
14. l'reparo and :oresent a 15 minute rac',io pro;:;ra~1 designed to make 
the consumer av:are of the problems involved in intelligent 
buying. 
15. ?rep are and present a skit contrastinc rr:anner s and practices 
of two merchants, one with whom wise consumers i·muld trade, 
the other with whom wise consumers vJould not trade. 
16. Hold a panel discussion on one of the suggested discussion 
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questions. 
17. Prepare and prAsent a sJcit of a croup of nei,:;l'.bors :'leeting 
to discuss whether or not to forD a cooperative. 
lB. Have a c;roup choose one item, e.:. 2.. television set, 
that tl1ey su:1posedly want to buy. As a croup, have them 
tracl' dor:n every •wailable bit of i-nformation,r's to which 
brand v;ould be best, th~:~t \"IOUlC: be ave.ilable to the 
averP_Ge consumer. 
19. Go to the 2 local groceries and check on the number of brands 
available in at least two items le.g. tomato juice, peas). 
Also note the differences in size, and rrice e.nd whether 
the ingredients are listed. Re])Ort to the class. 
20. Have someone ci ve a re!Jort or a sumr.1ary on his findine;s 
on a :,?t:.rticular i ter.1 from an i,ssuo of 11 Consuner 1 s tie search 11 
or "Consumer's Union 11 , 
21. Trace the ldm1s of acti'fities involvec1 in proclucin,:::; and 
makinc available to you a }articular article of clothinc, 
e.c. a scarf, blouse or shirt. 
?.2, Draw a cartoon or poster shoY:in::; a }icturc of "M~, John Doe, 
the avernr;A consuner. 11 On eith,::r side list t"hc va1~ious 11 do 1s 11 
and "don'ts" which will guide Y:isely, hr, Doe in his consumer 
buyinc. 
23, Choose sever.cl me·r1bers of the class to v;rite a s ~ort play 
o.eC)ictin"' the correct C>rocedure tn:·:en in theourc:·wse of a 
..._ '---' ..._ -'-
new family car by e.n averace A:nel'ic:·_n fc.r:1ily. Prcs0nt especially 
the factors to be consic1.ered in decidin~~ upon the :·w.lic and 
moccel of the car, fa~~ily budcet, and cc>st of upl:ee]. 
Apo:>lyinr; <What You Have Learned 
Study the follo~;7in:s crn.ph and t::en 8.~sy,;er t"hc q_u.estions • 
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Spending and Savinr;: Part of Each Dollcr' of 
Disposable IncomCl Spent or Saved, 1929-52 
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Ans: People v;ent into debt. 
2. In what ~rear clin. peOC'}.e save ths ·:Jst? ths· least? 
Ans: Saved the most in 1945, o.nd .saver' t''" least in 1932. 
3. iihat does <Hsposable i•o_come CJc~n? 
Ans: The money tJ-,at C2cn nctually b8 s·~ent aftel' taxes have 
been deducted. 
4. How does the period from 1950 onward com;Jare to the past? 
Ans: ·,;e are not savinr:: as much as in the 1940-48 period, 
hovl8ver, it is about the sm~e as :,lost periods before 
5. Why do ;;cou t'cin;c people saved in the ,_..,,-,·.i_oil on the ch11rt 
that depicts the larzest amount of savi:•s? 
Ans: Bee a use of the war, more money ·v·.rns made nnd not as 
much could be spent during the war. 
3. Test Items 
Multiple Choice 
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l. Natural monopolies are permitted in sc1:ne instances in the 
United States in order to allow 
A. More companies to operate 
B. Fewer companies operate 
C. Firms to operate as they desire 
-l<D. Firms to prevent vmste 
2. Government has control over natural nonopolies 
><A. By setting regulations 
B. By settins prices 
C. By heavy taxation 
D. By virtue of its authority 
3. Intelligent buyin::; is necessary because each time we purchase 
certain goods 
-l<A. We ce-use more to be produced 
B. We create more purchasing power 
C. ,.,e cause less to be produced 
D. We create very few effects 
4. Private testing ae;encies aid the consu:Timr to buy wisely because 
A. They compare brands 
B. They test products continually 
C. They publjsh dets.iled accounts 
>:-D. They do all of the above 
5. A consumer cooperative is orr,anized for the purpose of 
A. Making profits 
B. Protecting people against deceitful selling 
-l<C. Serving the members 
D. Charging hiQher rates 
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6. Because we have increased and doubled production in the 
United Ste.tes v1e produce 
A. Many of the same thing 
<~:·B. Many neve' 1md different things 
C. Twice as much of the same old items 
D. The same thin~s we did years aco 
7. '~men we c.s consumers choose a particular product, we cause 
a demand for it and in order for firms to produce more they wiiD 
A. Sell more goods 
i<B. Buy more productive services 
c. Seek a bigrrer market 
D. Seek more money payments 
8. It is more difficult for the consumer to buy intellic;ently 
because of \name the least best answer) 
A. Ne·;; products 
B. New methods of advertising 
c. Increased number of products 
i<D. Tax :1roe;rams 
9. Reputable retailers can help the customer buy more wisely 
if the customer explains about the 
A. Article wanted 
B. Amount available to buy it 
i:·C. Use to be made of it 
D. l'revious experience with the article 
10. wihen a consumer fincl.s a purchase fails to meet expectations 
claimed for it he should first 
i<A. Comp:j_ain to the retailer 
B. Complain to others 
C. Avoid that reta,iler in the future 
D. Comnlain to local business orc;2.nizations 
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11. Advertising a product v:ith false statements is forbidden by the 
A. Food and Druc Com::lission 
B. Interstate Commerce Com11ission 
C. Anti-Trust Commission 
~:-D. Federal Trade Commission 
12. Public transportation services are subject to control of all 
the following except 
A. Interstate Commerce Commission 
{:-B. Federal Communications Come1ission 
c. Civil Aeronautics Board 
D. Public Utilities Commissions 
13. In order for consumer cooperatives to be most successful the 
consumers must be particularly interested in 
A. Advertisinc; methods 
B. Volume of business 
C. Variety of products 
-::-D. Savin~: s:nall amounts 
14. The greatest resnonsibility for intellicent buyin:; rests upon 
A. Business orcanizations 
B. Cooperative societies 
*C. Individual consumer 
D. Private testinc; organizations 
Matching \Match the letter of the item in the ri:.:;ht hand 
column with the number of the appronriate item 
in the left hand column.J 
E 1. Natural Monopoly A. Sells products of manufacturer 
A 2. Retailers B. Sells f:?·ooc1s to manufacturer 
c 3. Consumer Cooperative c. Sells products to serve members 
D. Sells utilities at moderate rate 
B. Sells utilities under government 
" 
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authority. 
C 4. Foods and Dru~ Administration A. Investisates erroneous ads 
A 5. Federal Trrrde Commission 
B 6. Better Business Bureau 
Completion 
B. Investicates and regulates 
trade 
C. Investigates and tests medi-
ci~~s and cosmetics 
D. Investi.::ates business prac-
tices locally 
1. The consumer is :orotected against cru.::s ,· cosmetic and food 
poisoning by the FOOD AND DRUG Administration. 
2. Laws concerned with preventing false and misleading adver-
tising are administered by the FEDERAL TRAD~ Commission. 
3. Many consumers problems can by avoided if v;e consult the 
RJ>TAILERS from v1hom we purchase coods. 
4. In local purchasinG: problems consumers ccn "eceive help from 
businessmen by soliciting the aid of t''le 3ETrl'ER EUSIFESS BUri:EAU 
or the Chamber of Commerce. 
E. In the u.s., we h:we laws and asencies of the GOVE:\NEEliT 
which assist and defend the consumor a::-l'linst deceit and trickery. 
6. A group of consunors who set up a business and purchase their 
c;oods from it forn what is known as £, COlTSUI1:EH coope;··ative. 
7. A consumer can obtain public8tions concerned vdth testing 
products and comparing them with otc~er brands from l'hiVATE 
testing agencies. 
8. In the United States, t:'le total level of production doubles 
every T':IENTYoiOFIVE years. 
9. Certain companies Sl)Ch as trans:)ortation and utilities are 
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allowed to operate what we call a !lATD!';AT. ;,JOIIOiOLY. 
10. The Americnr:: consumer is aided and rrotccted in his pur-
chsses by consulting government agencies, privc,te testing 
organizations, co::Jperative societie.s and BFSINESSL:EH from 
the Better Business Bureau. 
11. When many households purchase a particular pror',uct they 
create a DE!I'AND for it. 
12. If a consumer would like to avail hi.mself of booklets to 
help him buy more intelligently, the federRl sovernment 
agency that can provide a catalog :ts t' e SUPElUNTE':DEHT OF 
DOCU!v!EWrS in WASHINGTON', D.C. 
13. Priva.te agencies that publish results of testins :o>roducts 
include 1al CONSUl:IERS 1 RESEARCH and 1bl CO~!SUic;ETIS 1 mnm!. 
14. Consumer and producer cooperatives have been most success-
ful in areas v1here the main occup."tion is FAR!.\ING. 
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:5. March of Time Forum Films, Life With Grand1)a, 16 mm. sol.lld 
film, black and white. New York, 1949. 
Chapter 7 
MONEY MANAGEMENT 
1. Summary 
To wisely menage our money, we should first hs.ve a 
financial plan. This is merely some un<lerstandin:::; rs to 
how the money vdll be used. People frequently make use of 
a budget which is a short term financial pla.n. In using a 
bude;et, a specific amount should be systematically saved. 
Savinzs are necessary to cope with emergencies, to buy 
something needed, and to provide for the future. 
An understanding of the different types of insurance 
and their suitability to one's own circumstances is also 
necessary for wise money management. The most important 
forms of insurance are life insure-nee, fire insurance, auto-
mobile insurance and health insurance. There are four diff-
erent types of life insurance: straicht life, limlted payment 
life, endowment, and term insurance. These are all useful 
under different types of circumstances but strai.ght life 
insurance is usually considered the .,os t sui table. Jieal th 
insurance can cover both medical and hos·oi tal expenses. 
Deductible insurance is encountered under fire, automobile, 
and hefllth insurance. 
When a person's savings are not sufficient, he must 
borrow money. There are four places to c1o this; from your 
parents or near relatives, a loc81 ban!,, a Personal Finance 
Company or a Credit Union. The banl' is usually the best 
since it can judge if it is wise for you to go into debt. 
" 
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2. Review Questions and Activities 
Vocabulary 
Explain in your ovm words what the folloVIinc:; words, terms mean 
Budget Premium 
Financial Planning Beneficiary 
Savine;s Deductible Insurance 
Interest Blue Cross 
Bonds Blue Snield 
Payroll Deduction Flan Credit Rating 
Straie:;ht Life Insurance Promissory Note 
fnyment Life Insurance 1.·Iort2at;e 
Endowment Life Insurance Personal }'inance Company 
Tern Life Insur~nce Credit Union 
Fixed Chare;es Endovnnent 
Insurable Risk 
Review Questions 
1. What is the difference between t':le terns financial planning 
and budgeting? 
2. For hos long a time is a budget usually dravm up? 
3. What are the advantages of bude;etins one's income? 
4, Is it always necessary to include in a budget one's 
expected income tax? 
5, What are the three main pur:,oses i'or r:!lich a family should save? 
6. ·What is the advantace of deposi tine one's savinc;s immediately 
rather than lettins them accumul?.te until n lar~:c amount 
has been saved? 
7. 1•hy should an employee check to seoe r.'hether or not his 
company has a ra~rroll deducti8n nlan? 
8. What is the basis on which an insurance cor1pany operates? 
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9. List at least four types of life insurance and distinguish 
between the:r.? 
10. Upon what are insurance premiums based? 
11. ~IVhat can be considered a minimum life insurance policy? 
12. Does limited life insurance cov8r a :c:>erson §or a limited 
amount of time or ;:>ermanently? 
13. Would the premiums for str8~i:::ht life ins.urance be larger 
or smaller than the rremiums on a liiite"l insuP~nce policy? 
14. Why can endo..-.'ment insurcmce be cal lee'~ a combine tion insurance? 
15. Can a term life insurance :c:>olicy be renewed? 
16. What agencies sell life insurance? 
17. wmy miGht savinc-s be.n:,s be in a position to offer loVJer 
insurance rates? 
18, Are homes usually insured for their full value? 
19. Vvhy would banks be in favor of, or even demond that a certain 
amount of fire and wind insurance be taken? 
20. To what would a man be entitled vii th 2 fire c,nc' Y:ind in-
surance policy providin:-; for :;?60 de<'luct:Lble? 
21. How does automobile insurance protect 2~ car ovmer? 
22. •mat is the diffe:'ence between Blue C1'oss and Blue Shield? 
23. What are the adv:omtn~ces of borrowins from relatives or 
pnrents on a business transaction basis? 
24. How does a b:c.n'~: protect itself v1hen mn1~in::; a loan? 
25. 'imy does a Jjersonal Finance Company c'cnrc;A R mu~h hi::;her 
interest rate than a savings bank? 
26. ivhat are the tv10 ':mrposes of a Credit Union? 
27, Describe a tudcet and what features it s':tould contrin, 
28. What is deductible insure~nce? 
29. vmat consequences would follov1 if loan '"ayc"lents to « bBnk 
were not paid in time, or not paid at all? 
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Discussion ~estions 
1. What is the v2.lue of insurance? 
2. ~~hat is the value of s~J.ving? 
3. Discuss the authors 1 ~tcctement that "borror.'inc is therefore 
not a thins to do casually''. 
4. H ow ern one establish a cood credit rr,ting? Is it important 
to have a c;ood credit rating? 
5. Discuss the 2.uthors 1 statement that when people borrow money 
to make a payment on a loan it is "bad economics". 
6. iihat is the value of budgeting? 
7. How do you thinl-: the responsibility for the mD.nase:nent of 
the family finances should be distributed? 
s. Sup~)ose you are an enc;ineer, 30 years of nee, h<tve 3 
dependents, and can count on at least '*i'6,000 a year income 
for the next 25 years. What tY?e of insur.o.nce Y;ould you 
consider is the best for you and your family? "hat would 
be the approximate value of the policy? 
9. Suppose you were a bant:er intervie\·:inc 2 prospective 
borrower. ~~hat are some of the thinc:s you v.ro1Jid wnnt 
to know before you decided whether or not to grant the loan? 
Student Activities 
1. Draw up a personal budget for a family w:i.th three children and 
an income of ;ws,ooo per year. 
2. Find out and re;)ot to the class other ways in which a family 
can provide for meetinG their financial needs after retirement 
other than by buildins up an adequr.te savinss account. 
3.Write a letter to a friend anS\'lerins his question of whether 
or not he should take insurcnce now th2t he is planning to 
get married. Be sure to sugsest a minimum proc;ram and advise 
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him as to wr,ere he cc:m acquire further information. 
4. Writ8 a series of advertisements which mi::l-}t he used by 
the savings bank in your local paper. 
5. Arrange to bring in an outside spea:wr from one of the 
leading insurance companies to answer any 'lUestion of the class. 
6. Prepare and bring in a number of outside readings which the 
class might find useful in expanding their lmoc:;led::;e of 
insurance. 
7. Write a research paper on the different types of insurance. 
8. Make a field trip to a loc&l insurv.nce company. 
9. l:'repare and present a panel dis cue; s ion on the advr,ntages 
and disadvantages of the four types of life insurance 
mentioned in the chapter. 
10. Prepare and present two skits, shol":in::; an intervieu between 
a client and the head of the loc_n company of a bank. In 
the first skit the loan is given, while in the second it is not. 
11. Visit a local savings bank. 
12. Prepare and present a skit of a family discussion as to 
whether or not money should be borrowed to buy a new car. 
13. Present a debate that might take place in a state legis-
lature as to whether or not a bill should be passed re-
quirine compulsory automobile insurance. 
14. l:'repare and present a panel discussion on the advantages 
af takine; out an insurance policy from a stock broker, a 
mutual life insurance co:rroany, or a snvings bank. 
15. Make a display of various life insurance advertisements 
found in magazines and newspa,_>ers. >~rite a brief history 
of each com,_>any represented. 
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16. Report to the class on job opportunities in both savincs banks 
and insurance companies. For each job ::;ive quolificcctions, pay 
scale, benefits, type of work, etc. 
17. Prepare five different budgets for diff0rent income groups 
or professions. The budc;et should cover at }(ccJst a period 
of one month. 
18. Have a group chec'{ on a few different t~tnes of life 
insur~mce offered b;• different compBni es, not inc; rates 
and advant2e;es and disadvantages. 'J.'heir renort should be 
given to the class. 
19. Present a panel discussing "One of th·' nost promising ways 
of increasing the productive :;>ower of t.he A"er:iccc:c oconom~' 
is to find how older people can continue to ·::n:'k ofter 
6 ' f " v ye,._!,_rs o age • 
20. Imagine that you are a ban',er conductins ~-'' :tntArview with 
a prospective borrower v;ho is see]dn::: 8 lnccr• ">f ii3,000. 
Select several classmates to ensct t'1c oroccdure of the 
interview before the class. 
A:-Jplying 1ihat You Have Learned 
ASSSTS OF U.S. LIFE INSU~A:•JCE COJ;;PA!H:::::3, S1\L'XTED YEARS,l93l-52 so ________________________________________________________ __ 
,.. u.s. Government Bonds 
hill/Securities of Business Po 
,~Mortsaces ,:; Heol EstF.te 
1952 
SocJ.rce: In2 C;jtute o.f L:t.fe Insurance 
1'~ A . E " \ J.., ~ ~· r:1er l can conomy 
c. L0·,·ell i>cxri.ss, p.33~;) 
In·' l, r ·1- r'' 
'· .... ' ~· .... 
J6NXXXI All Other G0vernment Bonfl'"' ?oJ.l r.':· .. - L O'D ~-, l'~ • .... c~ll ~ -· J. J '0, . ~. _ , ,, ... , ,,,L, " nn.oous 
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1. By what percentage have the assets of all U.S. life 
insurance companies increo.sed since 1931? 
Ans: 275)'0 
2. Vlhat tyues of assets have incrensed the most? the least? 
Ans: Most - Securities; Least - nll other sovernment bonds 
3. What major ideas about insurance compan~' ;;ror:th does the 
above chart have? 
Ans: ~filurance companies are grow in::: crmsistently lFrger. 
4. Explain the different tyues of assets , as depicted by 
the four different colorings. 
Ans: U.S. Government Bonds represent a loan e;iven to the 
government which is covered by a definite rate of 
interest. Securities represent shares of' ~~tee,: ·:J-:ict~ 
are secured or made reliable by definite collateral. 
Mortsae;es represent a loan mode with definite interest 
accruinc, or else the property can be seized by those 
holding the mortgage. 
5. Vihy has the assets of U.S. Governt"c:nt Bonds decreased since 
1945? 
Ann: Becnuse u.s. Government BonOs nre sold ;1.ors e:;rtens:i.vely 
durinc a war period. 
6. Give the percenta:::;es of increases ~nc. decreases of the 
four different t~'pes of life inSlJrrcnce cor~.lJanies. 
Ans :U.S. Goverm1ent Bonds - lO;o incresse; il':a:bcnges - 22% increasE 
Securities - 11/6 increase ; Other - 66;0 increase. 
3. Test Items 
t:ultiple Choice 
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1. Insnr:once is almost e. necessity of 1 ife becau~.e it 
A. Ains thos'l who are unemployed 
~<B. Provides security asainst financial loss 
C. Aids peopl8 in savine their money prims.rily 
D. Provides an annu&l income 
2. It is wise to insure ~"ourself w1:.ile :rouns because you will 
A. Receive a bigger premium 
~:-B. Pay less now 
c. Be able to retire on the money 
D. Be your ovm beneficiary 
3. It is important to set up a financial ?lsn .ss it provides for 
A. An unchanzinr; bude;eting of r1oney 
B. Your present financial position 
~:-C. Your future financial situation 
D. Givins little thou(';ht to money plans 
4. An advantage of purcha.sine life in~11rr·nce from a bank is 
A. It is easier to obtain 
~:-B. A bank because it is less expensive 
C. It is on a t'lrm basis exclusively 
D. It is possible to share all the profits 
5. When you consider borroning money, you ::hould alv:ays borrow from 
A. A Finance company because it is lees expensive 
ir-B. A ban:-<.: becau.se it is less expen.s tve 
C. Either one as they are equall;,- ine):pensive 
D. A professional money lender 
6. Accordins to the table concerning annuaJ premiu~ rates for 
insurance, term life is less expensive because 
A. It provides full life protection 
B. It is naturally less expensive 
ifC. It provides protection temporarily 
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D, It insures the person for twenty years 
7, It is desirable to purchase insur<Cnce from a m11tual insurance 
company because 
A. You can be more heavily insured 
irB. You can share in the profits 
c. You are a separat-?- stocld10lder 
D, You are covered for a lone;er period 
8, Finance companies allow most consune''S to borrov; rr:oney 
A. At a low interest rate 
B. At bank interest rates 
C. If they are good risks 
{<D, At high interest rates 
9. Deductible insurance is good protection acainst fire or 
10, 
ll. 
wind damage because 
A. Yo'.l pay most of the dm:1ace cost 
B, You pay none of the da::1age cost 
c. You pay all the money in excess of the deduction 
~'"D • You pay the deduction 
The first step in setting up a bude;et is to 
A. Subs tract fixed charges first 
B, Subtract cost of food, clothine;, etc., first 
* C, Estimate the total income first 
D. Divide the totals by wee}{ or Nonthly basis first 
The purrose of a budget is to 
A. Keep track of spending 
B, Save money 
i'"C. Guide wise use 
D. Balance income and outgo 
12. All the followinG are lecitimato re2sons for savine; except 
A. Old age 
" 
B. Sickness 
"C. Emergencies 
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D, Special purchases 
13. The amount of life insuro.nce a person should buy depends on 
A. Life ex~ectancy 
i<B, Ability to carry :Jremiums 
C. Ability to save 
D. Number of dependents 
14. All of the follor;ing sources e.re usually less ex11ensive 
places to borrow from except 
i<A. Finance companies 
B, Credit unions 
C, Near relatives 
D. Banks 
15, A financial st2-tement showing estim8~tec1 expenr2iturcs and 
receipts for the cominc year is c<:~l1ec~ a\n) 
A. Inventory 
B. Financial plan 
C. Profit and loss statement 
i:·D. Budget 
16. iihich of the fo11o,·iinc is res8rded by most fami1ies AS the 
most suitab1e typG of insurance? 
A. Limited payment insurance 
B. Term pRyment insurance 
C, Endovaner.t insurance 
i:·D. Straic;ht 1ife insurance 
Matching \Match the letter of the item in the risht hand 
co1umn with the number of the o.p:oropriate item 
in the left hand column.) 
-
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c ]:. Straie;ht Lif'e Insurance 
A 2. Limited Payment Life 
D 3. EndowTnent Life 
B 4. Term Insurance 
D 5. Insurable Risk 
C 6. Insurance 
A 7. Premium fa;yment 
B 8. Deductible Insurance 
A 9. Financial ~lan 
C 10. Budget 
D 11. Fixed Charges 
B 12. Savings 
A. folicy holder pays definite sum 
ove!o nunbnr of years 
B. Policy holder pays definite sum 
for• tL'le and c:;n renew when 
ex::oired 
C. Pol ic;r holder pays c1efini te sum 
until clcath 
D. Poli.c:;r holder roays definite sum 
which he 0r family me.y receive 
when expired 
E • .t'olicy :1::older pays definite sum 
for time and cannot renew it agair 
A. Grac.uetod amount due on policy 
B. Compensation in excess of amount 
subtracted 
C. Amount of security acainst finan-
cial loss 
D. Estimated amount of loss incurred 
ovel' perio~ of time 
E. Amount of saving done yearly 
A. Estimate of expenses and amount 
a.vailoble to save 
B. Estimate on income of amount to 
provide for deposit 
C. Estir.:tate on lone term basis for 
future ex9enses 
D. Estimate of Emount to r>ay toward 
specj_fj c charces 
E. Esti>nate of hospital and clothing 
~:xnAnses 
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E 13. Straight Life Insurance 
D 14. Limited ~ayment Life 
B 15. Term Insurance 
C 16. Endowment Insurance 
D 17. Fire Insurance 
E 18. Automobile Insurance 
A 19. Health Insurance 
Comnletion 
A. Calculated risks 
B. Defini~e tiMe for protection 
C. Combines life 5_nsurance and saving 
D. ~remium ;oa:-ments cease, life 
protection con~inues 
E. Definite sum at death 
A. Blue Cross, Blue Shield 
B. ~~orkn1en 1 s Compensation 
C. 'ij>50 deductible 
D. house protection 
E. Comnulsor•• Drotection 
- " . 
1. A plan v1hich keeps an individual f'rom wastins ::1oney is knovm 
as a FINANCIAL plan. 
2. A loan Yi':lich eliminates ituelf by binc; used in such a manner 
so as to repay the money borrowed is called a SELFo~~-LI:?UIDATING 
loan. 
3. A financial plan which provides for a short period of time and 
is part of a gene:c>al family plan is called a ffimi!Et'. 
4. A written ac;reement to pay the money borrowed with interest 
at a stated rate is a PHOMISSORY note. 
5. An insurrmce company issues policiGs on IYSU:-lABLE risks which 
are estimates of loss based upon )ast cxnerience. 
6. The payment v;hich one rwJ,es upon an insur,-nce policy is a 
PrtEMIUM payment. 
7. A policy ..-:hich stat8s that the paymcmt :-:mst be pcdd over a 
cert2in number of years is cE:llecl LE:ITED PAYT,ii2:::JT life insurance. 
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8, In the IvHJTUAL life insurance company, the :;->olicy holders share 
in the profits 3nd ovm the company. 
9. An ore;anization formed by a specif'ic group of individuals for 
the purpose of loanin::: money or to e:-1c':lurese savinc; is a 
CHEDI'r U:'!ION, 
10, '1/hen we are insured for a limited nll.mb~r of :""~ars vilth 
temporary ~Jrotection nc have TEHl.T insuretnce, 
11. Financial plans for each far::ily v!i11 very accorc::.:-1.; tc the 
family 1 s DESIRES and A:.'BITICNS. 
12. A short run finoncial ;;lan is Ccll8d a BUDGET. 
13. DefinitR exrenrlitures that cnnnot be changed within a. year 
are 1 is terl as FIXED CHARGES. 
14. Every financinl plan after includinc; C'cefinite and estir~ated 
items should also provide for some SAVI:L~:}. 
15. The type of insurance policy v/tich combines life insur~nce 
and savinc;s is the ENDOWI·JIEF~r. 
16. ~1en a borrower repays his loan with interest he establishes 
a CREDIT i1ATING. 
17. A grou!J of wor·kers who pool their e~.;oi. 7<·1 to save end make 
better use of heir money usually form an or:::Pn~zEtion 
called a CREDIT UNION. 
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Chapter 8 
LABOR 1 S PART IN FRODTICTIOl! 
1. Summary 
The Natior::! Labor Force. In 1956 the J abor force of 
the United States was ap)roximately 62,691,000 million. 
This tota.l incluc'.es all people over 14 years of ac;e who 
have jobs or are lookinc; for jobs. The labor force is 
divided into military, civilian. Civilie.n e·e1ployment is 
composed of ac;ricul tural and industrial ·:;orkers. 
Non-AP:ricul tural Workers include 1"Jroducers of both 
goods e.nd services. Today many more peo~ole are ensaged in 
production of s ervtces than [-~oods in t11e Uni ter1 Stc.tcs. 
Manufacturing is the largest source of emplo;ymemt, _::>ro-
viding over one-fourth of the total jobs. 
The Employment of Women. Women nov; hold about one-
third of the jobs. There is an incrensing tendency for 
married women to work outside their i1omes. 
Major Occupational Changes, 1910-1950. There is today 
a greater importance in skilled labor and an increase in 
technical and clerical workers. 
Labor Force Farticiuation Rates. This rate varies with 
sex and ae;e. The normal rate is about 55;o. Participation 
rate for men was 82); in 1950 representinc; a drop since 1920. 
The participo.tion rate for 'HOmen was r:·tised since 1>120 to 32% 
in 1950. For th.e ::;roup from 14 to 19 years of R.[e tl-le rates 
of participation has dropped sharply, probably due to more 
extemsive education. 
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2. Review '4lestions and Activities 
Vocabulary 
Explain in your own words what the follo;vine; v:ords, terms mean 
Labor Force 
Civili~n Labor Force 
Total Civilian Employment 
Manufac tur· ing 
Constr1J c tion 
Serni-S~illed ••orker 
UnsJrilled ~-~orlrer 
~fuite Collar ~~orker 
Labor Participation Hate 
~tol~!ens 1 11\,:o Ph::1se ~~ori_rin0 Life 
Non-Azricultural Self-Employed Efficiency 
Skilled Worker Decline 
Review ~uestions 
1. vvho composes the nation 1 s labor force? 
2. Is the housewife considered a part of the nstional labor force? 
3. Can the national labor force ever be estimE,ted exactly? vlhy? 
4. In 1956 the labor force was composed of ap:nro;~imately what 
percent of the population? 
5. Are members of the armed forces considered a pRrt of the 
national labor force? 
6. Until 1370 what was the largest source of em:oloyment in the U.S.? 
7. Are more people emplo·.-ed in the procluction of C"oods or services? 
8. 'lfuat are the trw main areas in wh:ic:-1 employment has decreased 
since World .iar I? 
9. vihat isthe largest source of employment today? 
10. List three industries which have shovm a lar_c;e growth in 
employment in recent years? 
11. Why has employment decreased in t':-le ar-ea of mining? 
12. In the service area whicl--t phase has sho\m the c;rec test increase 
in employment since 'lvorld iiar II? 
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13. ifuat are the eight broad occupational (-r·rou-,Js ~ - into which the 
national labor force can be classified? 
14. Since World wiar II, has there been nore of' 8, demand for 
tmskilled or skilled labor? 
15. What is meant by the labor force participation rate? 
16. What were some of the causes for the drop in the national 
labor C>articipation rate from l\:120 through 1::;40? 
17. What is the "two phase" workinc; life Dattern which seems 
to be developing for the women in the country? 
18. In what occupational area,s is there the lc,rr:;est demand 
for women? 
19. iihat c;roups vmuld be included under non-ar:;ri cultural workers? 
20, What have been the major occupation cl1ccn::;cs in America since 
the turn of the century? 'wfuy? 
21. ••hat is a labor force perticination rPte? •ib8t does it 
represent todt'Y for women, for men? 
22. Vfuat particular trenr,s are manifest l,n the more r cent employ-
ment of women in the professional end th2 tc;chnical fields? 
23. Vfuat are the seven major occupational groups employed 
in the production of the nation 1 P coods and services? 
Discussion ~1estions 
1. vwhat has been the effect on the home of the woman 1 s entrance 
into the labor force on a mass basis? 
2. iihy is it neces sa::oy for almost the tote 1 nooulo tion of a 
primitive society to v:ork in order to _'lrovide a basic 
substance for th" community? 
3. Vfuy can it be considered a si:::;n of' economic 'o:Y•ogress when 
only a small nortion of a population is en~A-c~ ~n 
agriculture? 
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4. Can lt lv• ccr,side:>ed Fl sign o:' econo~nic progress when more 
people are enr;Rc;ed in the procuction of services rather 
than in the production of goods? 
5. How anC. why would a study of the employment tren,:Js of a 
population indicate t'ce gener-al s Gr:te of 8 sN:iety 1 s economy 
and the c;eneral overc.ll culturrcl status of this :::roup? 
6. What arc the disadv8.nta(ies and 8dvrntnc:;8:: to c. sor;iety r·:hen 
its youths are employed? 
7. What advnntac;es can you see in the continued r.nd lncre&sing 
employment of women in the profossl.on.'\l end technical 
fields? 
8. Do you ae;ree with the ~.rgm~ent thnt a depression now would 
have as devastating an effect on the toteJ. e'11ployment ::end 
production as the depressi.on experienced during the 1930 1s? 
9. Which of' the follov:inc; categories do ~'O'J. thin1-: v;ill show 
the shArpest rise in employment in the next 20 years? 
Trade, government, manufacturing, mining, service. 
Student Activities 
l. Bring in the"Dictionary of Occupational Infornw.tion"and tell 
the class the uses of this book. 
2. 'iirite a pc.per on e':!plo;;rMent tr•mrs in the United States since 
World VI!JT I usins at least three o,,_tside references. 
3. Cut out a representc;tive sampllns of help wanted advertisements 
from your local na:~er and write A J.etter of job application 
in response to three of these ads. 
4. Make an intensive study of the job in which :you arce most 
interested. 
5. Hold a debate on the tol)iC "The Traditional Role of women 
is thnt of Homemaker, and this Tradition Should be Carried 
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On Today". 
B. Ma]{e 8. survey of the arRas and ty)cs of e~J:•lo;,'l'1ent of 
members of t':te cle~ss and their fomilies. Diffcrenti.a.te 
between jobs held by men, women, and adolescents. 
7. Investigate t'1e aims, the structure, and the history 
of the U. S. Employment Service, cmc'. c.rrP.nge to bring 
in a guest spe;._ker from this agency. 
8. Prepare and present a skit sbowinc v;het should and should 
not occur in a job interview, 
9, Select for a topic "Women and The iiorld Of Viork". In 
your research reports to the class stress 1ll job 
op;Jortunities f'or women, \2) f'orces that brouc;.l-J.t women 
into the world of' work, \3) psycholocicel effects of this 
entrance into the world of work. 
10. Arrange a trip to the guidence office to see tne infor-
mation thFOy have on occu;>ations. 
11. Mal:e a study of facilities for c1.iscoverinc job opportunities 
such as employment agencies, the nev:spaoer, 11nd special 
agencies such as the Campine; Association. 
12. Arrange a displAy of Help ivanted Advertisements. 
13. Taking the eicht broad occupationAl c;roups used by your 
author find at least 10 types of work which v:oulc1. be 
placed in eqch category. For eacn job :_:ive r1uali1'ications 
needed, employ:11ent trends in t[lis area, nporoximate salary, eta., 
14. Prepare a list of sources to which me!nbers of the class could 
write for occupational inf'ormation. Differentiate between 
thosA EJources providine; free meteriols, c.nr1 t'cose ,.,roviding 
rnateria.ls which must be bought. 
15. Make a com:nunit:;r surve:c of jol:> opnortunities in your community. 
" 
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Include a follov:-up study of the lrst two c:raduatins classes 
to see how many have taken jobs within the community. 
16. Make a study of summer jobs availablA to high school students 
in your community. 
17. J:iow would account for the early development of the textile 
industry in New Ene;land and its more recent movement to 
the South? 
18. Have a com'!littee prepare examples of the charP,cterlstics 
in a work<w that the hirine; personnel v:ould hRve in the 
following fields: trade, transportntion, nanufacturinG, 
research, professional. Which characteristics would be 
held valuable in common, Vlhich specific valu"s would be 
expected by each. 
19 • .Present a debFte on the topic, "Does the division of labor 
tend to increase or decrease social solidarity''? 
20. Present a panel discussing why the econo.dc activities in 
your locality have settled where they are, and what 
specific areas are serious competitors for each. 
21. Have a grou:;: or committee report on tod<.y 1 s available 
wages for various jobs and professions. 
22. •~rite an essay statin:::; your arc;ument.s concerning t:C1e advan-
tB_ges or diss_dvantac;es cained by t~e continued 2-nd incre2sing 
em;>loy>nent of vromen in the :)rofess ionRl and techni.cal fields, 
and the effp.ct of this policy u:oon those res::oective fields. 
23. Mal<:e a poster depictinf; the dis tri but ion of employment 
within the nR.tion 1 s major occupational groups. Draw a 
representative picture of each catecory and relate their 
respective employment totals. 
24. Have a debate, the boys versus the ;::irls, on the subjectf 
"Resolved: that participation by Homen in the nation's labor 
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force is necessary and proper for the nation's society 
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an economy • 
Applying ~hat You Have Learned 
LABOR UNION MEr,IBERSIIIP, 1897-1952 
1900 1910 l\:!20 1930 1940 1950 
MILLIONS 
OF 
PERSONS 
Source: "Historical St8t·'.c;tics of 
the United St: ·t:cs, 111789-
1945 and t~1.e Bureau of Labor 
Stc:tistlC':: 
1. Why is the CIO re:0resenL•d onJ:r i.n ths 5:ccnno hl.If of tree chart? 
Ans: Bec~mse i c; Y:asn 1 t or:::;ac<i zed \mtil 1936. 
2. How many me:nbers were thAre in th2 tntcl labor :'loveme:nt in 1950? 
Ans: 14 million. 
3. Horc many members ·;:.cere thp-,o,o in ths CIO in l950? 
Ans: 4 "."lillian. 
4. How m11.ny members rere rnc:>re.'•ent.=r' in inde---,'r.:'l,·><t unions :in 1950? 
Ans: 2 million. 
5. V~hat percentar;e of inc-re· SP. hcs t~1P.Y':..; bsen in -::rei-·,_ of t~e types 
of unions since 1930? 
Ans : AFL - 2507'o; C IO - lOlO;b; Ind e~endent - l007o. 
6. Nhy have unions and their me;nbersl1ios incre8.~ od 
,-rwnnts since 1935? 
Ar.-2: Because of favorable labor le::_;islation, ,<J_mongst other 
things, ie. an accertance of labor unions. 
7. vi'hen was the c;reatest amount of incre: sc in union ·:;Jembership? 
Ans: Late l\:J30 1 s. 
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8. How has the AFL-CIO merr;er affect,c'_ '""lcmbership? 
Ans: Ther-e he s been no major cr,<m::;e in either direction. 
3. Test Items 
Multiple Choice 
1. In the labor force, we consider those vc•ho heve n job or who 
are self-employed b11t there is another· ccctegor;;" because 
A. Housewives are also included 
B. Doing chores are also included 
*C, Seeking a job is included 
D. Those under 14 ar'l included 
2. The similarity between a prir.1itive eeonomy nnd our economy is 
><A. The people viorl' to p"'ovide a livinc 
B. The people \"70I' k in order to :retire 
c. The entire populRtion produres s o•,-,e thiEg 
D. The entire pooulation is employed 
3. The civiliaE l8bor force is made u:; of 
A. The entire population 
B. Those in military serviee also 
i<C. The lab or force minus militCJ.ry 
D. The labor force plus the militery 
4. We need fewer farmers today thGn fo,~-."lerl;T bcceuse 
A. We have a greater population 
B. ;ie im:JOrt most of onr :food 
c. We are less efficient 
,<D. Vie are mor0 co!npetent 
5. The sreqtest variability of v;orkerc; '"~:,loye•' in non-asricultural 
establishments fall into the cG.tesor;- of 
A. Trade-whole and retail 
B. Transportation 
C. Government 
~<D. lilanufacturine; 
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6. We finCI that mininc e~nploys le.cs :oeople because 
A. People use a ,3rer•t deal of coal 
B. Minin['; is no lonr:;er import2.nt 
C. Coal has been permawmtl~r rephced by oil 
l:·D. Proc1uction is ver·y efficient 
7. Totnl employment has incregsed most T'A.C)ic1ly in 
A. The Droduction of c;oods 
l<B. 'rhe production of services 
C. Manuf8cturing 
D. Trade 
B. The lar.rcest ::;ain in em;:Jloyment i:< the services has occurred in 
A. Trgnspo~tion and public ut:Uities 
l<B. Trade 
C. Finance 
D. Government em:oloJ~ent 
9. Employment has increc sed slishtly in trc.ns:'orta tion and 
public utilities b'lt has declined in 
A. Truck in['; and 'lir transporto. tion 
l<B. mail transPortation 
C. Telephone companies 
D. Gas and electric companies 
10. The two phases of working lire for wm•Jcen refers to 
A. Their holding two jobs 
B. Workin['; o.t home and havinc.; n job 
oC. A rise, a f,al and a rise a:ain in the workine; rate 
D. A fall, a rise and a fall acain the worl:inc; rate 
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11. All of the follO\vinc; are considered to "be in the no.ti.on 1 s 
labor force except 
A, Teachers 
*B. Housewives 
C, Doctors 
D. Office ~orkers 
12, All of the folloviing sources of em;>loymcnt ho.ve tended to 
increase except 
i<A, Mining 
B, Manufacturing 
C, Construction 
D. Retail Selling 
13. More peo9le finding emplo~n-nent in thr" nroduction of services 
rather than in production of ::;oods indicntes 
A, Surplus of manufactured goods 
B. Interest in finrmcial ventures 
C, Lack of markets 
,.D, Progressive economy 
14. Ernplo:nnent gains have been gre~:~t in R.ll the following serll!ices 
except 
A. Banking 
i<B, Railroad transport2.tion 
C. Insurance 
D. iiholesalin::; and retailing 
15. 'rhe labor force in 1956 was approximo.tel:;r v:hot part of the 
total population? 
A, One-third 
B. Two-thirds 
*c. Two-fifths 
D. One-half 
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16. Of the number of the unemployed is subtracted from the 
civilian labor force, we obtain the 
A. Total population 
B. Labor force 
c. Total civilian non-agriculturol employ:nent 
~:~D • Totel civilian employment 
17. For nomen, the labor force partici:;ation r8t8 is hi:=;hest between 
A. 34 to 54. ye[lrs of age 
-!:-.B. 20 to 24 years of age 
c. 25 to 34 years of ar;e 
D. 18 to 21 years of age 
Matching 1Ma;tch the letter of the i tern in t"'le right hand 
column with the number of' t':-le appropriate item 
in the left hand column. J 
B l. Civilian Labor Force A. Those havinc jobs, self-
A 2. Total Labor Force cm:[)loyed and seel:ins jobs 
D 3. Total Civilian Employment B. Entire labor force minus 
c 4. Labor Force Participation raili..tary 
Rate C. ~ercent2ge of entire popula-
tion workinc or seeking work 
D. Civilien labor minus unemploye 
E. ~ercent of population seeking 
v:ork 
E 5. Emplo;yment Pattern A. One hirins and working 
D 6. Self-Employed ~ One hired Do 
B 7. Employees c. One VihO hires productive servi 
G s. Employers D. One e:nployed in OVID business 
E. One crcaracteristic of work 
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c 9. Professional A. •~orker v;ith some training 
D 10. Clerical 
-
B. viorker c1oinc; manual v;ork 
E ll .. Sales C. ·;·Jorl:cr tratned in advanced 
F 12. Skilled vocation 
A 13. Semi-Skilled D. <~orl{er with dexterity skill 
B 14. Laborer E. ~orker enc;rced in retailing 
and LOri wholesaline 
F. ,,,orker \'lith trade and trainine 
G. Worker with overseer authorit~ 
Classify the following as to skilled, semi-skil1ed, or laborers. 
Use Hstl, nss", Ill"* 
15. Teacher 1sl 
16. Truck Driver 1ll 
17. Secretary 1s1 
18. Insurance Salesman ISS) 
19. Machine Oper>'ltor ISS) 
20. rlair Dresser 1ssl 
21. Pharmacist 1SJ 
22. Lawyer lsJ 
Classify the following -".t'"for producer of goods, 
"S" for service occupation worker 
23. Salesman \S) 
24. Automobile lilechanic \S) 
25. Miner \PI 
26. Farmer \P) 
27. Fisherman \PI 
28. Nurse Maid \ s) 
29. Bricklayer \P) 
30. Barber \S) 
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31. Television Repairman 1 s J 
32. Banker \S) 
Completion 
1 . .Persons who are employed or are lookinc for \':ork and are over 
fourteen y9srs of' a[e constitute the total LABOR FORCE in the u.: 
2. Those persons in mil i t11ry service ::1inus the total labor force 
equals the CIVILIAN LABOR force. 
3. iie can obtain the total civil ian E!crLOYFi'!;T i'i:::ure if' we 
subtract those not employed from the cjvilian labor force. 
4. The rate or percentage of' the entire population who are 
looking for work or who are em9lo:·ed constitude the labor 
force PARTICIPATION RATE. 
5. The trend in the United States now is to employ and train 
more SKILLED labor and to cut down on the number of unskilled 
v1orkers. 
6. There are certain characteristics concerninc: the amount and 
type of' employment in the United States and these are called 
employment PATTERHS. 
7. In the United States, there are more peo~1le e'Olployed in the 
production of' services rather than the production of GOODS. 
8. More peo;:>le in the United States Hre 81;Jployed in the ca tee;ory 
oi' IMNUFACTURING than the next three catPr:;ories combined. 
9. There are two sources of' employment in our economy, 
AGRICUI.TURE and non-asricul tural establishments. 
10. Within the total employment in the production of' coods, 
lUNING is the occupation which has declined most rapidly 
over the years. 
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11. One industry which was the lare;est source of employment and 
is now employing less than 10;6 of tl1e labor force is 
AGRICULTURE. 
12. The industry which e)')})loys the larc"st number todr,J' is 
EANUFACTURING. 
13. From the table of non-agricultural empJoyees more people 
today are em;cloyed in the proc'uctj_on of SEHVICES. 
14. To be counted in the labor forcA a :)erson has to be above 
the ase of FOURTEEN. 
15. ~omen participation in thB labor force shows variation in 
accordflnce with their requirements in tbe HO:t;E. 
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Chapter 9 
THE USE OF NATURAL RESOURCES 
1. Summary 
Although t':le United States has less than 10/o of the 
world's population and the world's lane\ arep,, we consume 
more than half of the production of such items os rubber 
and iron ore, end nearly half of the total world's pro-
duction of coprer and lead. Therefore, wro :o1ust become 
more conscious of our conservation practices and develop 
means of copinc with this increased use. 
This treme:1::ous use of raw materiols has been the cost 
of achieving a hi;:;h standard of livinc. In order to get 
the most out of presently knovm resources ·.·e must do certain 
things, namely; eliminate wastefulness, continue exploration 
for new resources, learn to use lower quality resources, put 
to use little known and hard to obtain resources, and mal'e 
new synthetic materials. 
Another method of coping with t'lo iYJcrer.sed use of 
natural resources is by reducinr; the dene.nd for scRrce 
materials. This can be done by substHutinc plentiful 
materials for scarce materials, makinc more economical 
use of certain materials, and re-usinc many materials. 
Lookinr; beyond our ov,n resources, there can be the 
utilization of incre~sinc resources by imports. We now 
import some portion of, or all of many different. minerals. 
The trend will probably continue anCl incre:se in the future. 
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2. Review Questions and Activities 
Vocabulary 
Explain in your own words what the foll o·:;inc; words, terms mean 
Ore Stockpiles of Raw hlateriaJ.s 
Standard of Living 
Synthetic Materials 
Alloyed MetaJ.s 
Export Balance 
Im-nort Bal2nce 
Minerel 
Raw lllaterial 
Reserves 
Pollution 
Review (/;uestions 
Natural Resources 
Conservntion 
Reserves 
Exhaustible Resov.rces 
Inexhaustible Resources 
Renewable Resources 
J:'er Capita 
PurifiCFction 
Ab1mdant 
1, What was the rat-" of increase in consumption of natura.l 
resources in the first fifty years of the t~entieth century? 
2. Has the United States always used '_k natural resources wisely? 
3. By 11;175 what will be the approxime.te needs of ';he united 
States in the e.req of nature.l resources? 
4. \/ill other nations also have an incre:,sed deme.nd for natural 
resources? 
5. Can the United States still use only the ens i1y accessible 
natura} resources? 
6. Vihat three ape>roaches are suc;2ested for this whole problem 
of natural resources? 
7. Give at lee1st three examples of how ..-·e v1aste the naturRl 
resources that we already have. 
8. The deepest penetrRtion of the earth's crust has been made 
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to acquire v;lwt naturnl resource? 
9, Give at lenst two examples of how lowe" 'ltwlity resources have 
been used successfully. 
10, What is the chief problem in usiYl::; little l:nown end hard to 
obtain natur~l resources? 
11. List at least three synthetic materi!lls which have been used 
successfully. 
12. How can the demand for particular MatPrio.ls be reduced? 
13. Give an exam::Jle in which a plentiful mnterial was sub-
stituted for a scnrce material. 
14. Does the United States im;JOrt or e::::JOrt more rav: mo.terials? 
15. List at least three minerals which tho United States pro-
duced in surplus in 11:150 and list three minerals in which 
the su::Jolv used was almost entirel•• imoorted, 
.1. ~ "' .... ~ 
16. What resources does the United States h0.ve in sufficient 
quantity and quality? 
17. What must we do to obtain the maximum efficiency out of 
the resources that we do have available? 
18. Is it advisable tD import any raw m.ntccri2ls? If so, which 
Dnes, c>.nd why? 
19, Hov1 can we reduce demand for certc<in sc2.rce materials? 
Discussion Questions 
1. DoC's the ~~overnnent have e_ rPs::Jonsibil :i_t-y in seein~ that 
a policy of coYlservation is practiced? 
2. If :::;overnment has a responsibil it:' roncerninc; conservation, 
should this resnonsibility be cnrried out on the state or 
the federal level? 
3. Is the e;enersl public aVIare of the nr:Bn to conserve oUlt 
natural resources? 
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4. ovhat can be done to :promote an nwareness of the need to 
,_,se our natv.ral resources wisely? 
5. ivhy is it so im~ortant that the Ameri<'~n ?eo~le wisely 
use their nnturpl resources? 'ivhat v:ould be the effect on 
the Americcm vr~.y o:f life of a l2.ck of t'once!'"l over trciw 
CJroblem? 
6. Do you think that American materi:o) nicl oolicies to the 
free world has a substentinl detric'entccl effect upon 
the drain of' our reserves? wwhy? 
7. In what ceneral mo_nner does eRch oJ ~che :follOYiinc have 
on the consumption of materials? 
\a) we.r \b) de_c•ression \C) e;ove:c"nment conservation poJ icies 
\d) industrial output. 
Student Activities 
1. ~rite a newspa?2r article on the nee~ for conservation. 
2. ~irj_ te e~ )Hper on the a2_.::1s, structlJr!_:., ::-:.~l:-~ _..., c''"1_-i_svem:.;nts of 
one eovern:nent B.c:enc:~ concerned Vlit0 consPrV-'?tion of our 
nRtnr,?.l roscnrces. 
3. Bring into class a number of ov_t.sir-l,e boo~{s which can be 
used by th"l class to further their 'mo\·.clecL:e of natural 
resources and their conservation. 
4. I\Iake a seriEs of c:_trtoons ill1Jstratin=: t_:·1c ·, aste of 
ns.tnr.~l reso~~rces in everyday life, f'.nd fo:r' each waste 
de?icted Sli[32st a remedy. 
5. I\1£1_\>::e a model of 2 farm in which seve--~al conss-rvnt.ion 
practices arc used. 
6. Ma::e a model of G river valley in r:hich seve~ccl conser-
vation practices are used. 
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7. IV:ake a study of the men who h:e.vp e')Db'ibntecl to the C0'1C8pt 
of conservation. 
8. Make a study of the President's J.bte.,..ial.s folic;;' Connnission's 
Report of 1952. 
9. Plan a tA1evision procrar.1 i::Jtenf1.e0 to 'i1::J. 1:e the avcra:=e ci ti-
zen aware o:f the pres-,nt st,,o.te of our npt,rc.l resources 
aYJ.cl of the problems involved in the f1Jt~n"e u.:.c of these 
resources. 
10. T,··iake a study of ,sovern~ent s..:;e:nc1':2 concerned v:ith 
conservatio~ such as the Extension Service, The Forest 
Service, The Inl8n0 'iiatc>rv;ays Co:n·tic c i_Gn, The S0i1 
Conservation Service, and the Acricultt•ral Cnneervstion 
Pro.::;rB.M. Examine t~e his tory, tl:c f' i't'S, the structure, 
cnc the accom,>1 i shmcnts of ee ch. 
11. Select 10 minerals mentioned in the cha:ter. }'ind out 
wh8re they are fotmd, hov'l tl1e~.r arP u~:;ed, hoYt tl1ey r1.re 
wasted, and how they can be conserved. 
12 .. NI2.ke R SlJ.rve~.,. of i'armin~ practices v~hich O.e}~1ste the 
soil, etc. Also find out nhat stc]s cr_n be tc..~:en to 
conserve the natural resources of nur land. 
13. Mnc:e a stud;; of forestry practic8s -,hl_cl"_ de:•1Pt2 'c,c'.is 
nat11r,-.1 resource and find out YihP.t ='racti.ccs can be c_r:d 
are heine initiRted to safecuard our forests. 
14. Make a study of what is beinc; doi1c> to insure 1:1eximum usase 
of our bAsic v1ater supply. 
15. 1vl.qke a stud~' of privAte ::;roups such as the AudalhlonSociety, 
•aha are en.=e-Ged in promoting conservation. 
16. Hold a :c:>anel discussion on the topic - "Natural nesources 
a Factor in Power ¥olitics.'' 
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17. Find out how your state compares wi.th the rer:t of the 
United St~tEs in availability of nc.tur2l -resources. 
>V:'lat affect :1as this had on ths c'evelopment of enter!'lrises. 
18. Pres<ent 2 debate or F ;oanel discussinc: · .. hcoth<'r a nr.tion can 
become a c:;rent one if it ,ioesn 1t :;assess nny conl, and little 
iron ore anc' little \'later powe:c>. Invent -~ fictious country 
a:'ld discuss the :;Jroblems it 1w11ld face. 
19. Present a debst~ or panel on "The st~tc of technoloey 
has much to e'_o with the richness of o. countr:;r's no_tur.9l 
endowment". 
20. Conduct a mock interview or "open foT'U".1 11 consistin::; of 
notables representing the DepEJrtmcnt of t:1e Interior, 
Cone;res s, Industry, and the De;1art:.1ent of Defense. 
Choose severnl r1e~nbers of the cle.ss to .:.'lortre_:, these 
personae;es; as le,der of thP forum, you will ~ut 
,ertinent Qlestions to t1~em in order to ~et the~.r 
j.r:1pres sian of the c;enera.l conditions C':)ncernin,:::; naturRl 
resources and the sie;ni ficance to "c};p ruecUum r:l-t'.ch they 
re:pr~sent. 
21. Ima:,·ine yon ar•? s responsible hear1 of th<' U.S. Department 
of the Interior, an~ yo11 receive a lPttrr from a U.S. 
Senator requestins the ::;enere.l con(ition of' 2'J_,ply of 
natural resources, steps tcl{en b;l- the F'ed8r-P.l Government 
and industry to alleviat8 the _::>robJ.ems, and the :onticipated 
future material needs compared v:ith tJ·wse beinc met at the 
_::>resent time. Send a written re?l:;- coverinr-; these _0oints. 
22. Construct a chart showing the s:0ecif'ic examples of -orac-
tices and prosress being conducted to mrl~~ the most of 
:0resently kno~m resources. Consider t'ce folJ.owinc topics: 
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a. learninG to use loy;er qualit:y- res~)urces 
b. ~Jut tine; to ~1se 1 i_ttle kno\-•'!1 anct :-w,rd to obtc?,in rAsources 
c. substitutinc plentiful mnterinls .Lr scarce :naterinJ.s 
d. morA economical use of certnin ex1_stins materials 
Ann1yin,o; V~hat You have Learned 
STEEL 
PRODUCTION 
COAL 
PRODUCTION 
\Millions of metric tons) 
100______________ 600 
75 
50_~----
25 
0 
IWSt 
Union Euro:oe 
700 
600 
500 
400 
300 
200 
100 
0 
ELECTRICITY 
PRODUC'riOlT 
• 1::1 
•• li:l s·;u. w. • 
:---
'--
-
-
-
-
-
-
• • 
400 
200 
- - -- ---
0 
'S v e -~Jc ;:· t D.~).-
Union 
160 
120 
so 
40 
0 
GRAIE 
P:WDUCTION 
\~ilJ_io~s of ~etrlc 
- r-
- 1- ,___ 
-
-
"' 
-:;: s.u. E wV • • .. --0 u. • 
t/IJ/1 HJ48 
.., 1956 
tons) 
~'18 -Y~1 f:St Eurone 
f'i;ures cover ... 
l3rit8.in Pnd C"lon-
Communist 
Continent. 
1. ifuat p8.rt of the world has incre8sed its ste-el nroc'uction the 
most? 
Ans: Soviet Union 
the most? 
Ans: Soviet Union 
3. What nart of' the v:or10 has incro;-,ser1 it:-. electricity DPO-
duction the most? 
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Ans: United States 
4, vvhat part of the world has incre: .sed its :r" in production 
tne most? 
Ans: Soviet Union. 
5. By wbat :percent8[/3 has each part of' -t~ne \,,.orlr'_ increa.sed 
in each catezory since 1948? 
Ans: Steel Coc.l Elec. Grain 
Soviet Union 350/o 50/o lE·O~b 62;<> 
,vest Europe lOOfo 3;o 1 oo;o 50io 
United States 40)6 De c4-? ) 116/o Dec 8'' ;o 
6, Wha.t a:rG the li'llitations of charts such as those used above 
to show the actual natural res om ces of 2 country or a re:::;ion? 
Ans: The above ch.s.rts show on:}.y what ls be inc pr·oduced or 
utilized, s.nr1. thus not necess~.ril:" those still in 
reserve. 
TIN AND COPPER 
Raw Material .Production 
~ Copper 
Source: C,S, H8'".::~ond's Comparative •~orld 
Atlas. n,45 
·· \.Production (~nta based on 1-.1onthly 
• Tin 
Bulletin of Statistics, Office 
of Gr8 Unt ted 1:Btions I 
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1. \where is the most co;:>::'er produced? 
Ans: United States 
2. \where is the most tin ::roduced? 
Ans: Mslsya 
3. List the countries in order of ma~nitu~c of production 
of copper. 
Ans: u.s., Chile, CanRda, Belc;ium Conc:o, U.S.S.rt. 
4. List the countries in order of ma::;r.i tude of product~ 'm 
of tin! 
Conco, China, Siam. 
5. What are the rnvr :1nterinls, cor)er .'l_nd tin, used to "9Y'Oduce? 
Ans: Tin is used to produce cans, co2_")~er is us.::::d. fr::~G,1Jsntl~ .. 
to conduct l:eat an~ electricity. 
3. Test Items 
J.iul tip1e Choice 
1. An inr~ic8tion of :Jur high sta.rv'l~-rd o.f livin::; is found in 
A. The great number of forest we h3ve 
3. The cuper 2.bundant natural Y'csources v:e ;>osse::s 
.;:-C. The r8.W r:l-'l teri8.13 i.Ve use 
D. The ;:>opu1a tion rmil land area 
2. We must conserve our resonrces in ordeT"' to ma:tntc in n high 
rRte of economic c;rov:th by 
A. Importin:::; f<?'.'.'er c;oocls to c-•eplace them 
B. Ex~ortin~ resources for the MOne~ return 
. ~ . 
G. Redividin::; t11c amou!"lt consumer 1'"" )P•rson 
i~D. Reducin:::; the wasted amount 
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3. VV5.th a d011blinc; of the ~opulat.ion r,nc' -"~' incregse of 4 times 
the totRl national output, the United State~ in 1950 has 
consumed 
A. An avernze p_mount of natnr8.l r~-s01J.rces 
i<B, A:1proximately 2~- billion tons of resources 
c. As m8ny resou!'ces P_s any ~roc:re~s1ve cconor.1y 
D. Fewer resources thon it did fifty :·ears a~o 
4. In order to .::;et the r:10st out of ou'Y' r"e~onrcc2 -.---2 nust encourage 
A. E:c:r1orHtion fo~ ne~..'; rnsources 
B. The use of loYJer crades of resources 
C. The use of he.rc'C to obtain resources 
'<D. AlJ of the Hbove 
5, Pollution and v1ater scarcity c?.n '>Usn economic problems 
in some parts of the country becnuse 
A. vwater is easily obtainable enr1 not expensive 
B. New supplies can be found 
C, It can be trEnsported 
*D. It is ex;->ensive 
6. The amount of m:::te-c-inls which "- countr~' puts into reserves 
nre to be used 
A. In times of need 
p~~B • In timPS of emer[jency 
c. Any time 8 conn try Vl.rishes to 
D. All of the above 
7. The future supply of raw materinls will be 
*A. Costlier to obtain 
B. Less expensive to obtain 
C, Favorably located 
D. Easier to obtain 
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B. We cttn r.;et moro vr;lue from our :7:r·escnt resources by 
A. Sellinc them abroad 
B, Raisinc the prices 
C, l'uttinc; the':l into reserve 
ifD, Beins conservative 
9, A principle source of min<"rc.ls which has not been r;ret:1tly 
used is 
':-A, Seawater 
B. Earth surface 
C, The air 
D, All of the above 
10. Im;::>orts will solve ou:b materiel scr·.rcity but in order to 
trade nrofitably we 
A. Must export some goods 
B. Must import more goods 
,;C, Should balance the two 
D. Niust maintr.in an imbalance 
11. The purpose for which the zre test 2mount of mRtc-rials per 
;:Jerson were used in 1950 was 
A. Buildinc construction 
'<B. Providinr; heat and enert;-y 
C, Producinc metal 3oods 
D. Providing for food consumption 
12, The severe dl'ain unon the reserves of O'-tr materiF.l resources 
is ca11sed mainly be 
A. Our risinG strmdard of livin;:; 
B. Great waste and disree:;ard of our naturn.l resources by industr; 
C. Excessive exnortation of vital materials to aid the free worlc 
;:-D. The high level of nBtional consun:Jtion 
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13. In general it 'Clay be said that the outlool' fOl' t)'e future of 
su;>o:,ly is 
A. Total disanC>earance of our natural resources in the .. 
not too distant future 
B. ItlL"'!ediate substitution of all bnsic mater·:l.als is necessary 
c. More than adequate reserves to fulfill our needs indef'-
inately 
"D. Necessary utilization of the poorer C[U2lities of materials, 
or l'Se of unfavorr:bly located sources 
14. The development of an economical process for l'.sinc b\conite 
to manufacture iron i.s an exa•nple of 
A. Learning to use lower qunlit~r resources 
*B. Puttinc to use little 'mown and hard to obtain resources 
c. Makinc ne~ synthetic substances 
D. More economical use of certBin materiels nori very scarce 
15. A high standard of living causes 
A. Small use of "oaw materials 
B. Medium 1J.Se of r2_w matArials 
':-C. Hir-;h use of rnw materials 
D. Does not affect the use of raw mAterials 
16. A mineral where the entire su::o;ol;; h::ts to be im~JOrted b~r the 
United States is 
A. Iron ore 
B. Petroleum 
C. Sulfur 
':-D. Manganese 
Matching \Match the letter of the item in the right hand 
column with the number of the ap:'ropriate i tern 
in the left hand column). 
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B 1. Taconite A. Too expensive to produce economical: 
c 2. Mae;ne s i un: B. rtard roc:c contcinin;c; small amount 
D 3. Nitrogen of iron 
E 4. Silicon c. c:-lief source is seawater 
D. rroduc.eO. fror:t ti1e air 
B 5. Naturgl Resources A. 1!ateri~ls Y:·hich a country demands 
c 6. iiasted Resources B. J,:ater1als r:hi ch a country natively 
D 7. Substitutins Resources possesses 
E 8. Import ins Resources c. Materials which R country discards 
D. r,:nterials which are in demand 
bec;:mse of scarcit~r of' others 
E. I\1aterials ·ehich s country sells 
B 9. Supl'lY A. Amount of mAterials imrJorted 
c 10. Demand B. Amount of mate:;.'"'is.ls available 
D 11. Reserves c. Amount of ~n~teri2.ls sou[;ht 
D. Amount of T:'lf', teriRls for emergency 
Label the followinz list of minerals accorr.lins to their lmown 
supply: 1ll sufficient as to present \2) scarce \3) none, 
12. Bituminous coal \1) 
13. Cobalt \3) 
14. Chromite \3) 
15. Sulfur \1) 
16. Graphite \2) 
17. Copper \2) 
18. Asbestos \3) 
19. Phosphate \lJ 
20. Mercu:c'Y \2) 
21. Nicl{el \3) 
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Match the follcr;in;:; materials with the substitute synthetic 
22. Silk \C) . Plastic rl., 
23. Rubber \ f I B. Alumimun 
24. Copper \b) c. Nylon 
25. Lead \a) D. Pulpwood 
26. Oil \gl E. Taconite 
F. Synthetic rubber 
G, Synthetic oil 
Comnletion 
1. The world's sre;test consumer of rmte:'i~ls is the UITI'l'ED STATES 
2. In 1950, the Unitec' Stat,,s consumed nhout 13 TONS ~er person 
in materials. 
3. ••ithin the pnst 50 :'ears, the total national output of the 
United States h~,s increased by about FOUll times. 
4, Those quantities of materials which aro set aside for future 
emercency are called RESERVES. 
5. Because we will have to use poorer qualiti0s resources and 
those unfavorably located, costs will be HIG-rlEH. 
6. We C8.n increase our quantity of' rrJVJ mrtterials by IIilrORTS 
from other countries. 
7. A syntt;etic material made from cortl and other substances is 
lmovm as NYLON. 
8. T;::o factors limi tine; economic sro\·:tl: i_n i'.1Ch1s trial areas 
are a decreasinc sup]Jly of ;iAT6R anr1 the POLLUTIO!T of rivers 
8.nd strenr:1s. 
9. Newsprint cvn now be Made chec.ply h:' us in: the southArn PINE 
instead of nortnern snruce. 
10. •·•e can conserve our scarce materials by reducinc; the DEMAND 
for them. 
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11. StfCndards of li vinE': in different Do.rtc, of tt e 1·:orlC are rated 
accorc1in::; t-o consumption of RA·t~ t~./::..TSRIALS. 
12. Since 1900 011r incre~sed output of' ro1·.· mcterir:.ls has been 
noticeeble in all basic mineral lt,ns, nc_rtic;1l_orly CRUDE 
OIL. 
13. Re~1iremcnts that point to a need f0~ increased r2w ~aterial 
su~~ll8s include risinG rates of i~come anC population. 
are COAL anc PETROLEU1.1. 
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Chapter 10 
THE USE OF CAPITAL 
1. Summary 
Capital goods are long-lived structures and equipment. 
These goods are not directly consumed by people but rather 
yield a flow of other goods and services. 
How capital contributes ~production. Capital goods 
help ease the physical burden of work and also increase the 
efficiency of labor. 
There are ~ types 2! capital, classified according 
to their t7Pe of ownership and use: private productive 
capital goods, consumer capital goods, and public capitalu 
goods. 
Yearly changes in the amount of capital expenditures. 
They rise during periods of prosperity and decline during 
periods of depression and therefore are both a cause and a 
resul~ of. the business cycle. Capital goods are durable 
and hence do not have to be replaced at a given time. 
Automation and the use of capital. Automation refers 
to technological advancement in industry. There are three 
parts of this process: integration lcombining many machines), 
feedback technology lself-regulating machines), and computer 
technology lmachines that record and store information and 
solve simple mathematical problems). 
The main problem involved is finding a position for the 
displaced worker. Temporary dislocation hardships do exist. 
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2. Review Questions and Activities 
Vocabulary 
Explain in your own words what the following words, terms mean 
Private Productive Capital Goods Integration 
Consumer Capital Goods 
Public Capital Goods 
Durable Goods 
Automation 
Capital Goods 
Review Questions 
1. What is meant by long-lived goods? 
Feedback Technology 
Computer Technology 
Statistics 
Per Capita 
Expenditures 
2. List some accomplishments which would be impossible without 
the use of capital goods? 
3. What are private productive capital goods? 
4. List some public capital goods and some consumer capital goods. 
5. There are three types of expenditures for capital goods. Of 
these which is the greatest? 
6. Give three reasons why expenditures on capital goods change 
markedly from one year to the next. 
7. What effect does the business cycle have on capital expenditures? 
a. Name the three distinct parts of the process called automation. 
9. Like other past inventions automation holds great promises 
for the future. What are •ome of these promises? 
10. What is one temporary hardship that may result from automation? 
11. Give an illustration of the replacement of manpower with 
machinery. 
12. What is meant by the term "automation"? In what st~ge of 
development is this process in American industry? 
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13. What are the three types of capital? How do they differ from 
each other? 
14. What factors account for the yearly changes in the amount of 
expenditure? 
15. Is there a direct correlation between capital expenditures ana 
the business cycle? Explain. 
16. Name the three main phases of the process of automation. Give 
an example of each. 
Discussion Questions 
1. Discuss the contributions capital makes to production. 
2. Consider the opposing forces of depression and prosperity 
on the areas singled out for capital expenditure and invest-
ment. 
3. Discuss automation and the three fairly distinct processes. 
4. Discuss the problem of the displaced worker and the 
possibility of his relocation. 
5. Consider and discuss the new industrial revolution. 
6. How does capital contribute to production? 
7. What are some problems involved in automation? 
a. This is said to be the "capitalistic age". What do you think 
is meant by this expression? 
9. There is an opinion that the machine is the "enemy of the 
working class". Do you agree? Why or why not? 
10. Why does modern industry use so much automatic machinery? 
Student Activities 
1. Prepare a bulletin board of illustrations of the machinery 
and the methods involved in automation. 
2. Contact representatives of labor and management for variei 
viewpoints concerning automation. 
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3. Write a paper on the changing pattern of industry. 
4. Prepare a talk on the role of capital in baiancing the 
economy in the Shadow of recession. 
5. Make a list of books with the aid of your librarian which 
deal immediately with the subjects touched on in the chapter. 
6. Prepare ~d present a television show demonstrating the 
advantages and the problems involved in automation. 
7. Make a mural showing examples of the different types of 
capital goods. 
a. Hold a panel discussion on one of the suggested discussion 
questions. 
9. Make a mural showing both the effect of the business cycle 
on the purchase of capital goods, and of the purchase of 
capital goods on the business cycle. 
10. Make a mural showing the different phases of automation. 
11. Prepare either a mural or a series of skits showing the 
changes produced by use of capital goods. 
12. Prepare specific examples of integration, feedback technology, 
and computer technology. 
13. Present a panel on the following topic. "How does each of the 
following affect our ability to solve our economic problema: 
,a) war, \b) population growth, lC) the need for quick resulta.• 
14. Present a panel or debate on this topic. "Specialization some-
times enables us to make products more efficienty, but it 
doesn't promote the dignity of human beings. 11 
15. Have a committee prepare a report concerning the attitude or 
labor organizations toward automation. 
16. Debate - Resolved: 11The process of automation in American 
industry, while producing many benefits, is harmful to labo* 
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and employment." 
17. In three separate columns, make a list of the three types 
of capital found in your community and compare them, Is 
one type more abundant than the others? If so, why? How 
does each contribute to the wealth and social progress of 
your community? 
18. Write a theme giving your opinions regarding the beneficial 
or detrimental effects of automation in American industry and 
society. Use an eye-catching title for your paper, such as 
"Automation - Blessing or Curse". Include in your theme a 
general definition of automation, the good or bad effects 
resulting from this process, its ultimate influence upon 
you as a member of society, and its future role in our 
economy. 
19, Choose three members of the class to portray the average 
American consumer, worker, and manufacturer. Have each 
person give his reactions to the approach of automation 
in our economy. How it would and does affect him in his 
role, and its future probable effects upon society, 
Applying What You Have Learned 
CYCLICAL FLUCTUATIONS QK CONSUMER ~ CAPITAL GOODS 
Component of Gross National Product 
Consumer goods: 
Perishable commodities •••••••• 
Semidurable commodities •••••••• 
Durable commodities • • • • • • • • • • 
Services • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Gross capital formation: 
Durable producer commodities , •••• 
Construction, residential • • • • • • • 
Construction, other private , , • • • • 
Construction, public • • • • • • • • • • 
Construction, total • • • • • • • • • • 
Net change in inventories • , • • • • • 
Net change in international claims •• 
Total consumer goods , • • • • 
Total gross capital goods • • 
% of GNP 
30.8 
12.9 
8,4 
30.2 
6.6 
3.9 
3.5 
2.6 
9.9 
0.7 
0.4 
82.3 
17.7 
% of total cyclic 
fluctuations in G 
accounted for by 
each component 
-23.4 
-10.0 
-12.5 
-17.4 
-14.3 
- 4,7 
- 5.2 
- 0.6 
-10.5 
-22,0 
- 2.8 
-56.0 
-44.0 
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Source: Wesley c. Mitchell, "What Happens 
during Business Cycles" 1951, p.154 
1. Which fluctuates more, consumer goods or capital goods, in 
relation to their total? 
Ans: Capital goods. 
2. Why .is the correct answer to #1, true? 
Ans: Because consumer goods must be bought, they can almost 
be considered as necessities, however, capital goods are 
durable and therefore needn't be renewed immediately. 
3. What type of events would cause fluctuations in the gross 
national product? 
Ans: War, business mergers. 
4. Which composes the larger part or the GNP, consumer goods or 
capital goods? 
Ans: Consumer goods. 
5. Which category above, fluctuates the most percentage wise? 
Ana: Capital goods. 
6. Are business fluctuations necessary? 
Ans: Yes, especially in an unplanned economy. 
3. Test Items 
Multiple Choice 
1. Capital goods are not directly consumed by the people, instea& 
they are used to yield more goods for 
A. Production use 
*B. Elonsumption 
C. Monetary sum 
D. Increased productivity 
2. Capital equipment has changed the manner or production because it 
A. Makes more physical work possible 
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B. Makes less technology possible 
*c. Proyides greater efficiency 
D. Provides for less machinery 
3. Expenditures on capital goods generally contribute to the 
cause of prosperity depression because they 
A. Always rise 
B. Generally fall 
c. Are constant 
*D. Rise and fall 
4. Capital equipment not only saves labor and time, but makes it 
possible to do things 
*A• Man cannot do 
B. Machinery cannot do 
c. Without any machinery 
D. At larger cost 
5. Automation may especially cause unemployment for which of the 
following workers 
A. Skilled worker 
*B. Unskilled worker 
C. The white collar worker 
D. The clerical worker 
6. Automation is sometimes said to create more problems than it 
solves because 
A. Everyone will lose their jobs 
B. People will work longer hours 
*c. It requires more skill 
D. It requires a much larger labor force 
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7. Computer technology is composed of electronic machines which 
A. Store information 
B. Perform mathmatical operations 
c. Record information 
*D• All of the above 
s. The worker who will be displaced by automation in some of its 
phases can find work by 
*A• Remaining in expanding industries 
B. Virtue of the rising prices automation causes 
C. Quitting and getting another job 
D. All of the above 
9. Consumer expenditures are the amounts spent for 
*A• The purchase of capital goods 
B. The purchase of more productive goods 
c. The upkeep of the community 
D. The upkeep of production 
10. Which of the following is not a reason why there are yearly 
changes in the amount of capital expenditures 
A. Capital goods are durable 
B. Capital goods usually involve a large money outlay 
c. Difficulty of raising money in depression to finance new 
investments 
*D• The constant adverse effect of the business cycle upon 
capital goods 
11. The general outlook for the process of automation is 
A. It is incompatible with the present American economy 
*B• Though auaomation promises many future benefits, it may 
be also a source of unemployment and disturbance among 
workers 
C. It will solve all our present labor problems 
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D. It will eventually replace the use of human labor 1n 
the production of goods 
12. Which of the following is UQi a category of capital 
!l 
.2. 
E 
D 
A. Private productive capital goods 
B. Consumer productive capital goods 
c. Public productive capital goods 
*D. Automatic productive capital goods 
l. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
MatchiBS \Match the letter of the item in the right hana 
column with the number of the appropriate item 
in the left hand column). 
Private Productive Capital A. Storehouses and tools 
Goods Structures B. Storehouses or operational 
Private Productive Capital center• 
Goods Equipment c. Machinery and tools 
Public Capital Goods D. Structures mainly owned by 
Consumer Capital Goods private consumer 
E. Constructed for community 
welfare 
B 5. Total &xpenditures A. Amount spent for capital goo4s 
sold C 6. Public Expenditures 
~ 7. Consumer Expenditures 
! 8. Private Expenditures 
B. Amount spent for community • 
consumer and production 
C. Amount spent for community 
upkeep 
D. Amount spent for capital goods 
purchased 
E. Amount spent for upkeep of 
productivity 
~ 9. Automation 
C 10. Integration 
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D 11. Feeaback Technology 
! 12. Computer Technology 
Completion 
A. Continual process with automatic 
controls which performs operations 
electronically 
B. Automatic production 
C. Continual process ty~ng together 
machines to produce 
D. Automatic controls to make 
machine self regulating 
E. Electronic machines which store and 
record information and perform 
mathematical operations 
1. Those goods which contribute to the general welfare of the 
community are PUBLIC Capital Goods. 
2. In order to discover the amount of money spent for the 
community welfare, we must consult the public capital 
EXPENDITURES. 
3. Generally the expenditures in the economy are larger in 
PRIVATE productive capital goods than consumer or public 
expenditures. 
4. The advanced technology which makes it possible to make 
machinery self regulating is known as FEED-BACK TECHNOLOGY. 
5. The advanced technological process which is said to be a new 
industrial revolution is known as AUTOMATION. 
s. Automation probably will displace the UNSKILLED worker because 
it usually requires a greater degree of skill. 
7. The buildings which are owned by the private consumer constitute 
CONSUMER capital goods. 
a. Goods which have a life of more than a year include structures 
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and equipment and are known as CAPITAL goods. 
9. Any change 1n capital expenditures is both a cause and a 
result of a business CYCLE. 
10. Machinery and tools constitute the capital EQUIPMENT of 
private business firms. 
11. The amount of money spent in the private capital goods area 
increases and decreases in relation to the trends of the 
BUSINESS CYCLE. 
12. The area of automation that records, stores and even forecasts 
results from information supplied is called COMPUTER TECHNOLOGY. 
13. A common characteristic of capital goods is that they are not 
directly consumed by PEOPLE. 
14. When we say that capital goods are long lasting, we mean that 
they are DURABLE. 
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Chapter 11 
BUSINESS FIRMS 
1. Summary 
There are three main types of business firms; the 
individual proprietorship, the partnership, and the 
corporation. The following characteristics of each are 
apt to be both advantages and disadvantages under various 
circumstances. 
I. The Individual froprietorship - one o~ner. 
1. ease of starting 
2. limited cqpital 
3. unlimited liability 
4. undivided responsibility. 
II. The .Partnershiu- two or more owners. 
1. ease of starting 
2. limited capital 
3. unlimited liability \there is some deviation 
from this with use of a "limited" partnership) 
4. divided responsibility. 
III. T~e Corporation - many owners, but a charter creates 
one legal person. 
1. owned by people who buy common stock in 
the corporation 
2. organization - the stocliliolders elect a 
Board of Directors and a Chairman of the 
Board. The Board of Directors elects the 
main officers of the firm 
3. limited liability 
4. transferable shares 
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5. continuous life 1the corporation exists 
as long as its charter is in effect/ 
6. ,xnlimited capital ,the corporation can 
borrow for long periods of time through 
the use of bondsJ 
7. corporation taxes. 
2. Review Questions and Activities 
Vocabulary 
Explain in yotu> own words what the follov;ing words, terms mean: 
Individual Proprietorship Corporate Charter 
Capital 
Profits 
Limited Liability 
Unlimited Liability 
Partnership 
Limited Partnership 
Ltd. 
Corporation 
Review Q.uestions 
Common Stock 
Board of Directors 
t'ar Value 
Transferable Stock 
Bonds 
Double ;.raxation 
Incorporator 
Control of Stock 
1. vfuich is the most common type of business firm in our economy? 
2. 'ofuat are the three main types of business firm? 
3. How many people are necessary to start 
1aJ a proprietorship? ,bl a partnership? 1c1 a corporation? 
4. That the debts of a proprietorship are the debts of the 
owner as an individual is know as what? 
5. How can an owner of a proprietorship get around unlimited 
liability? ifuat is the disadvantage of QOing this? 
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6. List five articles that a good partnership ac;reement 
should contain? 
7. What is a limited partnership? 
B. When you see Ltd. in the name of a business firm, what 
do you know about this firm? 
~. Members of the New York Stock Exchange are chiefly what 
type of business firm? 
10. What type of business firm is considered a legal person 
in itself? 
11. From what authority does a corporation derive its life 
and entity? 
12. In the normal corporate structure v:ho elects the officers? 
vvho decides what the officers shall be paid? 
13. Does one director have more votes than another because he 
owns more stock? 
14. To control a corporation how much votinf stoc.k must an 
individual own? 
15. What is another name for shares of ovmership? 
16. Who are the owners of a corporation? 
17. A corporation has what type of liability? 
18. What is meant by saying a corporation has continuous life7 
19. tiow is a corporation taxed? 
Discussion Questions 
1. ·wmat type of businesses are best suited for partnership? •my? 
2. Does the corporation have more advantages than the other 
types of business firms1 
3. Using double taxation as an issue, discuss v1hether or not 
an economist should be concerned with right or wrong, or 
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is an economist to be concerned only .,,i th the facts. 
4. From a psycholoe;ical point of view what are the advantages 
of a proprietorship or a partnership? '~hat are the dis-
advantages? 
5. Should a corporation be considered £,n individual? 
6. ls bi[!;ness in a corporation desir2,ble from the consumer 1 s 
point of view? 
7. Stockholders have a number of votes in a corporation 
equal to the shares they own. Should all stoc!C1olders, 
both large and small be limited to one vote? 
B. The Ford Motor Company was started with c11nital in the 
amount of 'lj>28 ,000. It is now worth ·more than a billion 
dollars, although no new capital has been invested in 
the company. liov1 do you suppose this increase in cap-
ital came about? Has this great accumulation of capital 
been a benefit or a detriment to society? Explain. 
Student Activities 
1. Make a chart comparing the advantac;es and disadvantages 
of a corporation, a partnership, and an individual 
proprietorship. 
2. Mal{e a chart showing the relation betv;een the incorporators, 
the Board of Directors, and the common stock holders. 
3. Investigate and report to the class on the liability of 
banks, stockholders, and directors. 
4. Draw up an ar;reement .vhich night be used in forming a 
partnership. 
5. Write a research paper on the corporation and :::overnment 
legislation. 
6. vvri te a research paper on General Motors, :t'roctor c.: Gamble, 
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or Ford Company, etc. 
7. Select a film to show the class on business firms. Be 
prepared to Give the class a fev; ideas to look for in 
the film before showing it, and have a few discussion 
questions for the class after the film. 
B. Make an intensive study of one proprietorship in your 
community and report your findings to the class. 
\!. Read a bioe;ra:t)hy of Andre'!! C ".rnr~ ;:} 12 or J. .P. Morgan, and 
write a paper showing the part these men played in the 
role of the corporation in our history. 
10. Arrange to bring in an outside panel representing 
the three types of business firms to answer questions 
of the class. 
11. Prepare and put on for the class a sld t showing: 
a. e. business man at dinner who is discussing with 
his wife whether or not he should start an inde::>en-
dent grocery in the town. 
b. two doctors discussing whether or not to form a 
partnership. 
c. tv1o grocers discussing whether or not to form a 
partnership. 
d. a group of incorporators discussing the draVIing 
up of a corporate charter with a lawyer. 
e. e. stockholders meeting in which the Board of Directors 
and officers are elected. 
f. a Board of Directors discussin::; whether or not to 
declare a dividend. 
12. Prepare a bulletin board on business firms. 
13. Gather and display a collection of literr,ture ,periodicals 
and books) on business firms. 
14. Make a field trip to either a single :t)roprietorship in the 
" 
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town, a partnership, or a corporation. Divide the class 
into three groups. have each croup reryort on their 
trip to the class. 
15. Gather at least four quarterly or annual reports of cor-
porations and give a committee report to the class, on 
how these reports helped you unc',erstand corporations. 
16. Panel discussion on "The Corporation In 'l'he Early 1900's 
and The Cornoration Today". 
17. Divide the class into four groups and make an intensive 
study of business firms and your community 
Group I Group II 
PROPRIETORSHI.i:'S J:'ARTNERShi.i:'S 
how many? 
what type? 
how long? 
number of 
employees? 
any larger in 
same field to 
comnete with? 
difficult? 
interview owners 
how many? 
what type? 
how long? 
formal or 
informal? 
visit 
liability? 
Group III 
CORPORATIONS 
Group IV 
OVERALL 
hov1 many? charts showing 
when chartered?and comparing 
who on 3oard? finds of the 
how many other three 
stockholders? croups 
dividends? 
bonds out? 
hO'ITi IDUC~"l in 
taxes? 
18. List examples of individual proprietorships in your 
town or city. 
111. List examples of partnership firms in your town or city. 
20. List examples of corporations found in your town or city. 
21. If possible, have 2 representatives of the class visit 
each type of the three firms listed above to interview 
c:·ersonnel on the types of problems encountered in each 
type of firm. Discuss the similarities or differences 
with the class. 
22. Debate. Have a debate on the followins subject "Resolved: 
The concentration of control of' a corporation in the 
hands of a selected few constitutes a breach of democratic 
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ideals, one which can prove ultimately Il.armful to 
American society and industry". 
23. Investigate and outline the method or procedures used 
in the orc;anization of a corporation. Apply your infer-
mation to an actual case such as the Ford Motor Company, 
Standard Oil, or the American Tobacco Company. 
24. Conduct a panel discussion of the relative merits or 
disadvantages flowing from the corporate form of bus-
iness. In your discussion consider such aspects as the 
natura of a corporation, its function, its influence upon 
the Americe.n economy, and specific methods by \'ihich 
government restrains or limits its economic activities 
and practices. 
25. Construct a chart oulining the essential differences in 
the distribution of risks, earninss, management, liability, 
and capital liability of the three forms of business enterprise. 
Applying vfuat You have Learned 
A. FIRST 10 COrtPORATIONS WITh EARLY l\!52 ASSE':CS OF <,>1 3ILLION OR MORE 
\In Billions! 
Metrolopitan Life Insurance • • • • • • • • • wl0.\:1 
Bell System \Amer.Telephone & Telec;raph Co,J • 
frudential Life Insurance • • • • • • • • • • "·7 \!.5 
Bank of America \California} • • • • • 
Equitable Life Assurance • • • • • • • • • • • 
National City Bank, New York ••••••••• 
Chase National Bank, New York ••••••••• 
New York Life Insurance • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Standard Oil, New Jersey •••• 
General Motors Corporation • • • • • • • • • •• 
7.5 
6.0 
5.1:1 
5.6 
5.0 
4.7 
3.7 
Source; National City Bank, 
Monthly Letter,June, 1\!5: 
1. vmat type of corporations do the majority above represent? 
Ans: Life insurance companies and then, banks. 
2. wvould you consider the above as monopolies? ofuy? 
Ans: They could be called natural monopolies, but they 
" 
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are not actual monopolies because the c;overnrnent controls 
them in some way. 
3. Are the above corporations controlled by c;overnment 
regulation in Qny way? 
Ans: Yes, they all are through various means 1mention 
actual legislation). 
B. TOTAL ASSETS, 10 LARGEST MANUFACTURING CO:lPU:=lATIONS, 11:152 
1In Millions} 
Standard Oil Co, 1N.J.) •••••••••••• 
General Motors Corp • •••••........ 
u. s. Steel Corp. • • • • • • • • • 
Standard Oil Co. 1Ind.1 •••••••.••• 
So cony-Vacuum Oil Co. • • • • • • • • • • • • 
E. I. duPont de N. & Co • .••.•..•... 
Texas Company • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • 
Bethlehem Steel Corp. • • • • • • • • • . • . • 
Gulf' Oil Corp. • • ~ • • • • • 
Standard Oil Co. of Calif' •••••.••••• 
ijp4,707 
3,672 
3,141 
1,804 
1,792 
1,55\:1 
1,54i:i 
1,542 
1,512 
1,366 
Source: National City Bank, 
!.lonthlv Letter, June, 11:152 
1. iihat are the major comparisons and contrasts between Table 
A and Table B? 
Ans: Table B represents only manufacturinG corporations 
whereas '£able A represents mostly life insurance 
companies and banks, Table B represents assets in 
the millions bracket, whereas tbe assets in Table A 
are above ~1 billion. 
2. Are the above corporations regulated in any way by the 
government? in the same manner as are the corporations 
in Table A? 
Ans: Yes, by anti-trust laws. T!lis t;nJe of law is not used 
as a re::;ulatory measure v:ith most types of corporations 
represented in Table A. 
3. ls there any similarity between type of corporation of 
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those listed in Table B? 
Ans: As the table suggests, they are all manufacturing 
corporations 
4. For extra work, find out everythin;:; you can, ie. 
organization, location, of some of t~e cor~orations 
listed in Table A and Table B. 
3. Test Items 
Multiple Choice 
1. The disadvantage of runninr; an individual proprietorship 
is that a proprietorship 
A. Is difficult to or;anize 
B. Has undivided responsibility 
i:·C. Its failure is your own loss 
D. Has unlimited res)onsibility 
2. The individual proprietorship is 
i<A. The most common type firm 
B. The safest business risk 
c. The most successful business 
D. The most reliable business 
3. A 1)artnership provides each partner with 
-;:-A. More copital to run business 
B. A limited responsibility 
c. A lo~er credit rating 
D. Difficulty in or~anizing 
4. The chief disadvant.3ge of a partnership is 
i<A. Death automatically dissolves the firm 
B. One partner cc.n ruin the firm without everyone knowing it 
C. Each partner has to contribute equal amounts of money 
D. Difficulty in reaching mutual agreement 
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5. Taxes on the corporation and the po.rtnership are 
A. Just the same 
B. Approximately the same 
c. Completely opposite 
':-D. Similar in one res}'ect 
6. The corporation is important to Amcricccn business because it 
-::-A. Supplies many e;oods and services 
B • .t'ays dividends 
C. Does business on a mass production scale 
D. Sells its e;oods in many states 
7. A corporation provides stock':lolders with 
A Unlimited responsibility 
s. 
\i. 
>:·B. Limited responsibility 
c. Limited capital 
D. Partial control of the firm 
A corporation can be dissolved 
A. Easily 
B. On the death of the controllinG owner 
~!:-c • By the state 
D. llith 3reo.t difficulty 
The Board of Directors is concerned with 
*A. The general policy 
B. 'rhe business management 
c. The election of minor officers 
D. The salary of all employees 
10. All of the following could well be examples of individual 
proprietorships doing business except 
A. A beauty parlor 
B. A farm 
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i}C. A bank 
D. A dress shop 
11. The greatest advantage of' simple proprietorships is 
considered to be 
A. Amount of capital needed 
B. Sharing responsibility 
i}C. Independent manasement 
D. Relations v1ith employees 
12. A person can wisely use the f'ollowine; methods of' getting 
his money out of a single proprietorship or a partnership 
A. Sell out the business 
B. Close out 
C. Transfer shares 
-~-D. Organize a new business 
13. The least important disadvantages of' single proprietorship 
is usually 
A. Personal liability 
,B. Hiring employees 
C. Attracting customers 
D. Slow growth 
14. The economy os the United States differs from that of 
Russia in that most of' its resources are 
A. Not yet discovvred 
B. Ov:ned by the eovern.'llent 
':-C. Ovmed by private citizens 
D. Unequally distributed 
15. •mich one of the follov;ing is not a feature of the corporate 
type of' business firm? 
A. TransferacJle shares 
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B. Unlimited capital 
*c. Unlimited liability 
D. Double taxation 
16. vmich one of the following is not a feature of the partnership 
A. Ease of starting and limited capital 
B. Unlimited liability and divided resnonsibility 
i<C. Ease of starting and individual responsibility 
D. Unlimited liability and individual responsibility 
17. One of the advantages of the corporation lies in the 
fact that 
A. 'l'he personal liability of the cor}Ol'ation o:fficers is 
unlimited 
><B. A corporation can have ascess to mor" capital 
C. fhe corporation is organized for a stated number of years 
D. There is personal supervision on the part of those 
primarily interested in the business 
18. That type of business firm which possesses the greatest 
possibility of a long life is the 
A. Proprietorship 
B. J:'artnership 
c. Limited partnership 
D. Corporation 
Matching 1Match the letter of the item in the right hand 
column , ith the number of the ap~Jropriate item 
in the left hand column) • 
B 1. Common Stock 
E 2. Par Value 
F 3. Capital 
, A. Guaranteed annual sum 
B. Share of ovmership 
C. Cash amount paid by firm 
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C 4. Dividend 
C 5. Corporate ~erson 
A 6. Board of Directors 
7. Corporation 
D. lias no vote in meetings 
.i;!;, Stated original price for stock 
F. !:laney or ::;oods 
A. Elected by stocl:holders 
B. An agree·,nent betvieon several 
persons D 
E 8. Individual .ProprietorshipC,Separ2te legal entity 
B ~. Partnership 
B 10. Stock holder 
C 11. Double Tax 
D 12. Bond 
A 13. Liability 
Completion 
D. Exists despite transferal d'f stock 
E. Employed for sole benefit 
A. Amount of indebtedness 
B. Investment by an individual 
C • .Payment on corporate person 
and dividends 
D. \written }Jromise to repay loan 
with interest 
E. Tax paid by a partnership 
1. The stated market price of a share of stock is the PAR VALUE. 
2. 'J.:he BOARD OF DIREC'l'OR' S is concerned with the r;eneral 
policies and conduct of the firm. 
3. The corporation stocJr..holder has to pay a corporate profit 
tax and a PEHSONAL INCOME tax. 
4. A main advantage of the corporation is that additional 
capital is easily obtainable by issueing BO~WS. 
5. lil1.en a member of a partnership does not wish to be respon-
sible for all debts, the firm must have an L'rD CLAUSE 
in its name. 
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6. A legal contract for a partnership may be oral or written 
but the ivRI'l'TEN avoids misunderstandin::;s. 
7. 'l'he individual proprietor is a seli-emcJloyec man whose 
business usually requires a LICENSE fron the state. 
8. After an individual consults his corporation lawyer and 
has several incorporators, he must apply to the st&te 
for a CORPORAT.:O: CllAH'l'ER. 
~. Capital can be acquired for a corporation by selling 
shares of the business; these shares are called COMMON STOCK. 
10. iihen the Board of Director's first meets, it is responsible 
for selectine all principle OFFICEHS of the fir~ 
11. Business firms in the United States fall into 3 ~ain types. 
12. The use of the LTD marks a firm as a limited partnership. 
13. The simplest type of business to orzc:,nize and ::;et started 
is t"le SINGLE PROPRIE'l'ORSlill'. 
14. Only income made by the type of business firm orcnnized 
as a .CORPORATION is subject to government taxation. 
15. The average length of existence for individual proprietor-
ship is 5 vears. 
-. 
16. The type of business that has the best chance for a long 
term existence is the CORPORATION. 
17. A Corporate Charter is obtained from tile STATE gover~'llent. 
18. The stockholders of a corporation have LIMI'l'ED liability. 
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Chapter 12 
CORPORA1'ION SECURITIES: STOCKS AI!D BONDS 
1. Smnmary 
The tv1o main types of stocks are com;non and preferred 
stock. The distinction beh:een the tY.:o can be best realized 
by a description of preferred stock, since common stock differs 
from it in almost all respects. Preferred stock must be paid 
first, before the ovmers of common stock receive their divi-
dends. The owners of preferred stock have no vote in the 
corporation but receive a stipulated amount if dividends 
are declared by the Board. Com:non stoc~-r is speculative and 
therefore its dividends vary. There is a distinction to be 
made betv1een cumulative and non-cumulative preferred stock. 
Non-cumulative stock does not cumulate 1mpaid dividends 
from year to year. The difference bet.-Jeen convertible and 
non-convertible preferred stock is t~at the former can be 
chanced for common stock if preferable. 
The two types of bonds are debenture bonds \promissory 
notes) and mortc;2.e;e bonds 1secured by the pledce of some 
particular property ov:nerl by the corporation). 
Securities are issued by invest·nent bankers and also 
by securities dealers. 
There are three values of a share of stock. These are: 
1. par value - stated value at the time of issuance. 
2. book value - the amount of money that each share would 
get if the corporation went out of business. 
3. market value - the current price throue;h securities 
dealers or an orc;anized stock exchange. 
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2. Review Questions and Activities 
Vocabulary 
Explain in your ovm words what the followinc; v1ords, terms mean 
Common Stock "Closed Corporation" 
.!:'referred Stock 
Dividend 
Cumulative Preferred Stock 
Stock Exchange 
"Unlisted Securities" 
Stock Broker 
Non-Cumulative PreferBed Stock .l:'ar Value 
Convertible Preferred Stock Book Value 
Del>enture Bonds 
lilortc;ago Bonds 
Investment Bank 
Speculetion 
Review Questions 
Market Value 
"Bull !:1arket" 
11 Bear I.!arket 11 
1. with what products and goods are the larcest corporations 
in America concerned? 
2. ilhat percent of total workers do the largest two-hundred 
corporations employ? 
3. llhat is another name for shares of ownership in a corporation? 
4. iihat are bonds? 
5. lihat are the privilages of a conrnon stock holder? 
6. Does the holder of one share of com:.1on stock have as many 
votes as a holder of fifty shares of common stock? 
7. ivhen does a common stock holder receive a. dividend? 
B. Must the Boa.rd of Directors of a. la.rcc corporation pay a 
dividend every year to the co:nmon stoclr holders? 
\:1. lihat is the difference between convertible and non-convertible 
stock? Iillich would you rather have, and why? 
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10. What is the difference between cumulative and non-
cumulative preferred stock? 
11. What are the characteristics of preferred stock? 
12. What type of stock do you think it is best to have and why? 
13. What is another name for debts of a corporationi 
14. Can the Board of Directors decide to postpone payment of 
the interest on a bond? 
15. If -~his payment of interest is not paid on time, what are 
the lecal right of the bond holder? 
16. liha1; is the difference betv;een a r'ebenture bond and a 
mortgage bond? 
17. What is an investment bank? 
18. vvhat is a security dealer? 
111. For what two ree.sons can a person be motivated to buy 
stoc.ks and bonds? 
20. Under what conditions is it wise to speculAte? 
21. Is the stock of very large corporr.tions usually "closed"? 
22. What is a stoc!c exchance? 
23. What is an "unlisted stock"? Is it better thana listed stock? 
24. How does one become a member of a stock exchan::;e? vmat are 
the privilages of being a member of a stock exchange? 
25. IVhat is the difference between a "bear" and a "bull" market? 
26. Vmat is the difference betl.,een the par value, the book 
valu•e, a.nd the market value of a stock? 
27. Where can one find c: listing of' the mal'lcet VBlue of a 
listed stock? 
28. What causes the rise or fall of the market vc,lue of a 
certain stock? 
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2\:!. -.vhat are the procedures for issuinc; securities·i 
piscussion Questions 
1. Why can one say that the stock market co.n be used as 
a barometer of the nation's economy? 
2. What is the role of speculation in a society 1 s economy? 
3. If one has a certP,in amount of excess capit· 1, would 
it be better to put it in a savinss account, to buy stock, 
or to buy bonds? 
4. In v1hat nay do stocks and bonds promote a '·walthy economy? 
5. What are the dangers of a "bull" market? Can any measures 
be ta.ken to prevent a "bull" market? 
6. Do you consider investing in cor)JOrato securities a wise 
th:_nz;? wihy? 
7. Su!>:;JOSe you had :Wl,OOO that you r:ished to inveDt in cor-
pOl'ate securities. Would you choo so to bu;;- bonds or stocks? 
s. Sup:oose ~·ou and several others v:isho(l. to obtc.in cG.:t:>ital 
in order to further expand productive fRciJ.ities in 
your firm. <mat procedure would you follow to obtain 
thl.s additional capital? 
Student Activities 
1. wr:.te an essay explainine; the different tyc:>es of stock. 
2. Draw a chart showinc:; the relationship between a corporation, 
an invos tment banl;, a security de8.lor, s stack exchanse, 
a stock exchanse member, a broker, s_nd ::1 comnon stock holder. 
3. Write a paper on the stock market in 192\:!o 
4. Visit the office of a stock brol:cr nnd md:c a report of 
your trip to the class. 
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5. Select P- :novie on the stock 1:1ar~{et. Rrevier: the movie. 
Before showine; the movie tell the cln.ss sic,nifice.nt 
points to v:atch for, and prepare a fm·; discnssion 
questions to use after the movie. 
6. Hold a panel discussion on one of the sue;e;ested dis-
cussion questions. 
7. Hold a debate on the topic - There Are !.lore AdvD.nts.c;es To 
Hold ins Com:non Stoclc Than Preferred Stock. 
8. Enact the opening of, and a session of trading of the 
New York Stock Exchange on a normal da;{. 
9. Enact the events of the New York Stoc:-: Exchane;e on e. 
day durinc; t:he early Nover.tber of 192\J. 
10. Prepare; and put on a skit of a stock brol:er selling a client 
a. severnl shares of comnon stock 
b. several shares of non-convertible preferred stock 
c. several shares of preferred stock 
d. several shares of convertible preferred stock 
Be sure in eac:h skit to have the broker explain the 
advantages of O¥mins each type of stock. 
11. Prepare and present a skit of a man discussinG with his 
close friends v1hether or not to sell the 100 shares of 
a certain s toe!{ that he owns. 
12. !vla:re a study of the history of tl'le Ncr. York Stock Exchange. 
Be sure to find out v;ho the present nembcrs are. 
13. Prepare and present a sldt in which the Board of Directors 
of a large cornoration decide to raise 2 million dollars 
of CEcpital by selling 2 million shares of nev1 stock. 
How will they decide to arranc;e for the distri.bution of 
this stock. 
14. Enact what mir;ht occur between the Board of Directors and 
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a bond holder who has not received ' . lllS interest payment 
on time. 
15. Enact a Board of Director's meetinc; at which it is lmovm 
thE.t only a linited nmount of the profits con be paid 
in dividends. 
16. If any of your parents o·,m stock, perhD.}s t?1ey ·uould let 
yocc brine; rJaterial concernin;:: them to class. Compare 
various ones in class and discover hov.· nuch each share 
would cost, what the current divident is, v:hat type of 
stock it is, etc. 
17. l<,ind out who the most weal thy 25 corporations are in 
the United States. 
18. Follow particular stocks in the newspa"!Cl' for about one 
wee•k and report on their fluctuation. 
19. Wr:ite to some securities brokers and ascc for :uaterial 
on various stocks. From the naterial received, decide 
vrh:ich stock you think would malce the best investment. 
20. Su::::~pose you arc a prospective inV3stor vt-,__o is interested 
in purc!:tasing ;,p2,000 vJOrth of secur:it:LGs. Set up a nock 
intervien with a stock broker in vih:ich you discuss tne 
beneroi ts of invest inc in various firms, v1hether you should 
pur·chase stocks or bonds, etc. 
21. Cut out and save the financial news section of the daily 
newspaper each day for one week. Compare the daJ-to-day 
ch2.nges of stock prices of ten of the larr;er firms. 
Present this information orally to the class, after first 
civins a brief explanation of ho·" tho financial news should 
be interpreted. 
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~lplying What You Have Learned 
The following is an actual list of the New York Stock 
Exchange. If you were considering buying stock, you should 
be able to read and understand it. 
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE LIST 
Stks{D:l vds Sales Net 
\Dol ars I \100s I .tiie;h Low FriG1ose Ghge 
Abbot L 1.80 78 44-"'- 433/4 437/8 -1/8 
Acme S'•l 2 47 3-a'!s 33 33 ~ 
Adams Exl l5g 63 24q6 24:18 24q8 :I;s 
Addres:3og 4b 15 15~ 154 156 -3~ Admiral 46 1 8 11 11-t ~ 
Aeroc;u:lp.40b 53 28¥ 25~ 284; 2~ 
Aetna Eng1 "lt 46 30 28 30 
AirReduc 2-fr 264 J,-t3 55~ 58~ 2JS AlcoProd 1 76 i~ljt 1~~ 16 -... Alleg Gp 321 8 8 A 4 
Source: The Christian Monitor, :Boston 
May 6, 1~57, p.l2 
l. IVha·~ does "net change" signify? 
Ans: The change between the high and low offer of the day. 
2. Do :you recognize all of the companies listed? 
3. Doe:3 the closing price always represent the "low" for the Day?, 
t1o.e "high" for the day? 
Ans: No. 
4. 'i"fuat does the "high" v2-lue mean?, the"lov1? 11 
Ans: Highest price offered and conversely, the lowest price bid. 
5. Whieh figure above for Alco Products represents the dividend 
being received for one share of stock in that co~apany? 
Ans: wl 
6. \ihat difference does it make whether the net chan;;e is a 
plu,3 or minus number? 
Ans: If it is a plus number, the markot; valuo of a share 
of stocl{ has risen by that much, the on·1osite is true 
if it is a minus number. 
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7. Which one of the stocks above is declaring the larsest 
div·idend at the present time?, the lowest? 
Ans: Lare;est- Adams Ex; lowest- Admiral(.; Alley Cp. 
s. whi.ch market price is fluctuatinG the .-10st on this 
particular day that the list records? 
Ans : Aeroquip 
9. Which stock sold the most shares for the day? 
Ans: Alley Cp. 
10. now much would it cost you to buy a share of Abbot L.? 
Ans: w43.80 
11. how much would it cost you to buy a share of Alco Products? 
Ans: wl6.SO 
3. Test ltems 
~ultiple Choise 
1. Preferred stock is chosen over corm;1on stock by some people becaus 
A. It carries a vote in the business meetings 
«B. It has a fixed dividend rate 
c. It can be sold for more money 
D. It always pays ::;reater dividerl.ds 
2. Cumulative preferred stock has a distinct advrrnca::;e over 
3. 
non-cumulative because 
':·A. Dividends mclst be Daid before co:m:on stock 
B. Dividends must be paid before non-cucmlative stock 
C. Dividends do not accumulate fror:1 yeD.r to yer·r 
D. Dividends are not fixed 
A :person who owns convertible )referred stock can 
A. Exchange it for only common stock 
i~B. Exchange H for different securities 
c. Excl1.2.nze it for only non-convertible stock 
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D, Exchanse it for only bonds 
4, Debenture bonds are not as well protected a[Ginst loss 
as :norte;ae;e bonds because mort13ace bonds receive 
A. Goods for their investment 
B, A stated annual sum 
-;:-C, Property as security 
D, 1"1hat they are owed first 
5, CorTJorations consult investment bankers in order to 
A, Purchase more shares of stock 
*B. Raise capital 
C, Join in a syndicate with them 
D, Issue mortcage bonds for sale 
6, Speculation with your money is usually safer if 
A. All prices o..ro risinc; and none r, llhi£: 
B. Your :noney is put into real estate only 
C, You consu1t an investment ban~-::er 
><D, You consult the bank first 
7, A stock exchanse admits new securities to its Jist e.nd thereby 
A, Guarantees they will be purche.sed 
B, Endorses each security 
-;;C, Agrees that buying and sel1ing vdl1 take place 
D, Q;uotes a specified price for a11 stock until its sold 
8, The par value of a stock is the 
A. Value estimated on the firm's bonds 
i<B, Strrted value of a share 
C, Oricina1 value the corporation sets 
D, Pri.ce for v:hich it is currently boucht and sold 
9, A person desirinG to influence the funninc of a corpor-
ati~n should hold 
A, Cumulative stock 
" 
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B. Cumulative preferred stock 
~~c. Co111non stock 
D. Non-cumulative preferred stock 
10. A y:erson planning to invest in stock of a corporation 
shculd consider all the followinc as important except 
A. Kind of business 
B. Number of shareholders 
c. Previous earnings 
~:-D. A barc;ain price 
11. For an investor tn securities one of the follor.'in:::; rules 
needs the least attention 
A. Consult a reliable broker 
;:-B. Study stock market reports 
C. Decide on puroose of investnent 
D. Set aside an emergency fund 
12. In speculatin[; successfully one of' the follm;·inc pointw 
is to be particularly avoided 
A. Acquirinc; specir>.l lmouled::;e of invostr,,ents 
B. Studyinc the business cycle 
~'"C, Pln_nninz; on consistGnt earnin=:s 
D. Using extrt?. income 
13. From the following, choose the type 01" security w::J.ere 
the holder takes less risk of losin::; ;coney invested 
A. Debenture bond 
B. Convertible stock 
c. Common stock 
"D• Mortc;age bond 
14. lfui.ch of the following is true concerninc the ov;ner of a bond 
A. He has a vote in the election of the corporation officers 
" 
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i<B, He receives a fixed rate of interest on his investment 
C, He is a partner in the corporation 
D, The corporation may repurchase his securities at par value 
15. If a corporation became bankrupt, which of tho following 
would have the best chance of recovery on his investment 
B 
A 
D 
E 
F 
c 
B 
D 
A 
c 
A. Ovmers of co~cmnon stock 
B. Ovmers of preferred stock 
C. Ovmers of' debenture bonds 
i:~D. Owners of mortsage bonds 
~atching \Match the letter of the item in the right hand 
column with the number of the appropriate item 
in the left hand column). 
1. Connnon Stock A. Share v.rith the ricl1t to a 
2. Preferred Stock specific sum 
3. Cumulative Preferred Stock B. Basic shEre of ownership 
4. Non-Cumulative Preferred with one vote 
Stock c. No exc~angc of security 
5. Convertible Preferred D. Fixed sum :raic~ before comm<n1 
Stock stock receives payment 
6. Non-6onvertible Preferred E. Unpaid sum does not carry 
Stock over from year to year 
F. Share can be traded for 
different securities 
If. Shares of ownership v;ith many votes 
7. Bonds A. Amount of sum pe.id is determined 
8. Debenture Bonds by directors 
\:Jo Dividend B. Promissory note 
10. ll!ortgage Bonds c. Money obtc,inecl for property 
pledged 
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C 11. Syndicate 
D 12, Corporation 
E 13, Closed corporation 
~ 14. Securities dealers 
A 15, Investment bankers 
Comoletion 
D. No specific security pledge 
E. Bond return \Vh:Lch :p8.ys more 
money than any stock 
A, Specialists in capital 
B. Stock and bond salesmen 
C. Combination of investment bankers 
D. Stock available to any purchaser 
E, Stock not available to outsiders 
F, ~artnership for investment 
1. A promissory note which has a lone lencth of time for 
repayment is a BOND, 
2, By puttins up some property for security, a corporation 
can obtain IWRTGAGE BONDS, 
3, Bondholders who issue lons tern notes for interest and 
who can sue the corporation own DEBENTURE bonds, 
4. When your preferred stock is CONVERTIBLE you can trade it 
for another type of security. 
5. Stock which usually carries a :o:ote in the corporation 
policies is lmorm as COMMON stock, 
6, Stock which carries a stated sum of 1:10ney as a dividend 
is PREFERRED stock. 
7, Unpaid dividends which the oVJner of CUMULATI\1'""8 preferred 
stock does not receive must be paid before comnon stock 
receives dividends. 
8, A partnership or a corporation which specializes in raising 
capital for lart:;e corporations is an HTVES'l'!.\ENT BANKER. 
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~. T~e amount of money that each share would receive if the 
corporation sold out for its own estimated worth is the 
BOOK value. 
10. Great demands for stocks on the part of speculators in a 
nrosperity period causes a BULL market. 
11. A stock exchange is a mar~cet place for the buyinc and 
sp,Jling of LISTED securities. 
12. New York City has two stock exchanges, a. JJE'., YOllK S'l'OCK 
EXCHAllGE, b. M!ERICAN STOCK EXC:-IArTGE. 
13. Stock in companies not availuble in stock e::cll.Rnges is 
called UNLISTED securities. 
14. The two main types of corporate securities are STOCKS 
and BONDS. 
15. The tvw main kinrls of stock: COL11WN and 1-'nEFERRED. 
16. If you buy securities, and get a ste2dy income from the 
interest or dividends, you are an INVESTOR. 
17. If you buy securities in hope of being able to sell 
them a::;ain at a hiV1 price you are a SFECULA'l'OR. 
18. A small corl]oration in which the stock is issued to a 
few associates is c2lled a CLOSED cor::JOration. 
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Chapter 13 
MONEY IN OUR ECONOMY 
1. s~ 
The functions of money are as follows: 
1. medium of exchange - a means of payment. 
2. standard of value - a money price. 
3. store of value - purchasing power. 
4. standard for deferred payments - payments to be made in the future 
There are three kinds of money in the United States; coins, 
paper currency, and demand deposits. ~he coins are always more 
valuable as money than as a metal. ~here are 3 types of paper 
currency today; Silver Certificates, United States Notes, and 
Feder~ Reserve Notes. The demand deposits are frequently re-
ferred to as checking accounts. 
The value of money can be measured. Particular government 
agencies such as the Bureau of Labor Statistics do this by con-
structing A price index. This is done by: 
1. selecting a particular year as a base. 
2. making alist of goods and services. 
3. deciding an average amount of each item that the average 
household buys in a year. 
4. multiplying the amount of each item by its price in the base y~~ 
5. constructing the amount of money required to buy the same thinga 
in both years and comparing the results. 
6. this comparison is expressed as percentages of the base peri~ 
amount. The base period amount is always represented by 100%. 
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2. Review Questions and Activities 
Vocabul8.17 
Explain in your own words what the following words, terms mean 
Barter 
Commodity Money 
Me41um of .Exchange 
Standard of Value 
Store of Value 
Inflation 
Deflation 
Silver Certificate 
United States Treasury 
"Representative Money" 
Standard For Deferred Payments "Redeemable Money" 
Demand Deposits 
Currency 
The Value of Money 
Price Index 
Review Qaestions 
Federal Reserve Note 
"Legal Tender" 
Transaction 
Check 
Index Number 
1. What is the broadest definition of money? Could chips of stone, 
chickens, or even feathers ever be classified as money? If so, 
When? 
2. What is the great difficulty or draw ack involved in bartering? 
3. Why iw it that specialization can not be carried on without money? 
4. What is the first form of money used? 
5. Why in a modern society must a cheap way of manufacturing money 
be found? 
6. What are the four main functions of money? 
7. What three kinds of money are used in the United States? 
a. Why cioesn't the metal in a coin equal the col.u'a face value? 
9. Why are dollar billa or silver certificates called representative 
money? 
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10. Is a two dollar bill another form of representative money? Why? 
11. What is the relationship between legal tender and personal debt? 
12. What are demand deposits? 
13. Can one correctly say "the dollar today is worth fifty cents"? 
.. 
14. On what is the value of any given amount of money dependent? 
15. If prices of consumer goods are rising, is the value of the 
dollar rising or falling? Why? 
16. Is the value of money ever constant? Why? 
17. How is the value of money measured? 
18. How would knowledge of the index number of a certain commodity 
help the consumer measure the value of money? 
19. What is the relationship between inflation and deflation? 
20. What causes ~nflation? What causes deflation? Are we now 1n 
a period of inflation or deflation? 
21. What kinds of money are in circulation today? 
22. Give examples of the functions of money. 
23. How is a price index computed? 
Discussion Questions 
1. What occupational or status group suffers most during a period 
of inflation? 
2. How can you protect your savings during a period of inflation? 
3. How do demand deposits allow for an efficient economy? 
4. Are there times when inflation should be promoted? Are there 
times when inflation should be curtailed? How can this be done? 
5. If you could see a collection of the "means of payment" of any 
society, what would you be able to conclude about this society, 
and on what basis could you draw your conclusions? 
6. Discuss the truth or falsity of this statement: "the present 
international situation has a great influence on prices and the 
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value of money in \United States) our economy. 
7. Do you think that the barter system of an earlier time was as 
effective as our present method of exchange? What are the 
comparative advantages or disadvantages of each, if any? 
a. Prices being what they are today, would you have rather 
lived five generations ago, or now? 
Student Activities 
1. Write a script for a movie on the American monetary system. 
Key your movie tor a high school economics class. 
2. Make a series of charts showing how banks and businesses use 
demand deposits. 
3. Make a series of charts or diagrams showing the change in the 
value of the dollar in the United States over the past 50 years. 
4. Hold a panel discussion on the role of inflation and deflation 
in a sound economy. 
5. Bring in a collection of, or pictures of, as many various 
types of money which were used at one time in the Unite& 
States as legal currency, but which are no longer used. 
6. Bring in a collection of, or pictures of the various types 
of money used in the United States today. 
7. Bring in a collection or, or pictures of, as many various 
types of foreign money as possible and give the relationship 
of this money to the American dollar. 
a. Prepare and present a television show demonstrating how 
money is put in and withdrawn from circulation. 
9. Make a study of the monetary systems of different Indian 
tribes of the Americas. 
10. Write a paper on the effects of Confederate money in the 
south after the Civil War. 
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11. write a research paper on the results of inflatioa on the 
aerman economy after World War I. 
12. Write a paper on Franklia D. Roosevelt's attitude towards 
inflation snd the ways in which he carried out these attitudes. 
13. Give a talk to the class on what they would do about money 
if they were to take a trip to a country which had a differ-
ent monetary system. 
14. Prepare a price index on some article that you are inter-
ested in, covering a period of about five years. 
15. Find out the types of coin and paper currency used in 
some foreign countries. You could perhaps have an ex-
hibit of some of these types. 
16. Conduct a survey to see how many people "know" what a 
one-dollar bill is, or represents. 
17. Make a pictorial poster showing samples of the various kinds 
of American money used both today and at other periods or 
our history. Your teacher can refer to sources which 
contain such information. You could also write to the u.s. 
Department of the Treasury for additional literature. 
lB. If you have a coin collection of old and new American money, 
bring it to the class and exhibit it. To supplement this 
exhibit, give a brief explanation of the historical period 
of each coin. 
Applying ~ You Have Learned 
Study the following table carefully, then answer the 
questions that pertain to it. 
" 
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POCKET MONEY IN CIRCULATION IN THE UNITED STATES 
. . . . lMillions. of Dollars J 
Type 1939 1945 1950 
Coins: 
Silver dollars • • • • • • • • • • • • 45 139 177 Subsidiary silver coins • • • • • • 381 832 1,002 
Nickels and cents • • • • • • • • • • • 164 307 375 Paper money: 
Federal Reserve notes • • • • • • • • .4,912 24,388 23,363 Silver certificates • . . . • • • • • .1,555 1,873 2,130 United States noteslgreenbacks) • • • • 272 316 313 
Federal Reserve bank notes • . . . • • • 24 494 257 
National-bank notes • • • • • • • • • • 175 117 84 Gold certificates • • • • • • • • • • • 69 51 40 
Total • • • • • • • • • 7,597 28,517 27,741 
Source: Fundamentals of EConomics, 
Umbreit, Hunt;-Kinter, 195 
p.93 lBased on"The Feaeral 
*In this case, the term amoney 
1n circulation" refers.to paper 
money and coin outside the Treasury 
and the Federal Reserve banks. 
Bulletin 11 ) • 
1. What are subsidiary silver coins, give examples. 
Ana: Dimes, quarters, half-dollars. 
2. What kind of coin accounts for the largest amoung of money 
1n circulation? the least? 
Ana: Subsidiary silver coins account for the largest amount an4 
silver dollars account for the least amount. 
3, What kind of money accounts for the largest amount of money 
1n circulation? the least? 
Ans: Federal Reserve Notes account for the largest amount ana 
Gold Certificates account for the least. 
4. What is the difference between silver certificates and gold 
certificates? 
Ans: Silver Certificates are backed by silver and gold deposits 
are backed by gold. Theoretically, a person can deman4 
either exchange at a bank for these notes, 
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5. Are coins more r•liable than paper money? Why? 
Ana: No, they're of equal value. 
s. Does a gold certificate mean that the person holding one 
can turn it in to a bank and receive gold? 
Ana: No, this is just theoretical. 
7. ~what percentage has the money in circulation in 1950 
increased over that in 1939? 
Ans: Approximately 260%. 
3. Test Items 
Multiple Choice 
1. Bartering is a difficult manner of trading because 
A. It is an unequal exchange 
B. You must use money 
*C• You nee& someone who wishes to trade 
D. Goods are exchanged indirectly 
2. Money may be defined as 
A. Direct payment 
~~B. A means of payment 
C. Coins and currency 
D. Demand deposits 
3. A number which makes comparisons easier by showing the amounts 
of money as a percent of the ease period is 
A.A reciprocal number 
B. A ratio 
C. A base number 
*D. An index number 
4. Because we consider money as a medium of exchange, other values 
can be stated from it and it is a 
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*A• Standard of value 
B. Store of value 
c. Standard for deferred payment 
D. Demand deposit 
5. When we discuss the value of money we mean 
A. It has the same value to everyone 
B. Its value is different to everyone 
*c. Its average value at a given time to everyone 
D. The amount of services it will purchase 
6. When the prices of goods and services rises, the value of money 
A. Is rising 
*B• Is falling 
c. Remains constant 
D. All of the above 
7. We cannot compare the value of money now with its value fifty 
years ago because 
A. Its value is higher now 
B. Its value is lower now 
*c. Its value is different now 
D. We can buy less now 
s. When prices double in the economy, we say that the value of 
a dollar has 
*A. Been out in half 
B. Doubled itself 
C. Is worth 100 percent more 
D. Been out to 2/5 of its value 
9. When the production of anything except consumer goods increases 
and decreases respectively prices of consumer goods 
A. Fall and rise respectively 
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*B. Rise and fall respectively 
c. Fall in either case 
D. Rise in either case 
10. All the following are types of money now used in the United 
States except 
A. United States Notes 
B. Federal Reserve Notes 
c. Coins 
i~D. National Bank Notes 
11. In constructing a price index all but one of the following 
have to be figured on 
A. An average year for prices 
*B• Amount of money in circulation 
c. A list of household items purchased 
D. Household consumption estimated 
12. Signs of prosperity in business are noticeable when 
A. New factories are under construction 
B. More consumer goods are produced 
c. Employment is easy to obtain 
*D• Prices are steady 
13. Our economy is in a condition of deflation when all except 
one of the following conditions exist 
A. Consumer goods increase in volume 
B. Prices fall 
c. Employment lags 
*D. Purchasing volume increases 
14. Which of the following is not a function of money 
A. Medium of exchange 
B. Standard for deferred payments 
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C. Store of value 
*D. Supplement to barter 
15. ii.nich of the following can be redeemed for its value in metal 
A. Silver dollars 
B. Federal Reserve notes 
*C. Silver certificates 
D. Gold certificates 
16. The checking accounts that firms, households, and governmental 
agencies have with commercial banks are called 
*A• Demand Deposits 
B. Investment securities 
c. Paper certificates 
D. Legal tender 
17. The kinds of money in the United States are 
A. Coins, paper currency and national bank notes 
B. Paper currency, demand deposits, and national bank notes 
C. Federal Reserve Bank Note,, Silver certificates, and coins 
*D. Paper currency, demand deposits, and coins 
18. Demand deposits make up nearly of tne total money 
circulation in the United States. 
A. 1/3 
B. 1/2 
*C. 1/1 
D. l/4 
Matching lMatch the letter of the item in the right hand 
column with the number of the appropriate item 
in the left hand column). 
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A 1. Medium of Exchange 
~ 2. Standard of Value 
£ 3. Store of Value 
~ 4. Standard for Deterred 
Payments 
! 5. Commodity Money 
~ 6. Legal Tender 
C 7. Barter 
-
~ a. Representative Money 
! 9. Nature of Money 
A. Means of payment 
B. Values can be st~ted from it 
c. Purchasing power value 
D. Means of future payment 
E. Sum owed 
A. Something everyone values for 
payment 
B. An offer of payment 
c. Worth in terms of what you can trade 
D. Definite amount of silver backing it 
E. Exchanging goods indirectly 
A. Payment, Barter, Commodity Money 
:!! 10. Functions of Money B. Medium of Exchange, Standard of VaJ.u' 
£ 11. Money in United States Store of Value, Standard for Defer~ 
Payments 
:!! 12. Inflation 
£ 13. Deflation 
! 14. Demand Deposits 
~ 15. Legal Tender 
! 16. Deferred Payment 
c. Coins, Currency, Demand Deposits 
D. Silver Certificates, Coins, 
.Medium of Exchange 
E. Representative money, barter, 
Commodity Money. 
A. The checking accounts that firms 
have with commercial banks 
B. Caused by the increasing production 
of anything except Consumer goods 
and a corresponding nise of prices 
of Consumer Goods 
c. Takes place in the recession or 
depression phase of a business cycle 
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Completion 
D. The legitimate otter ot payment 
E. The principle by which money is a 
means or payment to be made in 
the future 
F. The principle by which the v~ue 
of money to a given period or time 
is measured and compared with 
another perioi 
1. A useful good that people value and use to pay for things is 
COMMODITY money. 
2. There are three types or money; coins, PAPER CURRENCY, ani 
demand deposits. 
3. Another name for a one 4ollar bill is a SILVER CERTIFICATE. 
4. Another name for paper currency is LEGAL TENDER meaning a 
legal otter of payment. 
5. A demamdeposit is a CHECKING ACCOUNT with a commercial bank. 
6. An economy which uses a MEDIUM OF EXCHANGE can purchase without 
selling and sell goods without buying. 
7. Silver certitieates are known as REPRESENTATIVE money because 
each one stanis for a specific amount of silver. 
a. When a person pays for a purchase in a retail store. he is 
using money as a PAYMENT. 
9. When a person starts a savings account in a bank, he is using 
money as a STO@E OF VALUE. 
10. When price tages are put on articles for sale, money is uaea 
as a STANDARD OF VALUE. 
11. When debts owed are stated in terms of money payments over a 
period of time, that is using money as a ST4MDARD OF DEFERRER 
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PAYMENTS. 
12. A check presented for payment at a bank illustrates a kind 
of money properly called DEMAND DEPOSIT. 
13. The least amount of money in circulation at present in the 
United States is in the form of COINS. 
14. The value of a purchaser's dollar rises and falls opposite 
to the PRICES of consumer goods. 
15. If prices of consumer goods falls, the value of money RISES. 
16. Prices usually rise in the !fi68!BHI!J phase of a business cycle. 
17. Most of the paper currency in circulation is made up of 
FEDERAL RESERVE NOTES. 
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Chapter 14 
MONEY AND BANKING 
1. Summary 
There is a distinction between a savings ~ and a 
commercial ~· A savings bank invests the sums of money 
saved by people in long-term loans, such as real estate or 
bonds. Therefore, technically a person 1s savings cannot 
be withdrawn immediately although in reality the opposite 
is usually the case. The main business of commercial banks 
is to lend money to business firms for a brief period. 
Therefore, the deposits are payable at once on demand. 
There the deposits are payable at once and are also called 
"checking accounts". The functions of a commercial bank can 
be summarized as follows: lending, creating money, supplying 
coins and paper currency, and collecting checks. The 
relationship between commercial banks and business firms is 
of more importance than that between such a bank and 
households. 
Any bank needs to keep a certain amount of its deposits 
in the form of aca~a reserve. In the United States, definite 
reserves are required by law. This is done to control lending 
by the banks. The Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation, 
organized in 1933, insures the account of each depositer up 
to ~10,000. Both commercial banks and savings banks may 
join the F.D.I.c. 
2. Review Questions and Activities 
Vocabulary 
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Kxplain in your own words what the following words, terms mean 
Savings Bank Endorsement 
Commercial Bank 
Savings Account 
Checking Account 
Service Charge 
Trust Company 
Bank Teller 
Deposit 
A Bank "Run" 
Review Questions 
''For Night Deposits 11 
"Till Money" 
"A Line of Credit 11 
Cancelled ~romissory Note 
Fractional Reserve 
Deposit Insurance 
Receipt 
1. How does a savings bank make a profit and earn interest for 
its depositors? 
2. Is a savings bank responsible for paying its depositors on 
demand? 
3. How does a commercial bank make a profit? 
4. For what is a check used? 
5. What is a service charge? 
6. Can a commercial bank be called a business firm? Why? 
7. What is a trust company? 
8. How does a commercial bank "create money"? 
9. How does a commercial bank aid in the circulation of 
currency and coins? 
10. Should a receipt for money ever be given upon receival of 
a check? Why? 
11. If you cashed a check from the National Bank Company at your 
own bank, how would your bank get the money it had given you? 
12. What responsibility does one assume upon endorsing a check? 
13. List at least four functi@ftS of a commercial bank. 
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14. In what form are most payments made between business firms? 
15. By what two means does the demand deposit of a business 
firm change? 
16. Give two reasons why a business firm would desire to do 
business with a commercial bank? 
17. What is a line of credit? How is it determined? 
18. When banks create money what is the effect on households? 
19. Why must banks have a "tractional reserve 11 ? How is this 
determined? 
20. How are banks started? 
21. Does a bank's reserve requirement have any affect on the 
safety of its depositors' money? Why? 
22. How is the money of depositors safeguarded? 
23. What is a bank run? What is the psychological cause of a 
bank run? Is there much chance of a bank run today? Why? 
24. Describe the similarities and differences between savings 
banks and commercial banks. 
25. Which type of bank assumes more importance for a business 
firm? Why? 
26. Why are bank reserves necessary, and how are they maintained? 
Discussion Questions 
1. What would hap~en to the economy of the United States if 
bankers as a group decided to abandon the checking system? 
2. Is the economy as a Whole strengthened or weakened by 
government regulation of banks? 
3. Would you expect banks as a whole to lean towards the 
conservative or the liberal interpretation of economic, 
political, and social issues? 
4. When should the requirement of fractional reserves be raised? 
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5. Could the United States have become themajor industrial 
power of the world if banks had been restricted in their 
loaning policies by federal regulation from 1860-1912 as 
they have been from 1933 to the present? 
6. Under what conditions would banks be most willing to 
increase their loans? 
7. Is a bank a corporation? Explain. 
a. Will people want to have more or less of their assets in 
the form of 'ash if they expect \a) the interest rates to 
rise, \b) a threat of depression, \c) a bank "run"? Explain. 
9. What effect will unlimited bank loans to individuals and 
businesses have on our economy? 
Student Activities 
1. Make a chart showing the differences between a savings and 
a commercial bank. 
2. Arrange to bring in a guest speaker from your local bank. 
3. Show the class how to open both a checking and savings 
account, how to write a check, how to fill out a deposit 
slip, how to fill out a check book stub, how to endorse 
a check, how to withdraw money. 
4. Show the class how to balance a check book. 
5. Write a paper on how borrowing by business firms is related 
to a general business cycle in the whole economy and to 
cycles within the business itself. 
s. Make a series of charts showing the functional structure of 
all the local banks. 
7. Hold a panel discussion on one of the suggested discussion 
questions. 
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8. Hold a debate on the second suggested discussion question. 
9. Make a report on various services provided by your local 
banks. 
10. Report on government legislation affecting banking since 1932. 
11. Make a study of the history o£ banking in this country. 
12. Make an extensive study o£ the role of bankers in the 
depression of 1929. 
13. Make a field trip to your local savings and commercial bank. 
14. By socio-drama Show the class how a bank can make a profit 
by starting with an initial million dollars. 
15. Prepare and present a skit showing a group of men who decide 
to start a bank. Have them discuss their aims and the process 
they must go through to get started. 
16. Write a television show or a children's book on banking. 
17. Make a study of career opportunities in the field of banking. 
18. List the banks in your city ~or if in a large city, those 
in your neighborhood) and differentiate between those that 
are savings banks and those that are commercial banks. 
19. Find out how many of theabove banks belong to the F.D.I.C. 
20. Concerning the above banks, find out the interest rates given 
by each bank and how they are compounded ~annually, semi-
annually, etc.J. 
21. Create a list of problems or situations which might be 
encountered by a commercial bank in its every-day transactions; 
present each problem situation in the form of a quiz period, 
asking members of the class how they would analyze and 
resolve the respective problem. A chosen panel of "experts" 
can act as a board to judge the accuracy and quality of a 
proposed solution. 
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22. Suppose you are paying rent on an apartment, and have de-
cided to buy a hom& Its cost is ~12,000. You have f4,500 
in a savings account, and you can obtain an additional 
$2500 from other sources. It is necessary, however, to 
obtain a loan of ,5,000 from a bank. Set up a mock inter-
view presenting the dialogue which might ensue between 
you and the bank's loan officer. 
23. Construct a poster containing samples of the official forms, 
slips and policies issued by banks and used by customers 
in their financial transactions with that bank. Samples 
of such forms would be: a savings deposit form, a savings 
withdrawal form, a blank check, etc. Paste each form on 
a poster and label each. 
Applying What You Have Learned 
OWNERSHIP OF THE NATIONAL DEBT, NOVEMBER, 1946 
\Per Cent) 
Commercial banks • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Federal Reserve banks • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Individuals • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Insurance companies • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Mutual savings banks • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Other corporations and associations • • • • • 
State and local governments • • • • • • • • • 
24 
9 
27 
9 
5 
9 
3 
u.s. government agencies and trust funds • • • 14 
Source: "F'ederal Reserve Bulletin." 
1. How can individuals own part of the national Bebt? 
Ans: Through ownership of u.s. Government Bonds. 
" 
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2. Why would corporations and associations want to own part 
of the national debt? 
Ana: 5ecause it's a good investment; paying a steady interest 
rate. 
3. What does the national debt mean? 
Ana: The debt sustained by the Federal Government. This is 
caused by an unbalanced budget. 
4. Who owns most of the national debt? 
Ans: Individuals. 
5. Who owns the least amount of the national debt? 
Ana: State and local governments. 
6. What is the difference between the three types of banks 
represented in the Table? 
Ans: A difference of organization a nd operation. 
7. Is it advantageous to ow.n part of the national debt? Why? 
Ans: Yes, because it pays a constant interest rate. 
3. Test Items 
Multiple Choice 
1. Savings banks are required by law to keep money in reserve for 
its depositors; it constitutes approximately 
*A. 6'/o 
B. 10% 
c. 20% 
D. 3% 
2. A savings bank may be organized as a 
A. Corporation or by the federal government 
B. Mutual Company or a proprietorahip 
*c. Corporation and mutual company 
D. Partnership 
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3. A single bank can obtain money during a bank run by 
A. Issuing promissory notes to depositors 
B. Borrowing money from depositors 
*C. Selling notes to another bank 
D. RefUsing payment to depositors 
4. Commercial banks are said to create money because 
A. Lending decreases the amount of money available 
i~B. The money lent is added to the firms account 
c. They transfer money from one person to another 
D. All of the above 
5. When you endorse a check you must 
*A. Guarantee payment to whomever accepts it 
B. Have a savings account 
c. Deposit it in your account immediately 
D. Cash it immediately 
6. When a new firm affiliates with a bank, the most important 
consideration is 
7. 
B. 
A. The bank's convenient location 
*B. Their line of credit 
c. To seek out a reputable savings bank 
D. How much money a bank holds in reserve 
The total demand deposit is reduced when firms 
A. Initiate new loans 
B. Borrow more than they repay 
c. Borrow for increased production 
*D. Pay up their notes 
When a firm has a line of credit with a bank and wants to 
borrow money they 
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A. Must wait for a definite period 
B. Must show their financial report 
*<l. Can obtain it immediately 
D. Can obtain it for only a month 
9. Commercial banks perform all these functions listed except 
A. Lend to business firms 
B. Circulate coins and currency 
*C. Print currency 
D. Create new money 
10. The following purposes are legitimate to cause commercial 
banks to lend to firms who have eatablished a line of credit, 
except for the purpose of 
A. Expansion of business 
*B• Strengthening declining sales volume 
C. Increaaing number of employees 
D. Increased inventories 
11. United States requires definite reserve requirements of bank 
deposits mostly to 
A. Safeguard depositors money 
B. Avoid future depressions 
C. Be superior to England 
*D. Control their lending ability 
12. Runs on banks are less common now because of 
A. Faith of depositors in United States government 
B. Increased understanding of banking business 
C. Senate investigations 
*D. Deposit insurance plan 
13. A basic difference between savings banks and commercial banks ia 
A. A savings bank has the facility of demand deposits; a 
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A. commercial ~aak does not 
*B• Commercial banks have the ability to create money; savings 
banks do not 
c. Savings banks have the ability to create money; commercial 
banks do not 
D. A commercial bank is organized like a corporation; a savings 
bank never is 
14. Which of the following is ~ a function of commercial banks 
A. Creating money 
B. Supplying currency 
c. Collecting checks 
*D. Sending money to the Federal government 
15. The largest amount of money that a bank can safely lend a 
firm at any one time is called the 
*A. Line of credit 
B. Credit liability 
c. Firm investment 
D. Frational reserve 
16. One method of transacting the business of commercial banking, 
as illustrated by the early goldsmiths, is now known as the 
principle of the 
A. Demand Deposit 
B. Fractional reserve 
*c. Promissory note 
D. Installment loans 
Matching \Match the letter of the item in the right hand 
column with the number of the appropriate item 
in the left hand column). 
! 1. Line of Credit 
E 2. Terms of Sale 
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~ 3. Fractional Reserve 
B 4. Savings Bank 
c 5. Commercial Bank 
A 6. National Bank 
D 7. Lending Money 
A a. Creating Money 
A. 6% of amount of depositors' money 
on hand in commercial bank 
B. Certain amount of money on hand 
c. Amount of money that a bank will 
always lend a firm 
D. Amount due within stated period 
E. Largest amount firm can borrow 
A. Chartered corporation under 
federal government 
B. Mutual company 
c. Corporation with stockholders 
D. Mutual company or corporation balllk 
A. Lending which increases amount of 
money in country 
! 9. Supply Coins and Currency B. Function of savings bank to 
~ 10. Collecting 6hecks 
Completion 
create money 
c. Money obtained for depositor from 
other banks in form of checks 
D. Function of commercial bank 
E. Money which goes from depositor 
to retailer to the bank 
1. Checking accounts can be obtained at a COMMERCIAL bank. 
2. 5anks which invest their depositor's money in real estate 
are SAVINGS banks. 
3. Commercial banks loan their money to BUSINESS FIRMS for a 
short duration of time. 
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4. Checks constitute 9/10 of the money which is in circulation. 
5. A written order to the bank to pay money to an individual 
or business is a CHECK. 
6. Some of the commercial banks obtained their charter from 
the federal government and are called NATIONAL banks. 
7. When you stand behind or guarantee something in writing you 
have ENDORSED it. 
8. When a firm supplies a bank with a financial statement of its 
business in order to borrow money in the future, it seeks a 
LINE OF CREDIT. 
9. Bank runs have become rare since the organization of the 
FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE COR~ORATION because they insure 
the banks depositors. 
10. In addition to safeguarding deposits, a savings bank will 
loan money when satisfactory SECURITY is offered. 
11. Savings banks usually keep ~of their depositors money on hand. 
12. A commercial bank is organized for business purposes in the 
same way a CORPORATION is organized. 
13. Demand deposits increase in times of PROSPERITY. They decrease 
in times of DEPRESSION. 
14. Commercial banking can be traced back to the European crafts-
men known as GOLDSMITHS. 
15. In addition to cash reserves, demand deposits of commercial 
banks are backed by p0111:886Bl HOTES. 
16. Secondary reserves that stand behind demand deposits of 
commercial banks are GOVERNMENT BONDS. 
17. The depositor of small sums of money saved by large numbers 
of people is the SAVINGS BANKS. 
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18. A written order to a bank to pay a certain sum or money to 
some person or rirm on demand is a CHECK. 
19. In a period or prosperity, new money in the form or demand 
deposits increases because firms are BORROWING more than 
they are repaying. 
20. When a commercial bank lends money to a firm and adds the 
amount loaned to the firms checking account, the banks is 
creating NEW MONEY. 
21. While savings banks deal principally with consumers, 
commercial banks de~l mostly with BUSINESS FIRMS. 
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Chapter 15 
TEE FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM 
1. Summary 
The Federal Reserve Act was passed by Congress in 1913 
and reorganized in +935. The structure of the Federal 
Reserve System is composed of member banks and 12 geograph-
ical Federal Reserve Banks. Controlling these, is the 
Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System. This 
group, sometimes known as the "Federal Reserve Board", is 
composed of 7 men appointed by the President of the United 
States for a term of 14 years each. 
The Federal Reserve Board has many legal powers. 
Some of these powers are: 
1. to fix the reserve requirements of member banks. 
2. to control the interest rates that are charged by the 
Federal Reserve Banks on loans to member banks. 
3. to control the buying and selling of Government securities. 
4. fixing interest rates that member banks may charge on loans. 
5. influence by suggestions. 
The policy of the Federal Reserve Board is used in various 
ways to affect recovery and prosperity, and also recession 
and depression. However, the Federal Reserve Board cannot 
prevent a recession. 
The Federal Reserve Banks are organized as corporations, 
obtaining their charters from the Federal government. The 
member banks in each district become the stockholders. The 
Board of Directors is composed of 9 men; 6 elected by the 
member banks, and 3 appointed by the Board of Governors. 
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2. Review Questions and Activities 
Vocabulary 
Explaining the following words in your own words, terms 
The Federal Reserve Board 
A Federal Reserve Bank 
Member Bank 
Non-member Bank 
"Banker's Bank" 
Government Securities 
Inflation 
Speculation 
Recession 
Review Questions 
Federal Reserve Note 
"Officer's Cheek" 
"Open Market Operations" 
Open Market Committee 
Government Bond Dealer 
U,S, Treasury 
Board of Governors 
Federal Advisory Council 
1. List at least four reasons why a Federal Reserve Bank can be 
called a 11banker 1 s bank", 
2, About what percent of the banks in the country are members 
of the Federal Reserve system? 
3, About what percent of the commercial banking business is done 
by non-member banks? 
4, How are non-member banks affected by the policies of the 
Federal Reserve Board? 
5, How many Federal Reserve Banks are there? On what basis are 
they located? 
6, Who can buy the stock issued by a Federal Reserve Bank? Is 
the amount of stock sold to any bank regulated? 
7, How many directors are there for each Federal Reserve Bank and 
how are they selected? 
a. How can a member bank increase its demand deposits? 
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9. What is the relation between the u.s. Treasury and the 
Federal Reserve Banks? 
10. What is a federal reserve note and for what is it used? 
11. Who makes up the Federal Reserve Board, How are they selected, 
and for how long do they serve? Vfuat is their salary? 
12. What are the three main powers of the Federal Reserve Board? 
13. On what basis are the reserve requirements of member banks 
established? 
14. Vfuy are government bonds in demand? 
15. Why must the buying and selling of government securities by 
Federal Reserve Banks be regulated? 
16. What is the relation of Congress to the Federal Reserve Board? 
17. How does the Feder~l Reserve Board keep in close touch with 
economic conditions? 
18. What is the chief way in which the Federal Reserve Board 
affects the economy. 
19. In the beginning of a period of prosperity what will be the 
Federal Reserve Board's attitude towards loans? In a period 
depression or recession? 
20. In what ways can member banks be curtailed in making of loans? 
21. Can the Federal Reserve Board prevent a depression? Why? 
22. Outline and describe the structure of the Federal Reserve System. 
23. Is there a comparable system to the Federal Reserve System 
in England or France? 
24. Can the President of the United States control or dictate 
to the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System? 
Discussion Qpestions 
1. Why is some type of centralized banking system needed? 
2. Would having just one central bank better meet the need for 
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a centralized bank in this country? 
3. "Federal Reserve policy affects the economy much the way 
power brakes affect your car". 
4. How are households affected by Federal Reserve policy? 
5. Should the Federal Reserve be under the Treasury Department? 
6. Why should the Federal Reserve Board be concerned with 
economic statistics for is not the publishing of these 
st~tistics properly the concern of the Department of Commerce? 
7. To ensure the proper operation of the Federal Reserve Board 
should Congress set up qualifications for board members? 
a. How important is the Federal Reserve System in our economy? 
9. Vfuat are the comparative policies and activities of the 
Federal Reserve System in periods of economic depression, 
recession, recovery, and prosperity? 
10. "All the powers of the Federal Reserve System should be used 
for promoting stability of' the price level". ~~hich powers 
are expected to do this? How might such powers be used to 
restrain a rise in prices? a f'all in prices? 
Student Activities 
1. Give an oral report using various visual aids to show how the 
Federal Reserve Board creates money. 
2. Write a paper on the relation of the u.s. Treasury to the 
Federal Reserve System. 
3. Write a paper comparing and contrasting the Federal Reserve 
Act of' 1913 and the reorganization of the Federal Reserve 
System in 1935. 
4. Make a report on public opinion in 1913 concerning the pro-
posed Federal Reserve System. 
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5. Demonstrate the effect of the buying and selling of government 
bonds on the demand deposits of member banks. 
6. Write a paper on attempts in the history of the u.s. of 
establishing a National Bank. 
7. Prepare and present a skit of a Federal Reserve Board 
meeting in a period of recovery from a recession. Policy 
concerning reserve requirements, interest notes, and govern-
ment bonds must be made. 
s. Prepare and present a skit of a Federal Reserve Board 
meeting in a period in which business firms are borrowing 
money to raise wages and to pay high prices for goods. 
Policy concerning reserve requirements, interest notes, 
and government bonds must be made. 
9. Prepare and present a skit in which the President is talking 
over With some of his confidants the problem of appointing 
a new member to the Federal Reserve Board. 
10. Look up present Federal Reserve Board policies concerning 
regulation of required reserved, interest rates, and 
government bonds. Present your findings to the class and 
demonstrate how these policies give an overall picture of 
the present economy. 
11. Make a series of charts and diagrams of the Federal Reserve 
district in which you are located. Be sure to indicate member 
and non-member banks, the size of your district in comparison 
with the other 11 districts, the Board of Directors of your 
Federal Reserve Bank, etc. 
12. Make a report on the present officers of the Federal Reserve 
EQard. 
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13. Plan a television program on whiCh it is explained how the 
Federal Reserve Board affects the economy by regulating each 
of the following: 
\a) reserve requirements, \b) interest notes, \c) sale 
of government bonds 
14. Make a study comparing and contrasting the Federal Reserve 
System with the Bank of England. 
15. Prepare and present a skit of a Board of Directors of a 
bank deciding whether or not to become a member or non-
member bank in the Federal Reserve System. 
16. Hold a panel discussion on one of the suggested discussion 
questions. 
17. Draw a map and mark off and identify the Federal Reserve 
Districts. Are they all equal in geographic size? 
18. Have a debate on whether or not the Federal Reserve System 
is the best system possible. Take into consideration the 
period in the United States before the Federal Reserve 
Act was passed. 
19. Illustrate the principle of "open market" buying and selling. 
Imagine that you are a U.s. government bond dealer from whom 
the Federal Reserve Bank of New York wishes to buy *5,000,000 
worth of government bonds. Explain the various procedures under-
taken to plan and carry out this transaction and show the 
effect upon the member banks. 
20. Consult your text book and other references and write a 
report giving historical background \circumstances and events) 
which led to the necessity of creating the Federal Reserve 
System. 
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Applying ~ !2£ Have Learned 
THE INCOME PATTERN 
Business Week's Regional Income Indexes 
% Change The Indexes 
Federal 
Reserve District 
vs. year Feb. Jan. Feb. 
ago 1957 1957 1956 
1. Boston 
2. New York 
3. Philadelphia 
4, Cleveland 
5. Richmond 
6. Atlanta 
7. Chicago 
8, St, Louis 
9, Minneapolis 
10. Kansas City 
11. Dallas 
12, San Francisco 
Nation 
\ 
7.7% 
4,0% 
3.5% 
6.2% 
6.5% 
6.3% 
4.3% 
6.8% 
5,2% 
6,3% 
9.0% 
6.3% 
285.1 
307.5 
293.5 
348.9 
369.2 
448.8 
357.1 
327.5 
357.4 
407.1 
497.6 
400o0 
355.2 
282,0 
307.0 
295,6 
345.7 
367.5 
445.0 
355.4 
324.9 
355.3 
402.7 
494.4 
399.4 
353,5 
1941~ 100; adjusted for seasonal Februarr. figures 
source: 'Business 
1957 
1. What year is the price index based on? 
Ans: 1941. 
270.7 
285,5 
282.1 
337.0 
347,5 
421.4 
335.8 
314.1 
334.5 
387.1 
467.9 
366.9 
334.2 
preliminary. 
Week", May ll, 
2. In what Federal Reserve District have incomes increased the most? 
the least? 
Ans: They increased the most in the San Francisco district, 
and the least in the Cleveland district. 
3. How was the total of ~ 6.3% for the whole nation computed? 
Ans: By averaging the change of all the 12 Federal Reserve Distric 
4, Locate on a map of the United States, the 12 Federal Reserve 
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Districts. 
3. Test Items 
Mu1tiple Choice 
1. The reserve requirement which the member bank must have on 
hand is determined by 
*A. The board of governors 
B. The board of directors 
c. The federal advisory council 
D. The federal market committee 
2. A member bank can obtain money from their reserve bank by 
A. Selling stock 
B. Selling a promissory note to a firm 
i~. Signing a promissory note 
D. Creating new money 
3. A federal reserve bank serves itsmember banks by 
A. Collecting coins and currency from them 
B. Allowing them to keep their own cash reserves 
*c. Collecting checks for them 
D. Borrowing from them 
4. When a reserve bank wishes to issue federal reserve notes they 
A. Must wait for the treasury to deposit them 
*B. Issue them to member banks 
c. Issue them to nonmember banks only 
D. Must issue only demand deposits 
5. If the federal reserve bank purchases bonds or sells them they 
do so in 
A. A private market 
B. A closed market 
*c• An open market 
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D. A bull market 
6. A federal reserve bank 1s organized as a 
*A. Corporation 
B. Mutual company 
c. Partnership with the government 
D. Proprietorship 
7. In a period of recovery, the federal reserve banks can loan 
money easily because of 
A. The higher interest rates 
*B. The cash reserves on hand 
c. Decreasing demand deposits 
D. None of the above 
s. When the federal reserve banks sells anything, the cash reserves 
of member banks 
A. Increases 
*B. Decreases 
c. Doubles 
D. Remains constant 
9. When a federal reserve bank loans money to a member bank the 
A. Board of directors has complete control on interest 
*B. Reserve board must approve changes 
c. Stockholders set the interest rates 
D. National bank levies interest rates 
• 
10. T.he United States has never had a central government owned 
bank because of 
A. Size of our nation 
B. Variety of business by regions 
c. Experimental banking efforts 
*D. Less felt need for central banking 
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11. Federal Reserve Banks in each district carry out the following 
function except that of 
A. Lend money to non-member banks 
B. Collect checks for non-members 
c. Safeguard deposits 
*D. Cash checks for individuals 
12. The Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System exercise 
all but one of the following powers 
A. Fix reserve requirements of member banks 
*B. Redeem Federal Reserve Notes in coin 
c. Control buying and selling of Government securities 
D. Fix interest rates on household loans 
13. The Federal Reserve Policy results in the following benefits 
except for one 
A. Accumulated information about economic conditions 
B. Source of government department studies 
*C. Preventing depressions 
D. Control over commercial bank lending 
14. When higher prices rather than increased production results 
from Federal Reserve Policy they can control this by 
A. Increasing reserve requirements of member banks 
B. Promoting greater sales of government securities to bond 
dealers 
c. Approving higher interest rates on loans by Federal banks 
*D. Taking no positive steps to change conditions. 
15. Which of the following serves to increase the supply of money mos· 
A. Bills of exchange 
*B. Checks 
c. Promissory notes 
D. Bonds 
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16. Each Federal Reserve Bank is owned by 
A. The Federal government 
B. T.he States within the Federal Reserve District 
*c. The member banks in its districts 
D. The individual stockholders 
17. The Federal Reserve System provides for 
in different parts of the country. 
----- central banks 
18. 
A. One 
B. Five 
*c. Twelve 
D. Twenty-four 
T.he Board of Governors 
A. 6 member appointed 
B. 6 members appointed 
*c. 7 members appointed 
Senate 
are made up of 
by the Senate 
by the President 
by the President and confirmed by the 
D. 12 members appointed by the President and confirmed by the 
House. 
1~. All banks that are chartered by the Federal Government are 
known as 
*A. National Banks 
B. United States Banks 
C. Feder~l Banks 
D. State Banks 
20. All the power of the Federal Reserve Board combined enable 
it to accomplish one principal thing 
A. To alter reserve requirements of member banks 
*B. Make it easier or harder for commercial banks to lend money 
c. To regulate the payment of interest on time 
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D. To control open market operations of Reserve Banks. 
Matching lMatch the letter of the item in the right hand 
column with the number of the appropriate item 
in the left hand column). 
I 1. Banker's Bank 
~ 2. Member Bank 
! 3. Non-member Bank 
D 4. Central Reserve City 
Banks 
! 5. Reserve City Banks 
~ 6. Country Banks 
D 7. Federal Reserve Bank 
! a. Federal Reserve Board 
B 9. Federal Reserve System 
A. Carry on 1/5 of banking in the u.s. 
B. Belong to federal reserve system 
C. Belong to group of savings banks 
D. Large member banks which lend money 
to non-member banks 
A. Legal reserve requirement of 10% 
to 20% 
B. Located in cities and towns 
c. Located in New York and California 
D. Located in largest financial center 
A. Controls reserve requirements of 
member banks 
B. Organization of banks under feder-
£ 10. Federal Reserve Districts al government 
c. 12 sections with a bank in each 
D. Corporation owned by member banks 
Completion 
1. In some nations like England and }ranee, there is only one 
CENTRAL bank. 
2. A national bank which is chartered by the federal government 
must be a member of the FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM. 
3. In the United States, we have ~federal reserve banks located 
throughout the country. 
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4. A £ederal reserve bank is a corporation which must obtain 
a CHARTER £rom the £ederal government. 
5. A £ederal reserve bank raises capital £or the corporation by 
selling STOCK to member banks in their district. 
6. Any £ederal reserve bank must have a BOARD OF DIRECTORS 
six or whom are elected and three appointed members. 
7. Any bank which is a member or the £ederal reserve system will 
have its reserve requirement set by the BOARD QE GOVERNORS. 
8. When a £ederal reserve bank aals or purchases anything, the 
action they take is known as an ~ MARKET operation. 
9. Each reserve board member is appointed by the President ror 
a term or 14 Ji!Hi. 
10. The Pederal Reserve System has set up a super bank plan £or 
COMMERCIAL banks. 
11. All NATIONAL banks are required to be members or the Federal 
Reserve System. 
12. About 11,000 or the nation's commercial banks belong to 
the Federal Reserve System. 
13. The Federal Reserve Banks are organized just as a BORPORATION 
type or business. 
14. The stockholders in each Federal Reserve Bank are, the 
MEMBER BANKS. 
15. Federal Reserve Policy can inrluence the LENDING activity or 
bankers more than the revival activity. 
16. Federal Reserve Policy can control the trend or PROSPERITY 
or recession but cannot revive the life of the economy. 
17. Member banks of Federal Reserve System are classified into 
THREE groups according to their location. 
18. The main function of the Federal Reserve Boards is to make it 
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it easier or harder for commercial banks to ~money. 
19. Approximately _i_ of the commercial banks in the United 
States belong to the Federal Reserve System. 
20. The buying and selling of the Federal Reserve Banks of 
government securities is carried on through regular govern-
ment bond dealers, is called OPEN MARKET buying and selling. 
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Chapter 16 
UNIONISM AND COLLECTIVE BARGAINING 
1. Sununat1r 
The main achievement of union organiz~tion is strength 
through unity. The American labor movement consists of 5 
distinct parts: the local union, the national or international 
union, and the federation. Unions are either industrial unions 
or craft unions. Industrial unions usually cover a whole 
industry, such as the unskilled workers in a steel plant. 
Craft unions only include skilled workers in specialized fields. 
For over 20 years the American labor movement was composed 
of 2 federations; the American Federation of Labor and the 
Congress of Industrial Organizations. The AFL was founded in 
1881 while the CIO emerged in 1955. In 1955, the two feder-
ations merged and formed the AFL-CIO. Besides the usual 
officers, this new body has 27 vice-presidents on the Executive 
Council. 
Besides the unions just noted, there are several important 
unions that are still independent of the AFL-CIO. The most 
important of these are the United Mine Workers and several 
railroad brotherhoods. 
The primary activity of American unions is collective 
bargaining \the process of negotiation of a contract between 
labor and management). The typical contract terms are known 
as: the recognition clause, the union security clause, the 
management security clause, the seniority clause, the grievance 
procedure, and various economic clauses. If successive steps 
in a grievance procedure do not produce an agreement, then the 
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settlement is procured by a neutral third person larbitration). 
2. Review Questions and Activities 
Vocabulapy 
Explain in your own words what the following words, terms mean 
Local Union 
Shop Steward 
Industrial Union 
Craft Union 
Company-Wide Bargaining 
Regional Bargaining 
Industry-Wide Bargaining 
International Union 
Strike Funds 
Federation 
A.F.L. 
c.I.o. 
Minimum Wage 
Collective Bargaining 
Strike 
Affiliation 
Review Questions 
The Recognition Clause 
The Bargaining Unit 
The Union Security Clause 
The Union Shop 
The Closed Shop 
Management Security Clause 
Seniority Clause 
Straight Seniority 
Limited Seniority 
Layoff 
The Grievance Procedure 
Arbitration 
Lockout 
Fringe Benefits 
Purchasing Power 
Merger 
1. What is the most important reason for the existence of unions? 
2. Describe briefly the structure and purpose of a local union. 
3. What is the difference between an industrial and a craft union? 
Give an example of each. 
4. iib.at is the difference between company-wide, regional, and 
industry-wide bargaining? 
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5. Describe briefly the structure and importance of an 
international union. 
6. Describe briefly the structure and function of a federation. 
7. Give an example of two unaffiliated unions. 
8. What is meant by collective bargaining? 
9. '1Vhat type of economic threat is available to both labor and 
ao management? 
10. Vfuat is the main advantage of collective bargaining as 
opposed to legislation? 
11. List and explain the significance of the six aspects common 
to most labor-management contracts. 
12. What is the difference between a closed shop and snupen shop? 
13. What is arbitration and when is it used? 
14. What is the difference between management's concept of wages 
and union's concept of wages? 
15. What are some of the reasons labor might give for wanting 
an increase in wages? 
16. List at least three types of frin~ benefits. ii.hy is an 
employer who does not offer these benefits at a disadvantage? 
17. In what way do unions increase the efficiency of the employer? 
Vfuat are the consequent dangers if the employer can not increase 
his efficiency? 
18. Are there any independent unions listed among the 10 largest 
in the country? 
Discussion Qqestions 
1. Samual Gompers once said that labor wanted "more and more, 
now". What are the inherent dangers in this statement? 
2. Is unlimited seniority something to be desired by either 
labor or management? 
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3. What are the benefits of arbitration to both management 
and labor? 
4. What are the advantages and disadvantages of craft versus 
industrial unionism? 
5. Should labor take an active part in politics? 
6. Could we call this the age of enlightened management? 
7. What would be an ideal relationship between labor and 
management? How close does the actual relationship today 
between labor and management approximate this ideal? 
B. Have you chosen your intended occupation freely, measuring 
attractiveness of the work and money returns against the 
difficulty and cost of school preparation? iihat other 
factors have entered into your decision? How important to 
you are the non-financial aspects of a job? 
9. Vihy is it that few American employers have become Socialists 
or Communists? 
10. Suppose the United Auto Workers union obtained a ~.30 per 
hour increase through collective bargaining. Vihat do you 
think will be the effects on \a) methods of production in 
the auto industry \b) employment and total incomes. 
Student Activities 
1. Make a series of charts showing the relationship and the 
divisional duties of the local union, the international 
union, and the federation. 
2. Arrange to bring in a guest speaker representing labor and 
one representing management to answer any questions of the class. 
3. Write a research paper on an unaffiliated union such as the 
United Mine Workers. Draw a conclusion as to whether or not 
a union has more benefits by being affiliated or by being 
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independent. 
4. Give an oral report on the educational and informational 
contributions of labor. 
5. Write a research paper on the Teamster Union Scandal of 
1957, and who the resulte of this scandal on unions in 
general. 
6. Make a study of the A.F.L., and the c.r.o. dividing your 
study into the following three periods 
\a) 1881-1935 lb) 1935-1955 lC) 1955-present 
7. Make a survey of unions represented in your community. 
a. Select 15 national periodicals and examine them to see if 
you can determine whether they are pro-labor or pro-
management. Write away for copies of periodicals sponsored 
by unions. Make a display of your findings. 
9. Decide on a problem that might be typical of a conflict 
between labor and management. Prepare and put on a skit 
showing arbitration of this dispute. Give each member of 
the class a copy of the contract that might result from 
this process of arbitration. 
10. Make a survey of various fringe benefits offered by a 
sample of business firms and institutions in your community. 
11. Hold a panel discussion on one of the suggested discussion 
questions. 
12. Make a study of the history of labor since 1900 dividing your 
study into the following 3 periods. 
la) 1900-1918 \b) 1918-1932 lC) 1932-present 
In each period examine such aspects as general working conditions, 
attitudes of labor and management to each other, labor leaders, 
legislation, court decisions, important strikes. 
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13. Invite a representative of a local union to talk to the class. 
14. Take a survey of the class to see if t~ are pro or con labor 
\organized) and why they have this opinion. Follow this up 
by taking a survey of your parents and friends concerning 
their views. 
15. Present a debate on the role you feel that government should 
play in connection with labor unions. 
16. Have a group report on the labor unions that are still 
independent. 
17. Describe in a written report the background, cause and outcome 
of one industrial dispute and strike about which you have 
recent knowledge. \~at are the conditions which led to the 
dispute, the issues at hand, the policies and tactics of both 
the union and the company, and the terms of the final settle-
ment. ~~at lesson do you find in these events. 
18. Scan for two weeks the daily newspaper and several nationally 
known magazines and extract any news items, editorials, or 
photographs relating to union activity. Organize your facts 
in chronological order on a poster for purposes of class 
discussion and exhibition. 
19. Draw a pictorial version of the grievance procedure. 
Perhaps you can furnish a "complaint" and follow it to 
the various levels of consideration by union and company. 
20. With several members of the class, enact a scene illustrating 
the "grievance procedure". Manufacture a complaint which you, 
the worker, have against the company. Show the steps from 
the initial complaint to your shop steward to its appearance 
beforo the arbitration board. 
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Applying ~ You Have Learned 
MAN-DAYS OF IDLENESS 
4 M llions 
3------~~~~------------~~~r.rorr----
2 ____ ~------~~~~-r~--4.-----------
l~r---------------------~~~~~ 
0~~--~~--~~~·-it~'~·~·--~·~~~·~~~·-~t--~-L·-
1955 1956 
Source: 
1957 
"Business Week" 
May 18, 1957 
1. In what year were the most days of work lost? the least? 
Ana: 1956 the most, 1957 the least. 
2. What does the above chart have to do with labor's part in 
production? 
Ana: The more days lost on the job through strikes, the more 
production will be decreased. 
3. What was the maximum number of da~s of work lost 1n 1955?, 
1956?, 1957? 
Ana: 3 million days in 1955, 13.6 million days in 1956, 
less than 1 million days for the period shown 1n 1957. 
4. How does labor's period 1n 1957 compare with the previous 
two years? 
Ana: Fewer days of idleness have been lost 1n the first period 
of 1957, this means that labor-management relations have 
been peaceful. 
3. Test IteliiB 
Multiple ChOice 
1. The international union has control over local unions 
2. 
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*A. Through the strike fund 
B. Because they collect dues from each local 
c. Because they provide fringe benefits 
D, Because they elect local officers 
A craft union is organized for 
A. In a particular company 
B. Having a variety of' skills 
C, In a particul~ firm 
i~D. Of a similar skill 
all workers 
member 
3. The center of' power and strength in unions lies in the 
A, Federation 
B. Craft and industrial locals 
*C. International union 
D, The local union 
4. By collective bargaining we mean 
A, Labor's affiliation with management 
B, Labor's rights over management 
c. Management's rights over labor 
*D. Labor's negotiation with management 
5, By a recognition clause, we mean that the company recognizes 
A. An individual as the bargaining agent 
B. The shop steward as the bargaining agent 
i~. A union as the bargaining agent 
D. The business agent as the bargaining agent 
6. To start the grievance procedure, it is necessary for the 
worker to register a complaint with 
A, The shop foreman 
*B. The shop steward 
c. The business agent 
D. The department superintendent 
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7. The grievance procedure is concerned with adjusting un-
resolved disputes over contract interpretation by employing 
A. Negotiation procedures 
B. A collective bargaining procedure 
c. A strike or lockout 
*D. An arbitration 
8. Economics clauses in a contract are concerned with 
A. Unions rights conserving hiring conditions 
B. Managerial authority 
~. Wages and fringe benefits 
D. Conditions necessary for promotion 
9. An arbitrator is consulted to 
10. 
*A. Render a final decision in the grievance 
B. Stqrt grievance procedures 
c. Discuss the problem a worker brings to him 
D. Discuss problems and make no decision 
The most important function of the local union 
A. Hold meetings 
B. Collect dues 
C. Participate in community activities 
*D. Bargain with employer 
is to 
11. The power of the international unions has become great gecause 
of all except one of the following 
A. Control of strike funds 
*B. Immunity from government investigation 
c. Domination of union convention by officers 
D. Leaders have greater ability and experience 
12. All the following are important fUnctions of labor federations 
except 
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A. Issuing charters to new internationals 
B. Settling jurisdictional disputes 
c. Publishing research findings related to labor 
~•D. Authorizing strikes 
13. Eliminating the possibility of strikes can be brought about 
by a contract that includes 
14. 
*A. A plan for arbitration of grievance 
B. Regular step wage raises 
c. Paid holidays 
D. Pension systems 
The primary and most basic activity of the American union is 
A. Integration of the smaller unions 
B. Morale and financial support of strikers 
C. Settlement of grievances between workers and workers 
*D. Collective Bargaining 
15. Which of the following is an example of a craft union 
A. The unskilled workers in a steel plant 
i~B. The Brotherhood of Painters, Decor a ters, and Paperhangers 
c. United Mine Workers 
D. Restaurant and Hotel help 
16. The international union is Bsually governed by 
A. The international's officers 
B. The Fedexal Government's Secretary of Labor 
*c. The federation's representatives 
D. The convention of representatives from the locals 
17. The statement that length of service is a primary consider~tion 
in such matters as promotion and lay-offs is contained in the 
A. Management Security Clause 
*B. Seniority Clause 
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c. Union Security Clause 
D. Recognition Clause 
18. An example of an unaffiliated union is 
A. United Steel Workers 
19. 
*B. United Mine Workers 
c. International Association of Machinists 
D. International Brotherhood of Teamsters 
The Recognition Clause is most closely connected 
A. Seniority Clause 
B. Management Security Clause 
~·c. Collective Bargaining 
D. Yellow Dog Contract 
to 
20. The problem of higher wages is considered most closely as part 
D 
-
c 
F 
E 
G 
-
of the 
*A. Economic Clauses 
B. Seniority Clause 
c. Management Clause 
D. Recognition Clause 
Matching ,Match the letter oft he item in the right hand 
column with the number of the appropriate item 
in the left hand column). 
1. Local Unions A. Group of management officials 
2. Industrial Locals B. Combination dlf international 
3. Craft Locals c. All workers of a broad group 
4. International Unions D. Direct membership for worker 
5. Federation E. Combination of local unions 
F. Workers with particular skill 
G. League of unions 
unions 
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D 6. Recognition Clause 
A 7. Union Security Clause 
:B a. Management Security 
Clause 
E 9. Seniority Security 
Clause 
A 
!! 10. United Mine ijorkers 
£ 11. United Steel Workers 
A. Conditions under which worker is 
required to join a union 
B. Conditions under which management 
has authority 
c. Conditions under which worker is 
!'ired 
D. Conditions under which a union is 
acknowledged by company as gargain-
ing agent 
E. Conditions under which service lengt: 
is considered 
B 
A. Craft Union 
B. Independent Union 
! 12. Brotherhood of' Painters,C. Industrial Union 
Decorators and Paper- D. International Union 
hangers 
~ 13. International Ladies' 
Garment Workers• Union 
£ 14. United Automobile, Air-
craft and Agricultural 
Implement Workers 
~ 15. Railroad Brotherhoods 
£ 16. United Electrical Radio 
and Machine Workers 
From column B choose the letter of' the response that best describes 
the terms above under column A. A letter may be used more than once. 
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Completion 
1. When workers are required to join a union after a set period 
of employment they are working in a UNION shop. 
2. When union membership is a requirement for a position, this is 
known as a CLOSED shop. 
3. Any complaint which is made concerning the violation or a 
contract is a GRIEVANCE. 
4. When labor and management provide for a neutral pprty to settle 
contract disputes, they are following an ARBITRATION procedure. 
5. Paid vacation and holidays are examples of FRINGE BENEBITS 
for which unions bargain with management. 
6. When the time a person has been employed is the only 
consideration, this is known as STRAIGHT SENIORI'l'Y. 
7. A union official who is associated directly with the worker 
and his grievances is the SHO~ STEWARD. 
s. Unions which are independent of the AFL-CIO are called 
UNAFFILIATED unions. 
9. In iurope the worker group organization that preceded the 
modern union was the GUILD. 
10. i~en locals at several plants under the same ownership combine 
for bargaining with the employer it is called COMPANY WIDE 
barglining. 
11. When all locals of the same industry join for bargaining with 
employers that is called INDUSTRY WIDE bargaining. 
12. The most powerful units of the trade union movements are the 
INTERNATIONAL unions. 
13. The merger of the AFL-CIO federations was accomplished in ~· 
14. Negotiations between labor and management representatives to 
draw up contracts are called COLLECTIVE BARGAINING. 
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15. The closed shop for industries operation in interstate 
commerce has been prohibited by the TAFT HARTLEY law. 
16. The three distinct levels of the American Labor union are the 
LOCAL, NATIONAL~INTERNATIONAL) and the FEDERATION. 
17. All workers of a broad group regardless of occupation and skill 
be they in a company or several companies are members of 
INDUSTRIAL unions. 
18. All workers who have a particular skill or closely related 
skills are members of CRAFT unions. 
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Chapter 17 
INTERNATIONAL TRADE 
1. s~uy 
In 1952, ten raw materials accounted for 54% of the 
total value of all United States imports. The 2 predominant 
imports were coffee, and nonferrous metals and ores. About 
two-thirds of all United States exports consist of finished 
and semi-manufactured commodities. In 1955, capital equip-
ment accounted for nearly one-third of our total exports. 
Producer's supplies and materials, foods and drugs, and 
finished consumer goods completed our exports. By 1953 1 
Canada and the Latin American republics were involved in 
more than half of all u.s. imports and exports. 
There are also invisible items in world trade, such as 
foreign travel, transportation of goods, and income from 
foreign investments. In 1955, the u.s. had an asset in the 
2 latter fields, but a debit in foreign travel. 
A balance of trade is usually striven for in inter-
national trade but it is not always achieved. These dis-
crepancies can be equalized by selling gold to the foreign 
country or borrowing in the case of excess imports; or in the 
case of excess exports, a country can be helped by gold movements, 
loans, or government grants from the creditor nation. 
There is controversy over barriers to trade. Many argue 
that free trade is more efficient and allows for greater pro-
duction. However, tariffs are favored for protection of infant 
industries and protection of industries needed for national 
defense. Perhaps tuiffs can be gradually lowered. 
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2. Review Questions and Activities 
Vocabulary 
Explain in your own words what the following words, terms mean 
Capital Goods Protective Tariff 
Imports Infant Industry 
Exports Free Trade 
Invisible Items of World Trade Raw Materials 
Balance of Payments 
Review Questions 
1. Does the United States have an import or an export balance? 
2. Raw materials make up about what percent of our imports? 
3. What amethe three chief foods imported by the United States? 
4. What is the chief industrial raw material imported by the 
United States? 
5. What composes about twQ-thirds of our exports? 
6. Why is it that import needs fluctuate? 
7. In 1955, how many dollars worth of goods and materials were 
exported by the United States? 
a. To what countries are most of our exports sent? 
9. Have our exports to Europe increased or decreased in the past 
few years? Why? 
10. What are the three chief invisible items of world trade? In 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
each of these areas does the United States receive or pay 
out more? 
How does a country pay for its imports? 
How are payments made for an excess of imports over exports? 
How are payments made for an excess of exports? 
What are the basic arguments for free trade? 
What are the basic arguments proposed by those who favor tariffs? 
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16. With which part or the world does the United States trade 
with in greatest quantity? 
Discussion Questions 
1. Why does the United States receive less for the invisible item 
or travel than is p,~id out ror this same item? 
2. What is the relationship between trade and world power? 
3. What contributed to the United States changing rrom having 
a larger import balance to our having a greater export balance? 
4. Would you be in favor or free trade or of protective tari~~s? 
5. Can it be said that the trade situation of one country has 
repercussions on the trade or most othernations? 
6. "A nation pays for its imports by its exports". Explain the 
economic principles of international trade involved in this 
statement. 
7. What effect does war have upon international trade? What 
happened to international trade during World War II? 
Student Activities 
1. Take the products listed in table 18.1 and find out from what 
countries the United States im~orts these goods. Also make a 
chart showing what goods the United States exports to these 
nations. 
2. Make a chart showing where the following goods are exported: 
raw cotton, tobacco, coal, drugs and medicines, automobiles. 
Find out what other nations the United States competes with 
in the export of these goods. 
3. Write a paper on the growing demand ror imported sports cars 
in America. 
4. Write a paper on the increase or foreign travel in the past 
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years. Include a report on various special rates presented 
by different travel and transportation agencies for students 
and excursions. 
5. Write a ppper on the difficulties involved in international 
trade as opposed to domestic trade. 
6. Make a study of income gotten from transportation of goods 
abroad by the United States, and contrast this with the 
money paid out by the United States for transportation 
of goods. 
7. Make a study of different areas of investment abroad by 
United States citizens. 
8. Make a study of different views on trade of various economic 
philosophers and schools of philosophy. 
9. Make a study of the United States Tariff Policy since 1800. 
10. Make a study of how the United States international trade 
has been affected by the following 
\a) The Exchange Stabilization Fund \b) The International 
Monetary Fund lc) The International Bank for Reconstruction 
and Development ld) The London Conference \e) The Recip-
rocal Trade Agreements 
11. Prepare a television show demonstrating how payments in 
international trade are made. 
12. Make a study of how the United States policy of making loans 
to other countries has changed since 1900. Also examine our 
programs of economic and military aid. 
13. Hold a debate which might take place between a pBtson in 
favor of free trade and one in favor of protective tariffs. 
14. The bill which gives the president the power to make recip-
rocal trade agreements is coming up before Congress for 
renewal. Present a skit showing what might take place on 
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the floor o~ Congress concerning renewal o~ this bill. 
15. Hold a panel discussion on one o~ the suggested discussion 
questions. 
16. Make a study of the various pressure groups who ~avor a 
high tarif~ and of those who ~avor a low tariff. 
17. Present a panel discussion the advantages or disadvantages 
of the General Aggeement on Tarif~s and Trade lGATTJ and 
the Organization for Trade Cooperation lOTC). 
lB. Present a debate concerning whether tariffs should be 
lowered or not. 
19. Have a group report on the international trade character-
istics o~ various foreign countries. 
20. Trace the international trade policies of the United States 
from 1775 to the present, noting its changes. 
21. Draw a cartoon or pictorial poster showing the various proced-
urea by which one nation trades with another. 
22. Write an essay on the subject of world trade and its 
significance and influence upon the international situation 
at present. Perhaps you can supplement your paper with 
relevant news items or photographs to illustrate your comments. 
Applying What You ~ Learned 
Table A. 
FOREIGN AID: THE POSTWAR PERIOD 
MILITARY VS. ECONOMIC 
a. ____ ;B~i~l~l~i~o~n~s~o~f~D~o~l~l~a~r~s~------------------------ 8 
6 
4 ~ Milit~ 
2 IW/A Non-
Military 
Source: ~New York Times Sunday,May 19, 
1957. p.4E 
Table B. 
Western 
Europe 
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TOTAL GRANTS 
of Dollars 
Asia 
~ilitary 
~}%%VNon-Mil1tary 
Source: ~ New ~ Times 
Sunday, May 19, 1957. p.4E 
1. What does Table A show? 
Ans: Amount of military and economic aid 
2. What is the difference in Table A and Table B since they 
both show foreign aid? 
Ans: Table B shows to which area aid is being directed. 
3. In what year was the United States total foreign aid the 
greatest?, the least? 
Ans: The greatest amount was in 1954, whereas the least 
amount was in 1950. 
4. In what year was the United States total economic aid the 
greatest?, the least? 
Ans: The greatest amount was in 1946, whereas the least 
amount was in 1953. 
5. How many billions of dollars of aid have we given to Western 
Europe? 
Ans: '27 billion. 
6. How many billions of dollars of non-military aid have we 
given to other parts of Asia? 
Ans: ~10 billion. 
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3. Test Items 
Multiple Choice 
1. When a country's imports exceed her exports she can make 
payment by 
*A. Selling bonds 
B. Buying Bonds 
C. Buying quantities of the country's medium of exchange 
D. Increased imports 
2. Trading on an international basis insures 
A. Greater exports than imports 
B. Greater aependence upon a foreign country 
c. Benefits to the country which imports goods 
*D• Benefits to both parties 
3. The most important items which the United States imports are 
A. Industrial raw materials 
*B. All raw materials 
c. Food raw materials 
D. Invisible trade item• 
4. Because we import certain items now, does not mean that we 
always will because 
A. Of the invention of synthetic fibres 
B. Of a decreased or changing demand 
c. Of technological developments 
*D. All of the above 
5. The United States exports consist mainly of 
A. Raw materials 
B. Natural resources 
•~C. Finished and semi-manufactured goods 
D. Industrial raw materials 
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6. If a country's exports exceed her imports, she can create 
a balance of payments through 
A. Borrowing money 
*B. Issuing grants and loans 
c. Selling more items 
D. Selling gold to the importing country 
7. When we invest money abroad and receive an interest payment, 
8. 
9. 
the money we receive is equivalent to 
*A. An import 
B. An export 
C. An export and an import 
D. None of the above 
Free trade within a country is said to promote 
A. Competition 
B. Monopolistic control 
*C. Specialization 
D. Dependence 
Tariffs are imposed by the United States to 
A. Restrict all free trade 
B. Encourage foreign purchases 
c. Discourage home buying 
*D. Protect industries 
10. One of the main reasons why a country will continue to employ 
tariffs is 
A. To encourage monopolies at home 
i~B. For its use as a bargaining agent 
C. To discourage any foreign buying 
D. To sell more and buy fewer goods 
11. Since World War II an increasing amount of our foreign trade 
12. 
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in finished products has been with 
A. England 
~~B. Canada 
c. Mexico 
D. Synthetic fabric• 
In world trade all the following exce;et 
be "invisible" items 
A. Foreign investments 
B. Airplane fares 
c. Transport fares 
*D. Automobiles 
one are considered to 
13. All these arguments are valid when used to defend free trade 
exce;et 
A. we will lose our export markets 
B. World's resources go to w~ste 
·;}C. We will have greater unemployment 
D. We will pay higher prices for certain goods 
14. Reasons for gradual lowering of tariffs that seem most valid 
are all except 
A. Tariff reduction can be a bargaining devide 
B. Some workers would lose jobs 
C. Certain industries continue to need protection 
*D. Our standard of living would lower noticeably 
15. The most difficult problem in making decisions about raising 
or lowering tariff restrictions is 
A. World conditions 
*B. Real need for protection 
C. Competition of industry 
D. Union attitude 
16. In comparing the exports and imports of the United States, 
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we find that 
A. The two are approXimately equal 
B. The imports greatly exceed the exports 
i<C. The exports greatly exceed the imports 
D. The two are exactly equal in money value, but unequal 
in volume ge goods 
17. Which would be classified as a "visible 11 export 
A. Money spent abroad by American tourists 
B. Interest paid to foreign holders of u.s. securities 
*c. Exporting gold bullion to affect a trade balance 
D. Charges made to foreign shipowners tr~sporting American good: 
18. Foreign investment is an activity especially referred to as 
i~A. Invisible trade 
B. Visible trade 
c. International trade 
D. Import-export trade 
Matching \Match the letter of the item in the right hand 
column with the number of the appropriate item 
in the left hand column) 
! 1. International Trade 
C 2. Invisible Trade Items 
B 3. Free Trade 
A. Trading V•hich insures more exports 
than imports 
B. Flow of goods and services on an 
unrestricted basis 
C. Travel, transportation, and foreign 
investment 
D. Travel, finished consumer goods and 
investments 
E. Interaction of goods and services 
between countries 
c 4. 
-
D 5. 
E 6. 
~ 7. 
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Balance of Payments 
Infant Industry Pro-
taction 
National Defense 
Protection 
Tariffs 
A. Protective t~iff to insure 
foreign competition 
B. Tax on goods imported 
c. The means by which a country makes 
international settlement 
D. Erotective tariff to prevent 
foreign competition 
E. Protective tariff to insure supply 
in time of emergency 
From List B select the type under which the exports in List A belang 
Lable with type letter. 
A B 
A a. Electrical Machinery 
-
A. Finished consumer goods 
D 9. Medicines B. Producers' supplies and materials 
~ 10. Bituminous coal c. Capital equipment 
!. ll. Passenger cars D. F'oods and drugs 
.£ 12. Trucks 
~ 13. Petrolllum Products 
E. 14. Wheat 
.£ 15. Civilian aircraft 
!. 16. Clothing 
E. 17. Dairy Products 
Completion 
1. The finished and semi-manufactured goods which the Uriited 
States exports con~tutes approximately~ of our total exports. 
2. Trading income which a country receives without any apparent 
sale of goods is known as an INVISIBLE trade item. 
3. The manner in which a country settles trading debts with another 
country is called a BALANCE Q!: PAYMJINTS. 
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4. In the United States, the CONSTITUTION prohibits any 
restrictions on trade between the states. 
5. The United States is known as the largest FREE TRADE area 
in the world because of her few minor trade restrictions. 
6. A tax which a country places upon goods which it imports is 
known as a TARIFF. 
7. When a country imposes any restrictions upon its trading, 
these restrictions are called BARRIERS to trade. 
8. The trading which takes place throughout the world between 
countries is known as INTERNATIONAL trade. 
9. When the United States exports more than it imports, she 
provides for payment to be made to her by the issuance of 
United States government GRANTS. 
10. Places where United States sells the gre8.test amount of its 
exports are called the FOREIGN markets. 
11. From the table 18.3 the largest total value of any group of 
exports was credited to the PRODUCERS SUPPLIES AND materials. 
12. From the table 18.3 the smallest total value of any group 
of exports was credited to the COMMERCIAL TRANSPORTATION 
EQUIPMENT. 
13. From the table 18.4 United States benefited most in income 
from !BIZBTMENTS in foreign countries. 
14. From the table 18.4 foreign nations benefited most in income 
from TRAVEL. 
15. When a nation exports more than it imports it is said to 
have a FAVORABLE balance of trade. 
16. From table 18.13 the most important way United States financed 
the export-import imbalance was through use of GRAN~S and LOANS. 
17. The most important commodity among our imports is ~MATERIALS. 
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Chapter 18 
THE FRAMEWORK OF GOVERNMENT REGULATION 
1. Summary 
Government regulation is mainly in the following fields: 
1. the regulation of transportation 
2. the regulation of public utilities 
3. maintaining competition 
4. protecting the investor 
5. protecting labor 
6. government aids to business and agriculture 
The first federal law regulating transportation was the 
Interstate Commerce Act of 1887. This was applied to abuses in 
the railway industry. Today, government regulation has been 
extended to all other forms of transportation through such acts 
as the Motor Carrier Act and the Civil Aeronautics Act. 
Public utilities are those businesses whose operations 
affect the public interest to an unusual degree. The Federal 
Communications Commission and The Federal Power Commission are 
important agencies in this field. 
The basic law for maintaining competition is the Sherman 
Anti-trust Act enacted in 1890. More recent acts in this area 
are the Clayton Act and the Federal Trade Commission. 
The Securities and Exchange Commission requires a company 
issuing the security to file a registration statement. Since 
1934, the SEC also regulates the securities exchanges. 
Some of the laws passed to protect labor are the NLRA of 193&, 
the Social Security Act, and the Fair Labor Standards Act. 
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There are also laws concerning wages and child labor. 
The Government aids business through many activities, such 
as statistical information being made available, and credit. 
The Government has mainly aided agriculture through its policy 
to support farm prices. 
2. Review Questions and Activities 
V'ocabulary 
Explain in your own words what the following words, terms mean 
Monopoly Federal Power Commission 
Patent System Sherman Anti-Trust Act 
The Federal Government 
Interstate Commerce 
Intrastate Commerce 
Common Carriers 
Contract Carriers 
Civil Aeronautics Board 
A Trust 
Federal Trade Commission 
The Clayton Act 
"Rule of Reason" 
Securities & Exchange Commiss. 
Margin Reguirements 
Civil Aeronautics Administration Jurisdictional Disputes 
Public Utilities Secondary Boycott 
Federal Communications Commission Social Security Administrati 
Pools Prospectua 
Tolls 
Review Questions 
1. What is the difference between preventive and positive 
government regulation? Give an example of each. 
2. Vfuat is the difference between interstate and intrastate 
commerce? Give an example of each. 
3. What was the first attempt at federal regulation of trans-
portation? Why was this action taken and what did it accomplish? 
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4. What was the Motor Carriers Act? 
5. How and why were the Civil Aeronautics Board and Civil 
AeDonautics Administration established? What are the duties 
of these two agencies? 
6. Why are some groups in favor of a revision of transportation 
regulation? 
7. When are certain businesses classified as public utilities? 
8. Are public utilities regulated primarily by the state or the 
federal government? 
9. How was the Federal Communications Commission established? 
vfuat are the powers of this group? 
10. What are the duties of the Federal Power Commission? 
11. Are government or private agencies given preference by law 
in licensing of hydro-electric projects? 
12. What law has the government made the most use of to maintain 
competition? For what does this law provide? 
13. What is the relation between the anti-trust division of the 
Department of Justice and the Federal Trade Commission? 
14. What was the difference between the Supreme Court's attitude 
toward monopoly in 1920's and its attitude around 1945? 
15. What led government to protect the investor? 
16. How does government protect the investor? 
17. For what does each of the following provide? The National 
Labor Relations Act? The National Social Security Act? 
The Fair Labor Standards Act? The Taft Hartley Amendment? 
18. List at least five aids of government to business. 
19. List at least two aids of government to agriculture. 
20. List the various fields wherein the Federal Government 
provides regulation and aid. 
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21. Illustrate with examplesthe answers given to the above 
question. 
22. Has the United States government always played a regulatory 
role? When did such powers increase? 
Discussion Questions 
1. How can government regulation or business be justiried? 
2. Under what conditions should government change rrom taking 
a preventive role or regulation to assuming a role or 
positive regulation? 
3. Is there a boundary over which government should not step 
in the regulation or business? 
4. Should state government be the chier determiner or regulation 
rather than the Federal Government? 
5. Did the attitude or the Supreme Court towards monopoly in 
the 1920 1 s better promote the common good than the court's 
attitude in the 1940's? 
6. Have you read, or heard or any instances, within the past two 
were 
years in which the Tart-Hartley Law or other labor laws/in-
voked by the Federal Government, either on the local or 
national scene? Describe the circumstances. 
7. Do you have any reason to believe that monopolistic practices 
among some large rirms exist at the present time, even though 
such practices are prohibited by Federal law? 
a. In which or the six rields discussed in your text has 
Federal regulation been most successrul; least successrul? 
Give reasorls to support your contention. 
Student Activities 
1. Give an oral report on the British Government's regulation or 
~ 
-
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radio comparing this to government regulation of radio in 
the United States. 
2. Bring in a group of books that the class can use to further 
their concept of government's role in promotion of the 
common good, 
3. Make a chart showing the legal basis of go~nment regulation, 
4. Make an oral report on Social Security, 
5. Write a paper comparing the attitude of Hamilton and Jefferson 
towards government, Draw a conclusion as to whose attitude 
best approaches the position of government as it is today 
in the United States. 
6. Write a paper comparing the role of government in a democracy 
with the role of government in a communist state, 
7, Set up a committee on Government Regulation of Transportation, 
8, 
9. 
\a) Make a study of the railroads around 1900 
\b)Make a study of the changes of the Interstate Commerce Act 
of 1887. 
\C) Make a study of the main disputes, accomplishments, 
regulation, and the structure of the Interstate Commerce 
Commission. 
ldl Make a study of the disputes, accomplishments, regulations, 
and structure of the Civil Aeronautics Board and of the 
Civil Aeronautics Administration, 
Set 
\a) 
\b) 
\C) 
\d) 
Set 
\a) 
\b) 
\C) 
up a committee on Government Regulation of Public Utilities, 
Make a survey of different businesses that have been and 
are classified as public utilities 
Make a study of the accomplishment, disputes, regulation, 
and structure of the Federal Communication Commission, 
Make a study of the structure, the disputes, the accomplish-
ments, and the regulations of the Federal Power Commission, 
Make a study of the regulation of public utilities by your 
state government, 
up a committee on Government Maintainance of Competition 
Make a study of overall business organizations, attitudes, 
and conditions that existed around 1900, 
Make a study of enactments of the Sherman Anto-Trust Act, 
that have taken place since 1900. 
Make a study of the structure , the disputes, the accomplish-
ments and regulations of the Federal Trade Commission, 
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10. Set up a Committee on the Protection of the Investor by Governme 
\a) 
\b) 
Make a study of the stock market as a part of the American 
economy from 1900 - 1930. 
Make a study of the Truth in Securities Act and of the 
Securities Exchange Act. 
11. Set up a Committee on the Government and Protection of Labor 
1al Make a study of general working conditions around 1900 
and compare them with the general working conditions 
of today 
\b) Make a survey of unemployment in your state since 1900 
and draw conclusioB as to what caused the situation you 
find and as to the effect of unemployment on the overall 
economy and the community morale. Include efforts made 
by the state and federal government to relieve this 
situation in times of unemployment. 
\c) Make a chart showing the most important legislation 
and court decisions that have affected labor from 1900 
and to the present. 
12. Set up a committee on Government aids to Business and Agricultur~ 
(a) Prepare a display of different publications put out by 
the Department of Commerce and the Department of Agriculture 
1bl Make a study of the structure and work of the Small Business 
Administration and of the Export-Import Bank. 
\C) Make a study of the various pressure groups organized to 
promote the interests of businessmen and farmers. 
13. Make a study comparing government regulation during World War I 
with government regulation during World War II. 
14. Present debates on federal regulation in general, or on the 
various six topics listed in this chapter. 
15. Have a group prepare a panel on government regulation in 
various foreign countries. 
16. Prepare and exhibit of the various aids and materials that 
the government provides. 
17. Scan the daily newspaper and weekly magazines and cut out any 
news items or ~hotographs which deal with the subject of 
federal or state regulation of business or labor activitty 
Put the cut-outs into a scrapbook or poster and present it 
both for exhibition and explanation to the class. 
18. Make a series of drawings or cartoons illustrating the various 
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laws discussed in your text, and symbolize the activities 
which they regulate or prohibit. 
19. Have a quiz period. Make a list of federal legislation acts 
with accompanying definition or explanation of its functions, 
the conclusion which led to its creation, etc. After being 
studied by the class for several class periods, submit 
it to that class in the form of an oral quiz. You, as a 
quiz master, will give the general explanation to one 
member of the class, whose task it will be to identify the 
specific law. 
Applying What You ~ Learned 
DOMESTIC SPENDING OF THE FEDIRAL GOVERNMENT 
s. ____ =B=il=l=i~o~n~s~o~f~D~o~l~l~a=r~s------------------------~8 
6 
-4 ,_ 
2 
0 
-
-
-
-
Veterans 
.... 1953 
1!7i;IJ 1949 
Interest 
"" f:i 
I. Agric. 
:a 
Labor & 
Welf'are 
:a 
6 
4 
2 
0 
General 
Govt. Costs 
Source: The New York Times, Sunday, 
May ~1957. p.5E 
1. In what field did the government spend the most money in 1949? 
in 1953? 
Ans: 1949 - Veterans, 1953 - Interest 
2. Which category has increased the most numerically since 1949? 
percentage wise since 1949? 
Ans: Agriculture increased the most numerically, Labor increased 
the most percentage wise. 
3. How many billions of dollars did the Federal Government spend 
on agriculture in 1949? 
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Ana: Almost ~3 billion. 
4. In what field did c,he government spend the least money in 
194\:1? in l\:153? 
Ans: In 1949 - Labor and welfare; In 1953 - General Government 
costs. 
3. Test Items 
Multiple Choice 
1. The Interstate Commerce Act of 1887 prohibited 
A. Unreasonable trucking rates 
*B. Unjust railroad rates 
C. The charging of a single fare rate 
D. Federal support for railroads 
2. For the most part, our public utilities are regulated by the 
*A. States 
B. Federal Communication Commission 
c. Federal Power Commission 
D. Interstate Commerce Commission 
3. The Sherman Ant&-Trust Act of 1890 prohibits 
A. The restraint of trade by two or more firms 
B. The efforts of a firm to monopolize trade or commerce 
i~C. All of the above 
D. None of the above 
4. The Anti-Trust Division of the Federal Trade Commission 
undertakes 
A. To study monopolistic practices 
B. To regulate specific monopolistic practices 
c. To regulate unfair methods of competition 
i~D. The prosecution of monopoly cases in court 
5. 
s. 
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The amount of money which a person 
broker in order to purchase stocks 
A. A registration statement 
B. A protectus 
*c. A margin requirement 
D. Always 50% of the total cost 
Another name for the National Labor 
A. Taft-Hartley Act 
*B. IYagner Act 
c. Social Security Act 
D. Fair Labor Standards Act 
must deposit with a 
is 
Relations Act is the 
7. The main objective which Congress had in mind when it passed 
the National Labor Relations Act was 
a. 
i~A. To encourage the growth of unions 
B. To discourage the growth of unions 
c. To place restrictions upon labor 
D. To pass child labor laws 
The Taft-Hartley Law prohibits 
A. The conducting of union representation proceedings 
B. Union shops and boycottw 
c. All strikes by unions 
*D. Jurisdictional disputes, secondary boycotts and closed shops, 
9. Old age and survivors insurance and unemployment compensation 
respectively provide for a tax from the 
A. Employer and employee in both cases 
B. Employee only in each case 
c. Employer only in both cases 
*D. Employer and employee in the former and the employer in the 
latter. 
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10. All the following abuses were responsible for the Interstate 
Commerce Act except 
A. Price discrimination to patrons 
B. Secret agreements 
C. Over-speculation in building railroads 
*D. Invention of the automobile 
11. These firms are all considered to be public utilities except 
A. Stockyards 
B. Railroads 
c. Gas companies 
D. Race tracks 
12. Under the Securities Act a company issuing securities must 
meet the following requirements 
A. File a registration statement describing new stock 
B. Give prospective eustomers a brief copy of registration 
c. Explain use of funds expected from new issue 
i<D. Advertise honestly 
13. Laws intended to help the workers by increasing his purchasing 
power include 
*A. National Industrial Recovery Act 1933 
B. Social Security Act 1935 
c. National Labor Relations Act 1935 
D. Taft-Hartley Act amendments 1947 
14. The National Labor Relations Board has the following respon-
sibilities except 
A. To determine Which union the workers want 
B. To certify a particular union as bargaining agent 
C. To investigate loss of jobs due to union activity 
*D. To blacklist unfair employers 
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15. Unfair labor practices of unions listed in the Taft-Hartley 
Law include all except one of the following 
A. Working for a closed shop 
*B. Quitting a job without notice 
c. Carrying on jurisdictional disputes 
D. Ref'using to work on non-union goods 
16. The f'irst Federal law regulating transportation was the 
A. Interstate Commerce Commission 
B. Federal Communications Commission 
C. Sherman Act 
*D. Interstate Commerce Act of' 1887 
17. Vfuy was the Clayton Act an improvement over the Sherman Act? 
A. Its execution was placed in the hands of the Interstate 
Commerce Con~ission 
*B. Illegal business practices were specifically defined and 
condemned 
c. Labor unions as well as trusw were made monopolies in 
restraint of trade 
D. Penalties in the form of imprisonment and fine were to 
be imposed on violators of this law 
li. Yfuich piece of legislation was created for the purpose of' 
amending the National Labor Relations Act 
A. Fair Labor Standards Act 
*B. Taft-Hartley Law 
c. Social Security Act 
D. Interstate Commerce Act 
Matching ~Match the letter of the item in the right hand 
column with the number of the appropriate item 
in the left hand column). 
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E 1. Interstate Commerce Commission A. Grants licenses £or hydro-
F 2. Federal Communications Commiss. electric project• 
A 3. Federal Power Commission B. Power to regulate local r.r 
G 4. Federal Trade Commission and bus lines 
D 5. Securities & Exchange Commiss. C. Power to censor broadcasts 
in advance 
D. Administers and regulates 
the security acts 
E. Power to regulate railroad 
practices 
F. Regulates telephone, tele-
graph and cable uses 
G. Enforces the Clayton Act 
D 6.National Labor Relations Bd. A. Safety regulations and rules 
A 7. Civil Aeronautic& Board for airways 
E 8. Civil Aeronautics Adminis. B. Imposes pay scales of airline: 
C 9. Interstate Commerce Act 
E 10. Fair Labor Standards Act 
D 11. Sherman Anti-Trust Act 
A 12. Social Security Act 
C. Imposes ~apor's superior 
position over management 
D. Enforces policies of the Wagn~ 
Act 
E. Regulates airports and enforc~ 
the safety rules 
A. Established old age and su.vivDJ 
insurance and unemployment 
compensation 
B. Prohibits boycotts and closed 
shops 
C. Established Interstate Commerce 
Commission 
n 
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D. Limits Monopolistic practices 
E. Limits child labor and establishec 
a minimum wage rate 
Select from List B the letter of the response best descriptive 
of the terms in List A. 
A 
! 13. Interstate 
~ 14. Intrastate 
G 15. Interstate Commerce 
E. 16. Motor Carrier Act 
Act 
c 17. Civil Aeronautics Act 
!! 18. Interstate Commerce 
Commission 
B 
A. Regulates interstate trucking 
B. Fixes railroad rates 
c. Regulates air carriers 
D. Traffic within states 
E. Traffic between states 
F. Regulates contract trucking 
G. First law regulating transportatioJ 
H. Prevents unfair competition 
Which administrative group in List B has responsibilities over 
cases as listed in List A. 
A 
£ 19. Over time wage payments 
A 20. Benefits to workers depen-
dents 
B 
A. Social Security Administratioi 
B. National Labor Relations Board 
c. Rair Labor Standards Act 
~ 2m. Avoidance of strikes threatening 
national welfare 
£ 22. Employment of minors 
! 23. rensions for retired workers 
£ 24. Minimum wage rates 
! 25. Help for blind 
! 26. Unemployment payments 
,..., 
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Completion 
1. A business which affects the public by the operation of it 
is considered a PUBLIC UTILITY. 
2. A system which ghe government employs to protect the in-
ventor of a product is known as the PATENT system. 
3. When a union refuses to work on goods which are produced by 
a non-union firm they are involved in a 8E6aNDARY BOYCOTT. 
4. If two or more unions have a dispute over which of the two 
shall perform a particular task, they are involved in a 
JURISDICTIONAL DISPUTE. 
5. An unreasonable combination of business firms which serve to 
restrain trade is a MONOPOLY. 
6. When a person wishes to purchase a new security, the law 
provides that he be given a PROSPECTUS which is a statement 
of information concerning the use of funds for the security. 
7. The amount of money which a buyer of security must deposit 
with a broker before he is allowed to purchase the stock 
is known as a tdARGIN REQUIREMENT. 
8. When various firms combine their stock holdings into a larger 
single concern they are forming a TRUST. 
9. The first attempt to control monopolistic practices is 
illustrated by the law known as the SHERMAN ANTI-TRUST ACT. 
10. When government regulation controls public utility rates that 
is an example of gov~rnment policy described as a PREVENTIVE 
type. 
11. '•Vhen government regulation established the system of issuing 
patents, that was an example of government policy described 
as PROTECTIVE. 
12. The first transportation group to be regulated by law was the 
, 
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RAILROAD. 
13. Most regulating of public utilities is done by STATE governments 
14. Stock exchanges are required to register with and file reports 
with the SECURITIES & EXCHANGE COMMISSION. 
15. President Truman vetoed the TAFT-HARTLEY Law, which was 
intended to curb certain union practices. 
16. The legal principle used by the Supreme Court to decide 
when a firm constitutes a momopoly is knovm as the RULE £E 
REASON principle. 
17. The Federal authority whose purpose it is to control the 
water power development in the navigable waters of the 
U.S. is the FEDERAL POWER COMMISSION. 
18. All forms of INTERSTATE transportation are controlled by the 
Federal Government • 
• 
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Chapter 19 
GOVERNMENT: REVENUES AND EXPENDITURES 
1. Summary 
Governments obtain their revenues primarily from taxation. 
The principal forms of taxes are: income, sales, property and 
others. 
Income taxes are levied on personal incomes and on corpor-
ate incomes. The income tax is usually progressiv~however, in 
a few states it is proportional. 
In 1952, the sales tax was the second most important source 
of the total revenue yielded. This tax also accounts for about 
60% of combined state revenues. A sales tax can be a general 
sales tax, an excise tax, or a customs levy on imported goods. 
Sales taxes are frequently criticised as being regressive. 
Property taxes were the leading source of all government 
funds until the income tax expanded in the late l930 1s. The 
property tax is evaluated by the rate being charged as well 
as the assessment value of the property. 
In 1952, social insurance contributions amounted to nearly 
9% of government receipts. Non-tax revenues account for about 
one-tenth of total government revenues in this same year. 
Expenditures of all branches of government have increased. 
The largest item of federal expenditure is for national defense. 
Interest payments on the national debt also occupy a sizeable 
amount in the budget. International affairs such as foreign aid 
programs represent a sizeable expenditure. 
n 
. "" 
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Non-military expenditures are used for social security, 
agriculture, and natural resource development. 
One of the major problems of the public debt is that this 
debt bears interest and in 1955 this amounted to almost ~7 billion 
a year. Another problem encountered with the public debt is the 
process called refunding. 
2. Review Questions and Activities 
Vocabulary 
Explain in your own words what the following words, terms mean 
Mixed Economy Customs 
Personal Income Tax ~roperty Tax 
Corporate Income Tax Assessment Tax Value 
Progressive Tax Social Insurance Contribution 
iroportional Income Tax Non-Tax Revenue 
Sales Tax The National Debt 
Excise Tax Refunding 
Review Questions 
1. vvhat are the various levels of government? 
2. Today what is the chief source of government revenue on the 
federal level? 
3. What are some of the items for which deductions can be made in 
both the income and the corporate tax? 
4. v~at is the difference between a progressive and a proportional 
income tf4X? 
5. What is the chief source of revenue on the state level? 
6. Why is the sales tax often called a regressive tax? 
7. Vfuat was the chief source of income on the federal level 
before World War I? 
n 
- . 
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a. On what are customs duties levied? 
9. What is the chief source of revenue of government on the 
local level? 
10. What is the chief argument used by economists against the 
property tax? 
11. \ihat various contributions make up the government's social 
insurance revenues? 
12. What are some of the non-tax sources of government revenue? 
13. Under what conditions is the government most likely to have 
expenses beyond its revenue? Why? 
14. On what level of government has there been the greatest 
increase of expenditures? 
15. iY.hat is the largest and most variable expenditure of the 
federal government? 
16. How is the national debt accumulated? 
17. What is the main problem connected with payment of the interest 
on the national debt? 
18. Nhat is the problem involved in the process of refunding? 
19. Do the state governments obtain their revenue in the sama 
manner as the Federal Government? Illustrate. 
20. Where does the Federal Government spend most of its money? 
21. Does the United States have a "balanced budget" at present? 
Discussion Questions 
1. Why have people asked government to take an increasing role 
in solving problems? 
2. lihy have gove1·nment expenditures increased so greatly in 
recent years? 
3. iVhat have been the social effects of our system of income taxes 
on our class system? 
. . 
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4. Do the benefits gained through our national defense and foreign 
aid programs compensate for the large tax burdens th~t these 
programs impose? 
5. Government spends a great deal of money on maintaining our 
public school system. in1at justifies this great expenditure? 
Should government also provide schooling beyond the high 
school for all? 
6. Do you think that the statemand the federal governments are 
justified in tEJing corpor~tions twice? By what s~ecific taxes 
are they so taxed? 
7. Why are progressive taxes more effective than proportional taxes 
when applied to the principle of taxing according to ability 
to pay? Illustrate. 
8. What effect do you think expenditures for the ~ilitary and 
national defense have upon tax rates? 
Student Activities 
1. Obtain a sample of an income tax form and demonstrate to the 
class the way one's income tax is figured by use of a pypo-
thetical situation. 
2. Make a chart comparing representative articles that would be 
taxed by a general sales tax with representative articles 
that would be taxed under an excise tax. 
3. Make a pie graph showing the percent of total federal government 
expenditures in the past fiscal year for eacn of the following 
items: foreign aid, national defense, grants to states, welfare 
programs, organizational needs, and interest on the national debt. 
4. Make a pie graph showing what percent of the total federal 
government revenue was contributed by each of the following 
sources: personal income tax, dorporate income tax, customs, 
" . 
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sale of goods and services, borrowing, excise tax, and others. 
5. Write a paper comparing Franklin D. Roosevelt's and Herbert 
Hoover's attitude toward the national debt and show how their 
attitudes were reflected in their presidential programs. 
6. Make a se"ies of charts and diagrams showing the different 
levels of government, the various powers of government at 
each of these levels, and the legal sources from which these 
powers are derived. Also include a diagram of these districts 
in your state. 
7. Hold a committee hearing of a state legislative committee set 
up to study whether or not a sales tax should be enacted. Have 
a series of people from various economic and social groups 
present their views on the proposed sales tax. 
a. Prepare and put on for the class a skit showing the procedure 
of customs collection on articles brought back from another 
country by a returning traveller. 
9. Hold a debate on the topic - Local Governments Should Depend 
On The Property Tax For Revenue. 
10. Make a survey of non-tax revenues of your local and state 
government. 
11. Make a study of federal government expenditures during World 
War II and of cur1·ent expenditures due to maintainence of 
national defense and foreigg aid programs. 
12. Make a study of your state's expenditures in the past fiscal 
year in each of the following areas: schools and other 
educational services, roads and highways, health and 
hospitals. 
13. Prepare and present a skit of a meeting of a congressional 
committee organized to explore the possibilities of enacting 
legislation to reduce income taxes in the coming year. 
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14. In recent years there has been a great deal of concern over 
the national debt. Make a study of what leading economists 
have had to say on the effect of the increasing national debt 
on the stability or health of our economy. 
15. Make a study of taxes on various types of unearned income. 
16. Have a group report on typical revenue and expenditures 
of foreign governments. 
17. Have a group report on the various means whereby the 
Federal Government has gathered revenues since 1780. 
18. Present a debate on the values of the progressive, pro-
portional, and regressive tax. 
19. Prepare a group report on whether Federal Government ex-
penditures have changed direction or si1e since 1780. 
Is there a trend? 
20. Write a report giving the sources and amount of revenues and 
expenditures for your to~~ or community or city for the 
previous year. Supplement this report with an illustrative 
pie chart similar to that explained in Ul. 
21. Be a "tax expert". Conduct an investigation showing the 
progress of the Gross National Income and the corresponding 
income tax and st~dard of living for the period from 1940 to 
1956. Present your findings in the form of a line graph. 
What conclusions do you draw after comparing the three sets 
of data; are they clearly related; which has shown the 
greatest increase, and at what period; onthe basis of the 
data, what are your predictions? 
22. Have a class discussion of the ef'f'ect of iVorld iiar II, the 
Korean War, and the present internation situation upon the 
level of the Federal income tax and expenditures for military 
and national defense needs. 
"' 
. . 
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Applying What You Have Learned 
THE FEDERAL BUDGET 
Fiscall Years, 1956 and 1957 
Net Receipts 
Current 
Estimate 
for 1957 
Individual Income Taxe 
'1!>34.1 
Billions 
'IP69.8 
1956 
Actual / I ~'1Pa.ajll~5.2 
1
Jl 
1956 
Actual 
/_ I :W2l.O 
Expenditures 
,P67.1 
Billions 
'1!>69.1 
I I I I I ~------~-4_o_.5-----------~~-~-·6_.Lj/---~~'~·4~·~9~/~~~,·1~3~·~4~~~ =~~:~ons 
Source: koaa Maps of ~ndustry 
~1085, October 12, 1956 
The Conference Board 
1. By what amount iM the 1957 budget going to be larger for total 
receipts? for total expenditures? 
Ans: Receipts - ljp2.7 billion; Expensitures - '1!>3.4 billion. 
2. From what source will the federal government receive its money? 
Ans: Individual income taxes, corporation income taxes, 
excise taxes, and other sources. 
3. What are the major items that the federal government will 
be spending its money on? 
Ans: Major national security, interest, agriculture and others. 
4. Which category in source of money for the government will be 
increased the most in 1957? 
Ans: Individual income taxes 
5. Which item will receive the largest increase of money from the 
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government in 1957 over 1956? 
Ans: Those listed as "other" expenditures. 
3. Test Items 
Multiple Choice 
1. A good description of the American economy is that it is run by 
A. Free-pntvate enterprise 
B. Governmental agencies 
*C. A mixture of privateenterprise and government 
D. Corporations 
2. viithin an individual state, the major source of revenue is 
A. Income taxes 
*B. Sales Taxes 
C. Excise taxes 
D. Non-tax revenues 
3. vvhen we speak of a progressive income tax, we mean 
A. Our taxes increase each year 
.Jt.B 
. . Our taxes are gr~er for higher incomes 
c. Our taxes are constant regardless of income 
D. Our taxes are greater for lower incomes 
4. The greatest single source of revenue for the government before 
World War I came from 
i~A. Custom levies 
B. Excise taxes 
C. Tariffs 
D. Assessments taxes 
5. The leading source of government revenue until the late 
1930's was 
A. Real estate taxes 
B. Property taxes 
,.., 
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*c. All of the above 
D. None of the above 
6. ofuen the government runs a surplus we know that expenditures are 
*A. Less than the revenues 
B. Greater than the revenues 
C. Increasing or decreasing in line with the revenue 
D. A constant, never changing figure 
7. When we borrow again in order to repay an old debt, this is 
called 
A. Financing the debt 
B. Reissuing the debt 
..;}C. Refunding the debt 
D. Bonding the debt 
8. The state expenditure which calls for more money than any other 
item is 
A. National Defense 
?rB. Education 
c. Unemployment benefits 
D. 01@ age and survivors insurance 
9. Which of the following types of taxes is !l2l levied by the 
federal government 
A. Sales 
B, Inheritance 
c. Income 
*D. Property 
10. One of the following has been primarily responsible for the 
greatest increase in federal gover~~ent expenses 
A, Social welfare ser~es 
*B, Wars 
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C. Population increases 
D. Rising prices 
11. National debt increase has created plenty of problems. Among 
them the most serious is 
*A• Interest must be paid from tax revenue 
B. Special groups hold the debt 
c. Taxpayers and debt holders are not the same group 
D. Refunding has become more expensive 
12. During periods of prosperity, the langest single source of 
revenue for the federal government is the 
A. Inheritance tax 
*B• Income tax 
C. Customs Duty 
D. Excise tax 
13. Which tax is not regressive 
':·A. Inheritance tax 
B. Sales tax 
C. Poll tax 
D. Customs duty 
14. The excise tax is illustrated b~ the 
A. Tax on income 
B. Poll tax 
><C. Tax on cigarettes 
D. Tax on imports 
15. The sales tax is spoken of as being ____ _ that is, the higher 
the income the lower the percentage tax paid 
A. Retrogressive 
B. Progressive 
*c. Regressive 
D. Proportional 
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16. The greatest increase in tax revenues since 1913 has been the 
B 
D 
! 
c 
A. Property tax 
B. Sales tax 
*C. Income tlj.X 
D. Excise tax 
Matching \Match the letter of the item in the right hand 
column with the number of the appropriate item 
in the left hand column) • 
1. General Sales Tax A. Value of the property is always 
2. Excise fax assessed at 501o 
3. Custom Levy B. A % levied on retail sales of artie 
4. Assessment Value c. A ,. of the total amount that your 
property is taxed for 
D. Levied on the sale of a particular 
commodity 
E. Duty charged on goods imported 
B 5. Progressive Income Tax A. Levied on a % of' income minus 
C 6. Corporate Income Tax dependents 
D 7. Proportional Income Tax B. The higher the income, the greater 
A 8. Personal Income Tax the tax 
C. Levied ona i'o of income minus depre-
ciation 
D. Whatever 'che income, the % is the 
same for all incomes which are taxed 
E. As your income increases, your tax 
rate decreases. 
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B 9. Federal Government 
Revenues 
£ 10. Federal Government 
Expenditures 
! 11. Public Debt 
Completion 
A. Result of borrowing for government 
enterprises, wars and public improve 
ment 
B. Income, Sales and excise taxes 
C. National defense, education, 
health and welfare 
D. Income and property taxes 
E. National defense and post office 
revenues 
1. The leading source of revenue within the individual states is 
the SALES TAX. 
2. The item which costs the federal government more than any other 
expenditure is NATIONAL DEFENSE. 
3. The state government's biggest expenditure is for EDUCATION. 
4. lthen the government borrows money again in order to pay for 
an old debt which is due, the process is referred to as 
REFUNDING. 
5. The taxation of a few goods such as tobacco yields a revenue 
in the form of an EXCISE tax. 
6. Up to the first world was, the leading source of federal 
funds warne from a CUSTOM LEVY on imported goods. 
7. Post office revenues and sales of water are examples of 
HON-TAX revenues. 
a. There are two forms of income tax in the United St~tes, the 
PERSONAL INCOME tax and the corporate income tax. 
9. The sales tax is considered a REGRESSIVE tax because the 
greater an individuals income, the smaller the percentage of 
tax paid. 
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10. United States economy has become a mixture type, combining 
PRIVATE ENTERPRISE and GOVERNMENT ACTIVITY. 
11, Federal government receives the largest amount of revenue 
from the INCOME tax. 
12. State governments find the SALES tax to be the leading 
source of revenue, 
14. Before a tax can be levied on real estate the ASSESSMENT VALUE 
of theproperty has to be worked out, 
15. When tax receipts are less than expenditures the government 
has a DEFICIT. 
16. When a certain percentage of a tax paid is the same at all 
levels of income, the tax is said to be PROPORTIONAL. 
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